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The galaxy mass function, i.e., the distribution of galaxies as a function of mass, is a useful
way to characterize the galaxy population. In this work, we examine the stellar and baryonic mass
function, and the velocity function of galaxies and galaxy groups for two volume-limited surveys of
the nearby universe. Stellar masses are estimated from multi-band photometry, and we add cold
atomic gas from measurements and a newly calibrated estimator to obtain baryonic mass. Velocities
are measured from the internal motions of galaxies and groups and account for all matter within
the system. We compare our observed mass and velocity functions with the halo mass function
from theoretical simulations of dark matter, which predict a much more steeply rising low-mass
slope than is normally observed for the galaxy mass function.
We show that taking into account the cold gas mass, which dominates the directly detectable
mass of low-mass galaxies, steepens the low-mass slope of the galaxy mass function. The low-
mass slope of the baryonic mass function, however, is still much shallower than that of the halo
mass function. The discrepancy in low-mass slope persists when examining the velocity function,
which accounts for all matter in galaxies (detectable or not), suggesting that some mechanism must
reduce the mass in halos or destroy them completely. We investigate the role of environment by
performing group finding and examining the mass and velocity functions as a function of group
halo mass. Broken down by halo mass regime, we find dips and varying low-mass slopes in the mass
and velocity functions, suggesting that group formation processes such as merging and stripping,
which destroy and lower the mass of low-mass satellites respectively, potentially contribute to the
discrepancy in low-mass slope.
In particular, we focus on the nascent group regime, groups of mass ∼1011.4−12 M with few
members, which has a depressed and flat low-mass slope in the galaxy mass and velocity function.
We find that nascent groups are at the peak baryonic collapse efficiency (group-integrated cold
iii
baryonic mass divided by the group halo mass), while isolated dwarfs in lower mass halos are
rapidly growing in their collapsed baryonic mass and larger groups are increasingly dominated
by their hot halo gas. Scatter in this collapsed baryon efficiency could indicate varying hot gas
fractions in nascent groups, suggestive of a wide variety of group formation processes occurring at
these scales. We point to this nascent group regime as a period of transition in group evolution,
where merging and stripping remove galaxies from the population, contributing to the discrepancy
in low-mass slope between observations and dark matter simulations.
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PREFACE
Images of galaxies have long captured the imagination of astronomers and the public alike.
These beautiful pictures, however, reveal only one facet of galaxies – the contribution from stars like
our sun. Galaxies consist of several other components that can be directly observed (at wavelengths
outside the visible spectrum) such as gas, the raw material for star formation. Most puzzling,
however, is the dark matter revealed indirectly from studying the motions of galaxies and that has
so far eluded direct detection. In this thesis we examine the link between galaxies and dark matter
by studying galaxy mass content through stars, stars+gas, and total mass from internal motions
and by comparing with simulations of dark matter.
The first project of this thesis (Chapter 2) has been published in The Astrophysical Journal
under the title “RESOLVE Survey Photometry and Volume-limited Calibration of the Photometric
Gas Fractions technique.” My coauthors on this work are Sheila J. Kannappan, David V. Stark,
Amanda J. Moffett, Mark A. Norris, Elaine M. Snyder, and Erik A. Hoversten. The second project
of this thesis (Chapter 3) has been accepted by The Astrophysical Journal and is titled “RESOLVE
and ECO: The Halo Mass-Dependent Shape of Galaxy Stellar and Baryonic Mass Functions.” My
coauthors on this work are Sheila J. Kannappan, David V. Stark, Amanda J. Moffett, Andreas
A. Berlind, and Mark A. Norris. The third project of this thesis (Chapter 4) is advanced work in
preparation for submission and is titled, “The Baryonic Collapse Efficiency in Galaxy Groups in
the RESOLVE and ECO Surveys.” My coauthors on this work are Sheila J. Kannappan, Claudia
del P. Lagos, Ashley Baker, Andreas A. Berlind, and Zach Nasipak. The fourth chapter of this
thesis (Chapter 5) is titled “A Preliminary Velocity Function for the RESOLVE Survey and its
Dependence on Environment” and presents an overview of the velocity data taken for the RESOLVE
survey as well as the preliminary velocity function for RESOLVE. My coauthors for this work are
Sheila J. Kannappan, Kirsten Hall, Mark A. Norris, Amanda J. Moffett, David V. Stark, Elaine
M. Snyder, Ashley Bittner, David Hendel, Erik A. Hoversten, Ashley D. Baker, Dara J. Norman,
Andrew J. Baker, Ryan Beauchemin, Andreas A. Berlind, Joseph N. Burchett, Steven M. Crawford,
vii
Jonathan Florez, David Guynn, Iraklis S. Konsantopoulos, Millicent Maier, Daniel Rosenberg, Jerry
A. Sellwood, Petri Vaisanen, and Linda C. Watson.
viii
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Galaxies such as our Milky Way consist of stars, which are directly observed through ultraviolet,
optical, and infrared light. Additionally, galaxies are composed of gas, the raw material for star
formation that is directly observed through radio emission. The galaxy stellar and gas mass is
referred to as “baryonic,” which means it consists of normal matter like the atoms that make up
the world we know. Measurements of galaxy internal motions, however, reveal that galaxies are
much more massive than their stars and gas would indicate (e.g., Rubin 1983). This inferred extra
component, referred to as “dark matter” cannot be directly observed at any wavelength of light.
Typically, dark matter is assumed to be an exotic form of matter, i.e., non-baryonic. It may,
however, also contain an undetected baryonic component in the form of either ionized gas or ultra
cold molecular hydrogen gas.
Through a combination of observations of the distribution of galaxies in space (e.g., the 2DF
galaxy redshift survey, Colless et al. 2001) and N-body simulations of non-baryonic dark matter
(e.g., the Millennium simulation, Springel et al. 2005), a powerful theory of galaxy evolution has
emerged. Galaxies form inside halos of dark matter, which extend much farther than the visible
size of the galaxy. Over time, the galaxies (and their dark matter halos) interact and merge in
a hierarchical manner, forming larger structures such as groups and clusters of galaxies in shared
halos, as well as filaments, walls, and voids, where few galaxies reside. Thus galaxies and dark
matter halos are linked in their growth and evolution.
To characterize the galaxy population, one may examine the galaxy mass function, which is the
number density of galaxies as a function of mass. The shape of the galaxy mass function reflects the
hierarchical nature of galaxy formation as the most massive galaxies that formed through merging
are rare, while low-mass galaxies dominate the galaxy population. Typically, stellar mass is used
to construct galaxy mass functions since multi-wavelength imaging data, which can be used to
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estimate stellar masses, are readily available for large surveys. In mathematical terms the stellar
mass function exhibits a power law slope that rises towards lower masses, with typical values ranging
from −1.0 to −1.2 (Cole et al. 2001; Blanton et al. 2003b; Bell et al. 2003b; Panter et al. 2007;
Li & White 2009). Dark matter simulations yield similarly shaped halo mass functions; however,
the low-mass slope of the dark matter halo mass function is significantly steeper, with a slope
of ∼−2.0 (Sheth & Tormen 1999). The discrepancy between low-mass slopes raises the question:
why do we not observe as many galaxies as predicted by cold dark matter simulations? To answer
this question, we consider three possible explanations for the discrepancy: dark baryons, depressed
baryon-fraction halos, and the role of environment.
Dark Baryons: From observations of primordial fluctuations in the early universe, we expect
the baryon-to-dark matter ratio to be ∼0.15 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014). In studies of
galaxies and galaxy groups, however, we generally cannot account for most of these baryons via
stars and gas alone (up to 99% are unaccounted for in low-mass galaxies, McGaugh et al. 2010).
For the largest clusters the shortfall is within systematic uncertainties on observable quantities
when including the hot X-ray detected gas (Gonzalez et al. 2007; Giodini et al. 2009). For lower
mass groups, however, the gas is not as hot and does not emit in X-rays, leaving us unable to
easily detect the remaining baryons, most of which are expected to be in the form of the warm-hot
intergalactic medium or WHIM (40–50% based on simulations, Cen & Ostriker 2006). In fact, a
massive reservoir of ionized gas has been detected in the Milky Way using quasar absorption line
studies (Gupta et al. 2012). There is also evidence for dark baryons in disks in the form of ultra-cold
gas, as revealed by submillimeter excesses in low-mass galaxies (Re´my-Ruyer et al. 2013). If there
is a large reservoir of undetected baryonic matter in the galaxy disk, galaxy mass functions based
on detectable baryons (such as stellar mass) will underestimate the mass of galaxies, leading to the
shallower low-mass slope in the observed galaxy mass function.
Depressed Baryon-Fraction Halos: An alternate explanation for the shortfall of low-mass
galaxies in the galaxy mass function may be decreasing galaxy formation efficiency in smaller and
smaller galaxy halos. If halos never form enough stars to be observable we call them dark halos,
although the end result may be more of a spectrum of depressed baryon-fraction halos. There are
two possibilities for heating up the gas and thereby suppressing star (and galaxy) formation: 1)
feedback from star formation, e.g., supernova winds, blowing out the gas that would fuel future
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star formation (Mac Low & Ferrara 1999) and 2) early reionization of the neutral gas after the first
stars formed in the universe (Thoul & Weinberg 1996), “squelching” galaxy formation in low-mass
halos thereafter (Tully et al. 2002). Supernova winds are efficient at removing gas only for the
lowest mass galaxies (Mstar < 107 M, Mac Low & Ferrara 1999), although they may remove some
of the gas in galaxies with gas masses of ∼109 M (Ferrara & Tolstoy 2000) thereby depressing the
baryon fraction within these halos. Reionization provides a better mechanism for fully suppressing
star formation in low-mass halos. However, detailed examination of the star formation history
of dwarf galaxies shows that dwarfs have continued to form stars since the epoch of reionization
(Monelli et al. 2010), suggesting that reionization does not completely shut down galaxy formation
in low-mass halos. Additionally we lack strong evidence for a large population of dark halos as
would be expected if most of the discrepancy can be explained by a galaxy formation inefficiency
scenario (see Cannon et al. 2015 and references therein). A less severe option is that part but
not all of the baryonic material in the halo is removed, resulting in high mass-to-light ratio halos.
Such baryon depletion may be accomplished by reionization or partial supernova blowout of galaxy
gas or possibly environmental effects as discussed below. If a complete accounting for the baryons
in galaxies still results in a divergence between observed and theoretical low-mass slopes, then a
mechanism to reduce the baryon fraction in halos needs explanation.
Environment: A galaxy’s evolution is strongly influenced by its environment. Galaxy clusters
preferentially host red galaxies with less star formation and gas (e.g., Haynes et al. 1984), while
galaxies in less dense environments are bluer and more star forming. To explain these trends, as
galaxies move to the dense cluster environment, they must lose their gas and “quench” their star
formation. Several quenching mechanisms may play a role: 1) ram-pressure or viscous stripping
of the galaxy’s cold gas, directly removing the star forming material (Gunn & Gott 1972; Nulsen
1982), 2) starvation/strangulation via removal of the galaxy’s warm gas reservoir, which would
have cooled to replenish its cold gas (Larson et al. 1980), and 3) tidal interaction/merger-driven
bursts of star formation using up available cold gas. While examples of stripping are known in large
groups and clusters, the situation in lower-mass groups, where galaxies are first coming together, is
less well studied. To produce the observed quenched fraction of satellites in clusters, it is thought
that galaxies must first undergo quenching in their smaller groups before falling into the cluster
(“pre-processing” Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998). In addition to stripping of their gas, galaxies
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also undergo destruction through tidal interactions and merging into larger galaxies in the group
and cluster environment. This thesis will examine whether such pre-processing via stripping and
merging of satellites in low-mass or “nascent” groups may contribute to the discrepancy between
observed and theoretical mass functions.
1.2 Methods & Data Sets
To distinguish between the possible explanations for the shortfall of dwarf galaxies, we need a
complete census of the stellar, visible gas, and total/dynamical masses of galaxies and the groups in
which they live. By measuring the stellar and baryonic (stellar+gas) mass functions we can quantify
the contribution of visible matter to the galaxy mass function. By quantifying environment, we
can assess its potential contribution to the mass function discrepancy. The measurement of galaxy
total mass via dynamics is also crucial to address the issue of dark baryons (as orbital velocities
should tell us about all matter in the disk). The “velocity function,” defined as the number density
of galaxies as a function of their velocity, will allow us to compare directly with simulations and
examine whether the discrepancy arises due to undetected mass in the galaxy disk. If a discrepancy
still exists, we must then consider the mechanisms that reduce the baryonic matter within halos,
through squelching from reionization, partial blowout of gas due to supernovae, or satellite stripping
and destruction in groups.
To perform this analysis we use the REsolved Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE survey (RE-
SOLVE, Kannappan et al., in prep.) and the Environmental COntext catalog (ECO, Moffett et al.
2015) to create a census of stars, gas, and internal motions for constructing mass and velocity
functions for comparison with simulations. The RESOLVE survey consists of two equatorial sub-
volumes: RESOLVE-A (observable in the northern spring) and RESOLVE-B (observable in the
northern fall). ECO comprises a ∼10× larger volume in the northern spring sky that encompasses
the RESOLVE-A subvolume. RESOLVE and ECO are ideal data sets for several reasons:
Volume-limited: RESOLVE and ECO are volume-limited galaxy surveys, accounting for all
galaxies within a defined volume of the universe. Previous mass functions relied on magnitude-
limited surveys, which have an increasing galaxy luminosity limit for farther distances. Using
magnitude-limited surveys requires large statistical completeness corrections (e.g., Blanton et al.
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2005b), leaving the low-mass end of the galaxy mass function uncertain. Our volume-limited
data sets account for nearly all galaxies brighter than a given galaxy luminosity with minimal
completeness corrections and also allow us to robustly identify groups of galaxies using a Friends-
of-Friends algorithm (Berlind et al. 2006).
Complete: RESOLVE and ECO are highly complete data sets, meaning that we have ac-
counted for nearly all possible targets within the specified volume. For RESOLVE-B we have
measured distances to all but 10 candidate galaxies that we anticipate may be inside the RE-
SOLVE volume down to Mr = −17.0 (∼2% of the 500 galaxies already confirmed). For ECO, we
have compiled all known redshifts of galaxies within the survey footprint, thereby exceeding the
completeness of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (the parent survey of RESOLVE and ECO). The
extreme completeness of RESOLVE-B allows us to analyze a sample that requires no statistical
corrections and to construct empirical completeness corrections to further improve the less complete
ECO data set.
Deep: RESOLVE provides a mass census including all galaxies with baryonic mass >109.1 M
(ECO’s baryonic mass limit is higher ∼109.4 M). This mass limit allows us to probe the mass
function down to the massive end of dwarf galaxies, similar in mass to the Magellanic Clouds around
the Milky Way and a full dex lower than the galaxy “gas richness threshold mass” identified in
Kannappan et al. (2013), below which cold gas typically dominates the observable galaxy mass.
1.3 Results Summary
In Chapter 2, we present new measurements of ultraviolet, optical, and infrared photometry
for the RESOLVE survey (ECO has been run through the same pipeline for consistency, Moffett
et al. 2015). These new measurements improve over catalog photometry by 1) using improved
sky subtraction in the optical and near infrared (IR), 2) defining the galaxy light profile with
coadded optical images to enhance depth, 3) employing multiple methods for measuring the total
flux to capture systematic errors on flux extrapolation, and 4) allowing each band of data to
be fit individually for proper allowance of color gradients within galaxies. These new galaxy flux
measurements allow estimation of stellar mass through fitting of synthetic stellar population models
to the galaxy spectral energy distribution (the relative brightness of the galaxy for different bands
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of light) using the models and fitting code from Kannappan et al. (2013). In this chapter we also
use the RESOLVE-A subvolume to calibrate a new atomic gas (HI) mass estimator that relies
on the close relationship between gas-to-stellar mass ratio and color in galaxies (e.g., Kannappan
2004; Zhang et al. 2009). The new estimator improves over previous estimators from the literature
because it 1) uses a similarly selected data set (volume-limited) as the data set for which gas mass
estimates are required, 2) uses a data set that has nearly complete HI mass data, including strong
upper limits <5% of stellar mass, and 3) uses a model that includes both the quenched and star-
forming populations. The new estimator is designed to allow us to predict gas masses for the ECO
catalog, which lacks adequate gas measurements for ∼75% of galaxies.
In Chapter 3, we present the stellar and baryonic mass functions of galaxies in RESOLVE-B and
ECO. The baryonic mass function diverges significantly from the stellar mass function for galaxy
masses <1010 M, roughly the gas richness threshold scale (Kannappan et al. 2013). It rises as a
straight power law towards lower galaxy masses, pushing closer to the steep slope of the halo mass
function than the stellar mass function does. The low-mass slope of the baryonic mass function,
however, is still significantly shallower than that of the halo mass function. To examine the role of
environment, we analyze “conditional” galaxy mass functions as a function of group halo mass and
find widely varying low-mass slopes in different group halo mass regimes. In particular, we focus
on “nascent” groups, low-mass and few-member groups where galaxies are first coming together to
form larger structures. These nascent groups have an extremely flat low-mass slope, suggestive of
efficient stripping and merging during early group formation. Varying low-mass slopes in different
group halo mass regimes lends support to environment causing the discrepancy between observed
and theoretical mass functions, i.e., satellite destruction by merging (Peng et al. 2014) or mass
reduction by stripping at the faint end of the galaxy population making the low-mass slope of the
galaxy mass function shallower.
In Chapter 4, we present the group-integrated stellar and baryonic mass content of groups,
computed as the sum of the stellar and baryonic mass of each group’s constituent galaxies. We find
that the group stellar and cold baryonic mass functions do not trace the group halo mass function.
Including the halo hot gas using the scaling relation from Giodini et al. (2009) causes the group
baryonic mass function and halo mass function to agree (within a scaling factor) at high masses.
For lower-mass groups, however, the discrepancy remains. Scaling the galaxy gas mass to account
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for dark baryonic components that scale with the HI gas mass (as suggested in baryonic Tully-
Fisher studies like Pfenniger & Revaz 2005 and Begum et al. 2008) creates a group baryonic mass
function that traces the slope of the halo mass function to lower masses. This speculative result
is suggestive of a dark baryonic component in galaxies that could fill in the large gap between the
galaxy and dark matter halo mass functions. We also examine the group cold baryon to dark matter
halo mass fraction (the “baryonic collapse efficiency”) as a function of group halo mass. Using two
different methods to estimate group masses leads to very different results: 1) using “halo abundance
matching” there is a well defined peak in galaxy and group formation efficiency occurring in the
nascent group regime at Mhalo = 1011.4−12 M (similar to Leauthaud et al. 2012b), and 2) using
dynamical masses derived from a stacking analysis there is larger scatter in the baryonic collapse
efficiency over the nascent group regime, possibly reflecting diversity in hot-to-cold gas ratios. We
explore these two scenarios and compare with semi-analytic models to gain further insight into the
processes affecting the nascent group regime.
In Chapter 5, we present the galaxy velocity function for RESOLVE-B. The velocity function
holds two key advantages over the stellar and baryonic mass functions: 1) it automatically includes
dark baryons and 2) it allows us to make a more direct comparison to simulations. We consider the
velocity function rather than the dynamical mass function in order to remove ambiguities concerning
the choice of radius for the mass definition. To construct the velocity function for a volume-limited
survey, we require several instrument setups to measure velocities for small and large galaxies of
all inclinations and morphological types. We describe these efforts and our observing strategies
to obtain velocities and kinematic inclinations for all galaxies. Our preliminary velocity function
analysis reveals structure as seen in the baryonic mass function. Furthermore, we find trends in the
velocity function as a function of group halos mass that are similar to those seen for the baryonic
mass function. These results are suggestive of environment, and more specifically the formation
of groups, playing a key role in causing the discrepancy between observed and theoretical mass
function low-mass slopes.
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CHAPTER 2: RESOLVE Survey Photometry and Volume-limited Calibration of
the Photometric Gas Fractions Technique1
2.1 Introduction
As imaging surveys provide ever more sky-coverage and greater depth, we are producing larger
galaxy data sets probing to lower masses. Photometry from these imaging surveys allows estimation
of stellar masses for galaxies, which only provides a partial view of galaxy mass without any cold
gas data. The cold neutral gas mass probed by 21cm atomic hydrogen (HI) observations is generally
the most abundant form of cold, observable gas in galaxies in the nearby universe (e.g., Obreschkow
& Rawlings 2009). HI observations however can be time consuming, especially for galaxies with
low absolute gas mass.
Galaxies with low gas content can be of extremely different types: gas-poor galaxies of all stellar
masses and gas-rich galaxies with low stellar masses. With existing flux-limited surveys such as the
ALFALFA 21cm blind HI survey (Haynes et al. 2011), we cannot measure the gas masses for these
two populations beyond our nearest neighbors. Fractional gas-mass limited surveys, such as the
GALEX Arecibo SDSS Survey (GASS; Catinella et al. 2010) and the Nearby Field Galaxy Survey
(NFGS; Wei et al. 2010; Kannappan et al. 2013, hereafter K13), allow us to examine galaxy gas
content for a wider range of galaxy types. Both of these data sets are representative of the galaxy
population in that they sample all types of galaxies within their respective selection criteria. Neither
of these two samples, though, is a fair representation of the statistical distribution of galaxies in the
nearby universe. In contrast the RESOLVE (REsolved Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE) survey
is a complete volume-limited data set that contains all galaxies above a “cold baryonic” (stellar
+ cold gas) mass limit of ∼109.1−9.3 M (in two separate subvolumes Kannappan et al. in prep.).
The RESOLVE HI mass census is also fractional mass limited (Stark et al. in prep.).
Already obtaining an HI mass census for the RESOLVE survey (∼1550 galaxies) has required
1This chapter has been published in The Astrophysical Journal with the original citation: Eckert, K. D., Kannappan,
S. K., Stark, D. V., Moffett, A. J., Norris, M. A., Snyder, E. M., & Hoversten, E. A. 2015, ApJ, 810, 166, Copyright
2015, The American Astronomical Society.
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several hundreds of hours on radio telescopes. To obtain gas masses for larger galaxy data sets, we
must develop accurate gas mass predictors. One particular use of such estimators is to obtain galaxy
cold baryonic masses, which are the optimal indicator of dynamical mass for gas-rich galaxies (e.g.,
the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation, McGaugh et al. 2000). For higher mass galaxies the baryonic
component is dominated by the stars. For lower mass galaxies, particularly below the gas-richness
threshold mass at ∼109.7 M in stellar mass, galaxies can have as much cold gas as stars, or even
be dominated by their cold gas mass (K13). It is important to characterize galaxy mass, especially
for dwarf galaxies, by cold baryonic mass (stars + cold gas) rather than stellar mass alone. For
large imaging surveys, such characterization will be impossible without the aid of accurate gas mass
predictors calibrated on existing galaxy surveys with complete HI data.
One such predictor is the photometric gas fractions “PGF” technique, which allows us to es-
timate galaxy cold gas mass primarily using color. The PGF technique was first presented in
Kannappan (2004) as an observed relation between log gas-to-stellar-mass ratio or G/S and u−K
color (see also Kannappan & Wei 2008). The relation between log(G/S) and color is surprisingly
tight: σ ∼ 0.37 dex. This early work on the PGF technique used a sample that cross-matched
between a flux-limited parent sample from imaging surveys and a heterogeneous collection of avail-
able HI detections from the HyperLeda catalog (Paturel et al. 2003). In Zhang et al. (2009), the
authors used a similarly selected sample and find smaller scatter σ ∼ 0.3 dex using g − r color and
including i-band surface brightness as a third parameter in the fit.
More recently, the GASS team has explored the PGF technique using NUV−r color combined
with stellar mass surface density (Catinella et al. 2010) to create a “gas fraction plane,” finding
σ = 0.315 dex. GASS is a stellar mass limited sample that is representative of high mass galaxies
and has measured HI masses or upper limits down to a fixed fractional gas mass of 1-5% of the
stellar mass. Their PGF calibration, however, does not accurately recover the HI masses for the
bluest, most gas-rich galaxies. In Catinella et al. (2012) and Catinella et al. (2013), the authors
provide updated calibrations excluding galaxies with NUV−r > 4.5, which yield smaller residuals
for gas-rich galaxies and smaller scatter overall σ = 0.29 dex. To combat the residuals for gas-rich
galaxies, Li et al. (2012) use the GASS sample to produced a calibration from a combination of
NUV−r color, stellar mass, stellar mass surface density, and g − r color gradient. Their PGF
calibration more accurately predicts log(G/S) for gas-rich galaxies from the flux-limited ALFALFA
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survey with σ = 0.29 dex. The use of multiple variables covariant with log(G/S) and each other,
however, prevents meaningful physical interpretation and artificially reduces scatter.
The ALFALFA blind 21cm survey has also been used to derive a PGF calibration by Huang
et al. (2012), who use S/N > 6.5 reliable detections (code 1) and lower S/N detections with reliable
optical counterparts (code 2) from the α.40 catalog (Haynes et al. 2011). The calibration is based
on NUV−r color and stellar mass surface density. Since the ALFALFA survey is flux-limited, the
calibration sample is biased towards gas-rich objects and produces an offset towards higher gas
fractions when compared to the GASS PGF calibrations (Huang et al. 2012).
Lastly, K13 provides a PGF calibration for the Nearby Field Galaxy Survey (Jansen et al. 2000),
a B-band selected, representative galaxy survey that contains either HI detections or strong upper
limits for all galaxies. The PGF calibration uses only u− J color and has scatter of σ ∼ 0.34 dex.
While the scatter measured is higher than in other works, we note that the calibration relies on
color only and includes low-mass galaxies, which have larger intrinsic uncertainties on their stellar
mass estimates, while GASS is limited to high stellar mass galaxies. K13 also shows the effect of
adding molecular gas for a subsample of the NFGS galaxies, finding that for large spiral galaxies
with low values of log(G/S) the calibration is tightened when combining the molecular and atomic
hydrogen mass as the galaxy cold gas mass.
The interpretation of the tight relation between color and log(G/S) has been discussed in a
few of these works. In Kannappan (2004) the correlation between log(G/S) and u−K color is
linked to the correlation between apparent u-band magnitude and apparent HI magnitude. This
correlation is understood as the common link between the two quantities and the amount of recent
star formation within the galaxy.
Another interpretation of the PGF relation comes from Zhang et al. (2009), who claim the PGF
calibration is a manifestation of the Kennicutt-Schmidt relationship between the surface densities
of star formation and of cold gas, which has been calibrated on the short star formation timescales
probed by Hα (Schmidt 1963; Kennicutt 1998). The results of K13, however, show that the u− J
color of a galaxy can be interpreted through stellar population modeling as the fractional stellar
mass growth rate, defined as the mass of stars formed in the last Gyr divided by the pre-existing
stellar mass. Thus u− J color probes timescales much longer than those probed by Hα. In this
light, the current galaxy gas reservoir is related to the galaxy’s past growth rate over long timescales,
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and blue low-mass galaxies, which typically have high gas-to-stellar mass ratios (sometimes as much
as 10), have been growing at rates inconsistent with closed box models and requiring ongoing cosmic
accretion (K13). The authors argue that it is the long-term physics of accretion, rather than the
short-term physics of the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation, that underlies the PGF technique.
In this work, we provide new z=0 PGF calibrations using the A-semester of the volume-limited
RESOLVE survey (RESOLVE-A). This data set offers several key advantages over the previous
calibrations discussed here. First, we use newly reprocessed photometry, presented here, from
several imaging surveys. Superior photometry and well understood systematic errors allows us to
estimate reliable stellar masses through SED fitting. Second, we have an almost complete (78%) HI
data set for galaxies with detections or strong upper limits (defined here as 1.4MHI < 0.05Mstar),
and we are able to incorporate the remaining 22% that are confused or have weak upper limits
through statistical modeling using survival analysis. Third, our data set is limited on absolute
r-band magnitude, which most closely corresponds to baryonic mass (K13), and the survey is
complete to Mbary ∼ 109.3 M, well into the gas-dominated regime (see §2.2.1). Lastly, because we
use a volume-limited data set, we correctly represent the number density of galaxies in the local
universe in color and log(G/S) parameter space.
This paper is organized as follows. First we describe the RESOLVE survey and its two sub-
volumes in §2.2. Next we detail the reprocessed photometry, stellar mass estimation, and HI data
in §2.3. We then describe color-limited PGF calibrations using linear fits in §2.4 and examine cor-
relations between log(G/S) residuals and photometric parameters to obtain tighter calibrations in
§2.5. The linear fits are limited by their inability to predict gas masses for red galaxies, for which
the correlation between color and log(G/S) breaks down, as well as by the fact that we cannot
simply include galaxies with weak upper limits. To properly predict gas masses for all galaxies,
we describe in §2.6 a new PGF calibration using a 2D model to fit to a density field, yielding
log(G/S) probability distributions for galaxies of all colors. In §2.7 we test the new calibrations on
the RESOLVE-B data set and we compare with previous calibrations from the literature, finding
that our new calibrations are not biased for a z=0, volume-limited survey. Lastly we summarize
our main conclusions in §2.8.
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2.2 Data Sets
For this work, we use the RESOLVE survey (Kannappan & Wei 2008; Kannappan et al. in
prep.), a volume-limited mass census, to create and test new PGF calibrations. The RESOLVE
survey is ideal for calibrating gas mass estimators because it has a complete galaxy census with
nearly complete HI data down to fixed fractional mass limits.
RESOLVE is an equatorial survey covering two semesters (RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B)
shown in Figure 2.1. The RESOLVE survey is located within the SDSS footprint and makes use of
the SDSS redshift survey to build up survey membership with completeness down to Mr,petro = −17.23,
the absolute r-band magnitude corresponding to the SDSS survey limit of mr,petro = 17.77 at the
outer RESOLVE cz limit, 7000 km s−1. We also include additional redshifts from various archival
sources: the Updated Zwicky Catalog (UZC, Falco et al. 1999), HyperLeda (Paturel et al. 2003),
6dF (Jones et al. 2009), 2dF (Colless et al. 2001), GAMA (Driver et al. 2011), ALFALFA (Haynes
et al. 2011), and RESOLVE observations (Kannappan et al. in prep.). These extra redshifts provide
greater completeness to the RESOLVE data set, as detailed in a companion paper on the baryonic
mass function and its dependence on environment (Eckert et al. in prep.) and in the RESOLVE
survey design paper (Kannappan et al. in prep.). For both RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B we
have custom reprocessed photometry providing total magnitudes and systematic errors for GALEX
NUV (plus new Swift UVOT imaging for nineteen galaxies), SDSS ugriz, UKIDSS Y HK, and
2MASS JHK bands as available (described in §2.3.1).
To define survey membership, we use the redshift of the group to which each galaxy belongs.
Group finding is performed using the Friends-of-Friends algorithm from Berlind et al. (2006) with
on sky and line of sight linking lengths of 0.07 and 1.1 respectively as suggested by Duarte &
Mamon (2014) and also justified in Eckert et al. (in prep.). As can be seen in Figure 2.1, galaxies
with redshifts nominally outside the volume may be grouped with galaxies inside the volume, while
occasionally galaxies with nominal redshifts inside the volume may be removed as they belong to
a group outside the volume.
The gas data used in this paper come from the RESOLVE HI census, which is described in
§2.3.3 and will be published in Stark et al. (in prep.). RESOLVE HI observations build on the
ALFALFA blind 21cm survey (Haynes et al. 2011), which covers the entire RESOLVE-A footprint
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and partially covers the RESOLVE-B footprint. New pointed observations with the GBT and
Arecibo telescopes follow up on marginal detections, sources with weak upper limits, or sources
with no HI data.











Figure 2.1: RA–cz plot of RESOLVE-A and -B semesters. The regions outlined in black show
the RA and cz limits of the two RESOLVE subvolumes; both have been collapsed in Dec, ranging
0–5◦ for RESOLVE-A and −1.25 to +1.25◦ for RESOLVE-B. The black dots show RESOLVE
galaxies, identified as members of RESOLVE because their group redshift falls within the limits of
the survey. Orange points show galaxies belonging to groups outside of the RESOLVE cz limits
4500–7000 km s−1.
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Figure 2.2: Absolute r-band magnitude distribution of RESOLVE-B and RESOLVE-A subvolumes.
The black hash filled histogram and red dot-dashed outlined histograms show the original absolute
r-band magnitude distributions for RESOLVE-B and RESOLVE-A respectively. Both distributions
fall off rapidly below Mr,tot < −17.33. The grey shaded histogram and the orange solid outlined
histogram show the full absolute r-band magnitude distributions for RESOLVE-B and RESOLVE-
A after redshift completion efforts described in §2.2. The RESOLVE-A region is still complete only
to Mr,tot = −17.33, however we are able to move the RESOLVE-B completeness limit down to
−17.0.
2.2.1: RESOLVE-A
The RESOLVE-A data set shown in Figure 2.1 occupies a volume of ∼38,400 Mpc3 defined by:
131.25◦ < RA < 236.25◦, 0◦ < Dec < 5◦, and 4500 km s−1 < cz < 7000 km s−1. The data set’s
r-band absolute magnitude distribution is shown in the orange solid line histogram in Figure 2.2.
RESOLVE-A is complete down to Mr,tot < −17.33 using the reprocessed photometry described
in §2.3.1. A magnitude of Mr,tot ∼ −17.33 roughly corresponds to Mbary ∼ 109.1 M (K13). To
determine the baryonic mass completeness limit, we consider the scatter in baryonic mass-to-light
ratio, which can be at least as high as 3 resulting in a baryonic mass limit of 109.3 M. The
RESOLVE-A survey contains 955 galaxies brighter than Mr,tot = −17.33. Of these 955 galaxies,
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∼12% were added from redshift surveys besides the SDSS main redshift survey. The data set
resulting from the SDSS main redshift survey alone (RESOLVE-Aorig) is shown as the red dot-
dashed line histogram in Figure 2.2. The RESOLVE-A region is 78% complete in HI when counting
successful, unconfused HI detections and strong upper limits resulting in 1.4MHI < 0.05Mstar. We
use the RESOLVE-A data set to determine our PGF calibrations, accounting for missing HI data
with an iterative Monte Carlo technique akin to survival analysis (see §2.4 and §2.6).
2.2.2: RESOLVE-B
The RESOLVE-B data set is located in the SDSS Stripe 82 equatorial region, and it occupies
a smaller volume of ∼13,700 Mpc3 defined by: 22h < RA < 3h, −1.25◦ < Dec < 1.25◦, and
4500 km s−1 < cz < 7000 km s−1. In Figure 2.2 the absolute r-band magnitude distribution is
shown for RESOLVE-B galaxies coming from the SDSS main redshift survey as the black hashed
histogram (RESOLVE-Borig), as well as for the full RESOLVE-B data set (grey filled histogram),
which includes redshifts from the sources mentioned in §2.2 and extra SDSS redshift observations
over the Stripe 82 footprint. The data set is complete in r-band absolute magnitude down to
Mr,tot ∼= −17.0, slightly deeper than RESOLVE-A implying completeness to Mbary ∼ 109.1 M.
The RESOLVE-B survey contains 487 galaxies to this limit, ∼25% of which have been added
by redshift surveys besides the SDSS main redshift survey. We have recovered more galaxies in
RESOLVE-B than in RESOLVE-A due to the extra spectroscopic passes done by the SDSS that
are not part of the main SDSS redshift survey. The RESOLVE-B region is ∼75% complete in HI
data for good HI detections and strong upper limits. We use the RESOLVE-B data set to test our
new PGF calibrations and compare with other calibrations from the literature (see §2.7).
2.3 Data
For this work we need consistent and well calibrated photometry, stellar masses, and HI masses
down to fixed fractional mass limits. We present our methods for reprocessing UV, optical, and
IR photometry for the RESOLVE survey in §2.3.1. We then describe our stellar mass estima-
tion through SED modeling in §2.3.2. Lastly we describe the various sources of HI data and the
measurement of HI masses §2.3.3.
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2.3.1: Photometric Data
We have reprocessed photometric data for the RESOLVE survey from the UV to near IR to
obtain consistent, well-determined total magnitudes, and we use two to three methods of flux
extrapolation per band to characterize systematic errors on the total magnitudes of the galaxies.
We have also run the same pipeline on the larger volume-limited ECO (Environmental COntext)
catalog (Moffett et al. 2015), which surrounds the RESOLVE-A subvolume. We use optical ugriz
data from SDSS (Aihara et al. 2011), NIR JHK from 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and/or Y HK
from UKIDSS (Hambly et al. 2008), and NUV from the GALEX mission (Morrissey et al. 2007).
Our NUV data are mostly MIS depth due to prioritization of the RESOLVE-A footprint late in
the GALEX mission (after the FUV detector failed), while RESOLVE-B (Stripe 82) already had
deep coverage in both the NUV and FUV for other programs. The SDSS optical imaging in the
RESOLVE-B footprint is extra deep due to repeated imaging with typically 20 frames per location
on the sky (Annis et al. 2014). With our improved photometry and realistic error measurements, we
are able to measure reliable colors and perform accurate stellar mass estimation via SED modeling.
Our reprocessed photometry improves over SDSS pipeline photometry in several key ways.
First, we use images with improved sky subtraction coming from either Blanton et al. (2011) for
SDSS or our own additional sky subtraction for 2MASS and UKIDSS. Second, we use the sum of
the high S/N gri images to define the elliptical apertures, allowing us to determine the PA and
axial ratio of the outer disk if present. Third, we apply these same elliptical apertures to all bands
which allows us to measure magnitudes for galaxies that may not have been detected by the original
automated survey pipeline in certain bands, especially low surface brightness galaxies in 2MASS,
UKIDSS, and GALEX. Lastly, we use two to three non-parametric methods of total magnitude
extrapolation, measuring the light from each band independently (see Figure 2.3 and §2.3.1). This
last point allows for color gradients within galaxies, as opposed to the model magnitudes provided
by SDSS (more details in §2.3.1), and allows us to measure systematic errors on magnitudes.
We provide a comparison of the magnitudes, colors, and radii with photometry from the DR7
catalog of SDSS in Figure 2.4 and §2.3.1. Briefly summarizing, we find that the newly reprocessed
photometry yields brighter magnitudes and larger effective radii. The colors tend to be bluer for
large objects, which we believe to be a consequence of both the improved sky subtraction from
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Blanton et al. (2011) and the fact that we allow color gradients in magnitude estimation. The
newly reprocessed photometry does not create a tight red sequence on the color-magnitude relation
as seen in the DR7 photometry, however we argue that the tight red sequence may be a consequence
of these two issues in §2.3.1. We also discuss an independent validation of our methods with the
NFGS survey (shown in Figure 2a of K13) in §2.3.1.
In addition to the reprocessed photometry, this paper also presents new UV observations of 19
galaxies using the Swift Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope (UVOT, Roming et al. 2005, see also Gehrels
et al. 2004). We use imaging from the uvm2 filter, which has a comparable central wavelength but
narrower width than the GALEX NUV filter (see Poole et al. 2008). Compared to GALEX, the
pointing restrictions for UVOT are much less stringent, allowing us to obtain observations during
Swift team fill-in time for RESOLVE-B galaxies that were not observed by GALEX or had only
AIS depth (∼150s) coverage. Nineteen galaxies were observed for more than 1 ks, the minimum
exposure for useful photometry. Images were processed following Hoversten et al. (2011). Each
galaxy was manually inspected to make sure that the surface brightness in the uvm2 band was low
enough that the resulting photometry errors due to coincidence loss were below 1% (see Poole et al.
2008; Breeveld et al. 2010; Hoversten et al. 2011). We apply similar photometric processing to the
Swift data as to the archival data including matched elliptical apertures and multiple extrapolation
techniques.
Custom Processed Data
We start the photometric reprocessing by downloading the data from each respective website,
performing background subtraction and coaddition when necessary, and cropping a region around
the galaxy 9 times the Petrosian 90% light radius as reported by SDSS with a minimum crop
size of 3x3 arcmin2. Because some galaxies are quite large, we rescale images to a fixed image
size, causing the pixel scale to vary from galaxy to galaxy. Since the Stripe 82 region has been
repeatedly observed in ugriz, for RESOLVE-B galaxies we coadd the many frames of data by
inversely weighting by the variance of sky fluctuations using the IRAF task imcombine. Within
the RESOLVE-A region there is typically one ugriz frame per region of sky, and we use SWARP
(Bertin et al. 2002) to stitch together adjacent frames when necessary, averaging together pixels
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where there is overlap between images. No additional background subtraction is done, as we are
using SDSS DR8 images with the optimized sky background subtraction of Blanton et al. (2011).
For 2MASS JHK and UKIDSS Y JHK, we perform additional background subtraction by fitting
and subtracting a 3rd order polynomial to a region of the galaxy frame where the galaxy and other
objects are masked out. Coaddition is similar to the single frame SDSS process, using SWARP to
stitch together 2MASS and UKIDSS frames with a simple average to combine pixels in overlapping
areas of the sky. Based on visual inspection of the UKIDSS data, we do not use the J band due to
background subtraction and other issues that affect ∼75% of the data. We have also examined the
Y HK images for each galaxy by eye to flag any cases with bad data. The GALEX NUV images do
not require additional background subtraction, and these images are simply coadded using SWARP
and weighted by exposure time. For the Swift uvm2 images we use Source Extractor to identify
and mask objects within the frame, then subtract off the median level of the non-masked areas as
the sky-background.
A significant number of galaxies (∼16%) in RESOLVE have half-light diameters smaller than
three times the typical r-band psf FWHM of ∼1.4”, warranting psf-matching across the optical
bands and UKIDSS IR bands. For each galaxy, we use the SDSS provided psField frame to
reconstruct the psf for each band at the galaxy position on the frame. First we identify the band
with the worst psf seeing (typically u or g). Next we find the Gaussian σ value with which to
convolve the psf of each given band to eliminate the difference between the psf of the worst band
and that given band. This Gaussian σ value is then used to create a Gaussian kernel that is
convolved with the galaxy cropped image. Since we have changed the pixel scale of the frames of
larger galaxies, we make sure to convert the σ value into the correct pixel scale for that galaxy.
For UKIDSS IR data a similar procedure is run, except that the psf for each frame is constructed
from stars identified by Source Extractor. If the value of the converted σ value is less than one
pixel, we do not perform the convolution. We do not psf-match the NUV, uvm2, or 2MASS JHK
bands because their typical psfs are much larger than the SDSS (∼5.5” for NUV, ∼2.5” for uvm2,
and ∼2” for 2MASS). Thus aperture matched magnitude measurements for the UV and 2MASS
IR will not be correct, especially for small galaxies.
Masks are made from the r-band image using Source Extractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to
detect stars and galaxies other than the target. Masks are checked by eye to ensure there is no
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under/over masking. In §2.3.1 we discuss the application of this photometric reprocessing pipeline
for the ECO (Environmental COntext) catalog (Moffett et al. 2015), for which we do not check
each mask by eye. Instead we use a first iteration of the pipeline to check for discrepant total and
aperture magnitudes as well as cases with no valid magnitudes at the end. For the most egregious
outliers, we check the masks and edit by hand where necessary.
To determine the parameters of the elliptical fit (namely the PA and ellipticity), we use an
iterative procedure involving two programs. First, Source Extractor is run on each galaxy’s cropped
r-band frame to find an initial guess for the center, PA, and ellipticity, and 90% light radius. Second,
we run the IRAF task ellipse on the gri coadded image using the Source Extractor quantities as
inputs and allowing the PA and ellipticity, but not the center, to vary. The gri images have the
highest signal-to-noise data, and by coadding these three bands, we provide the best image to feed
to ellipse for determining the PA and ellipticity in the outer parts of the galaxy. The final PA and
ellipticity are chosen using a median of the fits from the outer disk of the galaxy, where “outer disk”
is defined between one and two times the 90% r-band light radius determined by Source Extractor.
Using the final PA, ellipticity and galaxy center, we then perform a fixed ellipse fit on the gri
summed image to determine the set of annuli over which to measure the galaxy surface brightness
profiles for each band separately.
These same annuli are then automatically applied to the GALEX, SDSS, 2MASS, and UKIDSS
data. To match the NUV and Y JHK images to the SDSS images, we resample them to the pixel
scale of the SDSS image. Imposing the same annuli over all bands allows us to measure the galaxy
light out to its furthest extent (based on gri). For the IR bands, we are able to measure magnitudes
for twice as many galaxies as the 2MASS catalog detects and for ∼1.15 times as many galaxies as
the UKIDSS catalog (based on public DR8plus).
Some galaxies are in very close pairs or embedded within a larger galaxy. To obtain better
photometry for these galaxies, we have attempted to subtract off the galaxy light from the interfering
galaxy for each frame, when it seems possible to identify the light belonging to a specific galaxy. To
flag such cases we search for whether a nearby galaxy is within 4 times the 50% r-band light radius of
each RESOLVE galaxy. This selection returns 27 systems. We inspect these 27 systems and remove
11 which appear well separated from their neighbors. We also remove three closely paired systems
(rs1158/rs1160, rs0100/rs0101, rs0196/rs0197), two that involve merging star forming spirals and
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one that contains two similarly sized elliptical galaxies, all three of which are so close as to make
it impossible to disentangle the light from each galaxy. We find 13 systems that benefit from
attempting to remove the light from a galaxy.
Embedded Galaxies: There are five systems that are heavily embedded inside a much larger
galaxy: rs0675, rs0749, rs1233, rs1227, and rs0072 (inside rs0673, rs0750, rs1232, rs1226, and
rs0072 respectively). Another three systems are on the outskirts of a larger galaxy: rs0639, rs1089,
and rf0090 (just outside of rs0642, rs1090, and rf0094 respectively). To obtain better photometry
for these eight embedded galaxies, we first mask the small embedded galaxy and run ellipse on
the larger galaxy. We then subtract off the model flux from the larger galaxy that is output from
ellipse. We use the resulting image that has the large galaxy subtracted out to run through the
procedures described in this section, ensuring that any residuals from the model are masked out.
Close Pairs: There are five close pair systems for which subtracting off the light of one or both of
the members improves the magnitude estimates. These systems are rs0267/rs0268, rs0397/rs0398,
rs0851/rs0852, rf0015/rf0016, and rf0309/rf0310. To subtract off the light of each member we use
the following steps:
• First, we identify the galaxy with the simpler light profile, which we call galaxy-A. For each
pair galaxy-A is rs0268, rs0397, rs0851, rf0016, and rf0310.
• Second, we start with the image for the other galaxy, which we call galaxy-B. We mask
galaxy-B and run ellipse to fit the light profile of galaxy-A.
• Third, we subtract off the galaxy-A model flux as provided by ellipse from the galaxy-B
image. The resulting image is used in the standard pipeline for galaxy-B (rs0267, rs0398, rs0852,
rf0015, rf0309).
• In most cases, we do not then subtract off the galaxy-B image for galaxy-A. We choose not to
for a variety of reasons. For rs0267/rs0268, galaxy-B (rs0267) does not have a regular light profile
making it difficult to subtract off. For rs0397/rs0398 and rf0309/rf0310 galaxy-B (rs0398, rf0310)
is edge-on and easy to mask. For rs0851/rs0852, galaxy-B (rs0852) is much smaller and easier to
mask out.
• For the last pair rf0015/rf0016, we take the galaxy-B (rf0015) image with galaxy-A’s light
subtracted off and mask any residuals from galaxy-A. We run ellipse to fit the light profile of
galaxy-B. We then subtract off the model fit to galaxy-B provided by ellipse from the original
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galaxy-B image. The resulting image of galaxy-A (which is no longer in the center) is run through
the pipeline with newly generated masks.
We perform these procedures for all optical bands and UKIDSS images. For 2MASS and
GALEX, we check first whether the subtraction is needed because the galaxy light may not extend
far enough in these bands.
Magnitude Extrapolation
To extrapolate total magnitudes from the fixed ellipse fits for the optical bands, we use three
methods: an exponential (Sersic index n = 1) fit to the outer disk, a non-parametric Curve of
Growth extrapolation, and an Outer Disk Color Correction based on the r-band. Figure 2.3 shows
schematics of all three methods in the g band for a RESOLVE-B galaxy.
Outer Disk Fit: To compute the outer disk flux, we first define a fitting region where the
annular flux is 1 to 5 times the σ of the sky noise. If the galaxy frame has been masked heavily
(due to nearby stars or galaxies), we use a region 3 to 8 times the σ of the sky noise, and in
extreme cases where a bright star or galaxy is on top of the galaxy, we use a region defined by
20-50 times the σ of the sky noise. Then we fit an exponential disk function to the fitting region of
the galaxy surface brightness profile (between orange and red lines in left panel of Figure 2.3) and
sum the extrapolated flux from the inner edge of the last ellipse in the fitting region (red line) to an
extremely large radius “R∞” or 1000” past the inner edge of the last ellipse in the fitting region (red
line). To compute the inner disk flux, we sum the raw, unmodeled flux interior to the inner edge
of the last ellipse in the fitting region (red ellipse in left panels of Figure 2.3). If pixels are masked
in the raw data, we replace those values with the model output from ellipse. The exponential total
magnitude equals the sum of the measured inner flux and the extrapolated outer disk flux. The
typical dividing radius is near the 90% light radius in the r band.
Curve of Growth: The Curve of Growth method, following Mun˜oz-Mateos et al. (2009), com-
putes the total magnitude using the derivative of the enclosed magnitude as a function of the
radius. The enclosed magnitudes are calculated from the ellipse profile. A line is then fitted to
the derivative of enclosed magnitude with respect to the radius vs. the total enclosed magnitude.
The line is fitted over a new fitting region that extends farther out in the galaxy profile, to where
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changes in the total enclosed magnitude as a function or radius are small (between the light and
dark green lines in the central panel of Figure 2.3). The y-intercept of the fitted line, where dm/dr
= 0, is the total Curve of Growth magnitude.








































































































Figure 2.3: Illustration of the three methods described in §2.3.1 to extrapolate the total g-band
magnitude for RESOLVE-B galaxy rf0218. In this case, all three estimates agree closely (17.55,
17.53, 17.55), yielding a small systematic error (0.021). Left column: To demonstrate the Outer
Disk Fit method, we show in the top left panel annular g-band surface brightness vs. radius with
the fitting region marked by the orange (inner) and red (outer) lines. The blue line shows the
exponential disk fit to the data points. The bottom left panel illustrates how we compute the total
magnitude as the sum of the raw galaxy flux inside the radius marked by the red line (same as radius
in top panel marked by red line) and the extrapolated flux outside that radius. Middle column:
To demonstrate the Curve of Growth method, we show in the top middle panel enclosed galaxy
magnitude vs. radius with the fitting region marked by light green (inner) and dark green (outer)
lines. The lower middle panel shows the enclosed galaxy magnitude vs. the derivative of enclosed
magnitude with respect to radius for the points within the fitting region defined above. The blue
line shows the fit and the y-intercept at dm/dr = 0 is the total galaxy magnitude. Right column: To
demonstrate the Outer Disk Color Correction method, we show in the top right panel the annulus
Aout defined by the r-band 70% and 90% light radii (light and dark blue lines respectively). Using
the flux ratio in Aout, we fix the color of the galaxy to determine the g-band flux beyond R90,r,
from the r-band flux in that region.
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Outer Disk Color Correction: This method scales the outer disk r-band flux to determine the
outer disk flux of an object in another band. First, we use either the Curve of Growth or the Outer
Disk Fit r-band magnitude to determine the radii containing 70% and 90% of the r-band light in
the running total flux profile (light and dark blue ellipses show these respective radii in right most
panel of Figure 2.3). If the galaxy frame is heavily masked (more than 5% of the image pixels),
we prefer the r-band exponential magnitude, otherwise the r-band Curve-of-Growth magnitude is
used. We next measure the galaxy flux within the R70,r to R90,r annulus (Aout). If the S/N of
the flux in this annulus is not greater than 10, we decrease the inner radius of Aout by increments
of 5% down to 50% of the r-band light, stopping when we achieve S/N > 10. If the S/N is still
less than 10 between R50,r and R90,r, we do not compute the galaxy magnitude with this method.
Otherwise, we calculate the flux ratio between a given band x and the r band within the annulus
Aout, and we assume that this ratio continues out to infinity. From the r-band flux from R90,r to
R∞, and the flux ratio within Aout, we estimate the flux in band x from R90,r to R∞, then add
this flux to the raw enclosed flux inside R90,r to get the final magnitude.
Extrapolation of the NIR and UV magnitudes proceeds similarly to the optical extrapolation,
but with a few subtleties. The Curve of Growth method is the preferred method for our NIR
data due to the poor signal-noise for low surface brightness galaxies. Exponential fits are used
to determine whether or not the Curve of Growth method works well. If the two fits disagree
significantly or if the object’s magnitude is very faint, we look at the magnitude calculated based
on the i band (using the Outer Disk Color Correction method). If either the Curve of Growth or
exponential matches the aperture magnitude, that is chosen. If neither method agrees, the Outer
Disk Color Correction is used and given a large systematic error (>0.5 mag). For the UV data from
both GALEX and Swift, we find that the Curve of Growth method is the most reliable magnitude
estimation method as the clumpiness of the UV and the possibility of XUV disks (extended UV
emission outside the typical optical extent of the galaxy; Thilker et al. 2007) make exponential
disk fitting and fixing the outer disk color impractical. The Outer Disk Color Correction method
is also hampered by the mismatch in psf between the UV images (∼5.5” and ∼2.5” for the NUV
and uvm2 respectively) and the psf of the convolved SDSS and UKIDSS images (∼1.8”). If the
Curve of Growth method fails, though, we use the magnitude of the Outer Disk Color Correction
method, with a systematic error > 0.06 applied.
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Errors for all bands are computed using not only the formal statistical error on the magnitude,
but also the systematic error based on the difference in flux measured from the three methods. We
apply a built in floor for the systematic error based on the overall distribution of systematic errors
for the galaxy data set, such that none are lower than the original 25 percentile.
In addition we compute half light and 90% light radii in the r band (R50,r and R90,r), as well
as the r-band surface brightness within these radii (µr,50 and µr,90). We also measure aperture
magnitudes for all available bands within the r-band half light and 90% light radii, although the
lack of psf correction for the 2MASS JHK and NUV and uvm2 bands compromises associated
aperture matched colors. We also compute the g − r color gradient (hereafter ∆g−r), which is
defined as the g − r color within the annulus between the half light and 75% r-band light radii
minus the g − r color within the r-band half light radius. More positive colors indicate galaxies
with bluer centers.
Throughout this work we use Milky Way foreground extinction corrections determined from the
dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998) with the extinction curves of O’Donnell (1994) for the optical
and IR data, and of Cardelli et al. (1989) for the NUV and uvm2 data. For the NUV and uvm2
data we use the extinction correction calculated at 2271 A˚ and 2221 A˚, the effective wavelengths of
the NUV and uvm2 filter respectively. We note that using the more recently computed extinction
coefficients from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011), which use the extinction curve from Fitzpatrick
(1999), yields colors that are ∼0.015 mag bluer in u− r (∼0.04 bluer in NUV−r) and do not
change the stellar mass estimates from §2.3.2.
Table 2.1 provides descriptions of the columns that are provided in a machine readable table
with the photometry for the RESOLVE survey. All galaxies processed are provided, including those
in the buffer and fainter than the nominal RESOLVE limits.
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6 absolute SDSS r-band magnitude
7 apparent SDSS u-band magnitude
8 apparent SDSS u-band magnitude error
9 apparent SDSS g-band magnitude
10 apparent SDSS g-band magnitude error
11 apparent SDSS r-band magnitude
12 apparent SDSS r-band magnitude error
13 apparent SDSS i-band magnitude
14 apparent SDSS i-band magnitude error
15 apparent SDSS z-band magnitude
16 apparent SDSS z-band magnitude error
17 apparent GALEX NUV-band magnitude
18 apparent GALEX NUV-band magnitude error
19 apparent Swift uvm2-band magnitude
20 apparent Swift uvm2-band magnitude error
21 apparent 2MASS J-band magnitude
22 apparent 2MASS J-band magnitude error
23 apparent 2MASS H-band magnitude
24 apparent 2MASS H-band magnitude error
25 apparent 2MASS K-band magnitude
26 apparent 2MASS K-band magnitude error
27 apparent UKIDSS Y -band magnitude
28 apparent UKIDSS Y -band magnitude error
29 apparent UKIDSS H-band magnitude
Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
Column Description
30 apparent UKIDSS H-band magnitude error
31 apparent UKIDSS K-band magnitude
32 apparent UKIDSS K-band magnitude error
33 b/a axial ratio of outer disk
34 R50,r half-light radius in r band
35 R90,r 90% light radius in r band
36 ∆g−r g − r color gradient
37 (u− r)m modeled u− r color
38 (u− i)m modeled u− i color
39 (u− J)m modeled u− J color
40 (u−K)m modeled u−K color
41 (g − r)m modeled g − r color
42 (g − i)m modeled g − i color
43 (g − J)m modeled g − J color
44 (g −K)m modeled g −K color
45 stellar mass
46 foreground extinction in u band
47 foreground extinction in g band
48 foreground extinction in r band
49 foreground extinction in i band
50 foreground extinction in z band
51 foreground extinction in NUV band
52 foreground extinction in uvm2 band
53 foreground extinction in Y band
54 foreground extinction in J band
55 foreground extinction in H band
Continued on next page
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
Column Description
56 foreground extinction in K band
All magnitudes are newly measured from the raw images. Apparent magnitudes are provided
without foreground extinction corrections. Foreground extinction corrections used in this work
are provided. Modeled colors designated by a superscript m are products of the SED fitting
routine from K13, described in §2.3.2 and have foreground extinction corrections and
k-corrections implicitly included. The data table is provided at
http://resolve.astro.unc.edu/data/resolve phot dr1.txt
Comparison with Catalog Photometry
We compare our newly reprocessed magnitudes, radii, and colors to the Petrosian and model
photometry provided in the SDSS DR7 catalog in Figure 2.4. SDSS catalog Petrosian magnitudes
are measured within a circular aperture of twice the Petrosian radius, defined as the radius Rp
where the ratio of the local surface brightness at Rp to the surface brightness within Rp is equal
to 0.2 (Blanton et al. 2001). The SDSS pipeline uses the Petrosian radius defined by the r band
to compute Petrosian magnitudes for all other bands, thus yielding aperture-matched magnitudes
and colors. The Petrosian system should pick up nearly total fluxes for disk (Sersic n = 1) galaxies,
but is known to underestimate magnitudes for higher Sersic n galaxies by ∼0.2 mag (Graham et al.
2005). The SDSS pipeline also computes model magnitudes by fitting exponential (n = 1) and de
Vaucouleurs (n = 4) models to the galaxy light profile, choosing the model of greater likelihood in
the r band, and extrapolating the profile to infinity. To measure model magnitudes for the ugiz
bands, the SDSS pipeline scales the amplitude of the r-band profile up or down to best match the
profile in that band (Stoughton et al. 2002). Neither magnitude system is ideal as the Petrosian
magnitudes do not measure the total galaxy light, while the model magnitudes are most sensitive
to the inner profile of the galaxy and do not allow for color gradients within galaxies.
In Figure 2.4a we compare our newly reprocessed r-band magnitudes with DR7 Petrosian catalog
magnitudes as a function of galaxy half light radius R50,r. The reprocessed r-band magnitudes are
overall brighter by ∼0.13 mag than the DR7 Petrosian r-band magnitudes. We find a similar,
but slightly smaller, overall offset of ∼0.1 mag between our newly reprocessed magnitudes and the
DR7 model r-band magnitudes. The offset increases for the largest galaxies, as seen in the running
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median as a function of R50,r (black dashed line, Figure 2.4a). Much of this trend can be attributed
to our use of the improved sky background subtraction from Blanton et al. (2011), which was not
available for DR7. The blue solid line shows the expected median offset between galaxy magnitudes
using the new sky subtraction vs. the standard SDSS DR7 pipeline, as a function of true galaxy
R50,r (based on coefficients from Table 1 of Blanton et al. 2011, only valid for R50,r > 5”). Our
running median matches very well with the expected trend. Note also that in this work, we do
not use information from the inner profile of the galaxy to compute extrapolated total magnitudes,
but rather extrapolate the light based on the outer profile of the galaxy. This difference may also
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of newly reprocessed photometry and SDSS DR7 photometry. a) Com-
parison of absolute Petrosian magnitudes Mr,petro and absolute total magnitudes Mr,tot from this
work as a function of remeasured R50,r. Our reprocessed photometry is brighter than the SDSS
DR7 catalog Petrosian photometry; the running median is shown as a dashed black line. (We
observe similar but slightly smaller offsets between our reprocessed photometry and the SDSS DR7
catalog model photometry.) The solid blue line shows the expected magnitude difference using the
new sky subtraction vs. the SDSS standard pipeline as a function of true galaxy R50,r, based on
the analysis of Blanton et al. (2011), which is in excellent agreement with our data. b) Compar-
ison showing R50,r from our reprocessed photometry divided by R50,r from the DR7 photometry
(Petrosian: black dots; model: pink squares), as a function of the new R50,r in arcsec. The green
solid line shows one-to-one correspondence, and the green dashed line marks 10”, above which the
new background subtraction should significantly affect the measured flux and radius of the galaxy
(Blanton et al. 2011). Our newly reprocessed photometry yields ∼13% larger half-light radii than
SDSS model half-light radii, with larger increases for galaxies with R50,r > 10”. The increases over
Petrosian radii are more extreme due to the assumption of circularity in the Petrosian algorithm.
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In Figure 2.4b we compare our newly remeasured R50,r values with DR7 catalog R50,r values
as a function of the newly remeasured R50,r. Since we measure greater flux per galaxy, we expect
the half-light radii to be larger, and indeed we find that the new R50,r values are typically ∼49%
larger than the SDSS Petrosian R50,r values and ∼13% larger than the model R50,r values. The
ratio between the new and catalog R50,r values becomes much greater above a remeasured R50,r
of ∼10”, the value identified by Blanton et al. (2011) as the true galaxy half light radius above
which the use of the new sky background should significantly affect the measured galaxy flux
and radius measurement. Another consideration affecting only the Petrosian radii is the fact that
SDSS Petrosian apertures are circular whereas both our apertures and SDSS model apertures are
elliptical. When we restrict the comparison of half light radii to galaxies with b/a > 0.85, our half
light radii are only ∼20% larger than the Petrosian radii, more in line with the 13% increase over
the model radii. Figure 9 of Hall et al. (2012) also shows the trend for Petrosian half light radii to
have greater disagreement with remeasured half-light radii for more intrinsically edge-on galaxies.
In Figure 2.5 we compare the newly reprocessed total u− r colors and the DR7 model u− r
colors vs. Mr,tot. We find that the new u− r colors are overall ∼0.18 mag bluer than the DR7 model
u− r colors. To compute this offset, we measure the running medians of each color distribution as
a function of Mr,tot in 0.2 mag bins and subtract the two sets of median colors. We then determine
the median of these median color differences, which is 0.18 mag. A large portion of the offset is due
to the improved sky subtraction algorithm, but we also note the fact that our newly reprocessed
photometry allows for color gradients whereas SDSS model colors do not. Galaxy color gradients
have been found in all galaxy types (e.g., de Jong 1996; Jansen et al. 2000; Cibinel et al. 2013).
For example, in the Nearby Field Galaxy Survey, Jansen et al. (2000) find that early and late types
have typical B − R colors that are bluer by 0.1-0.2 mag in their outer regions, while dwarf types
distribute evenly between blue and red color gradients. In this work we have explicitly allowed for
color gradients by computing the total magnitudes in each band separately without the assumption
of fixed profile shape built into the SDSS model magnitude algorithm. Even the Outer Disk Color
Correction method fixes only the color outside the Aout annulus.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of u− r color vs. our Mr,tot for DR7 model colors (left) and our newly
reprocessed colors (right). We determine the red sequence boundaries (red lines) for the DR7 data
by eye, throwing out outliers that are too red. We then fit a line to the data points between the two
red lines and compute the rms which is 0.12 for the DR7 model magnitudes (slope and width of red
sequence shown by grey has marked region). To do the same for the newly reprocessed photometry,
we first determine the overall color offset by computing the median color of each distribution in
bins of 0.2 mag in Mr,tot. We then find the median of the differences of the medians in each bin,
obtaining an overall shift of 0.18 mag. We shift down our red sequence boundaries by 0.18 mag for
the newly reprocessed photometry. We then fit a line and compute the rms to be 0.14 mag (slope
and width shown in green solid region with slope and rms of DR7 model colors shifted down by
0.18 mag and overplotted), which is larger by 0.02 mag or 15% than the rms computed for the DR7
colors. As argued in §2.3.1, we believe the higher scatter in our red sequence to be more correct,
as our photometry does not suppress color gradients. Also most of the few extremely red outliers
(including one at u− rtot = 3.6 off the plot) are low surface brightness red galaxies whose shallow
u band data are the hardest to measure. A few others are those embedded galaxies for which we
subtracted off the light of the larger galaxy.
A consequence of ignoring color gradients is that the red sequence defined by DR7 model u− r
colors appears tighter than the red sequence defined by our newly reprocessed u− r colors. To
quantify the scatter, we fit a line to both sets of colors between the red sequence boundaries
marked off by the red lines in Figure 2.5, and measure the rms from the fit. The red sequence
definition is shifted for the newly reprocessed u− r colors by 0.18 mag to account for their overall
bluer colors. We confirm the visual impression that the DR7 red sequence is tighter, finding that the
SDSS model u− r red sequence is tighter by ∼16%. This tight red sequence seems to be an artifact
of the SDSS model magnitude algorithm and should not be over-interpreted in measuring the star
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formation histories of red sequence galaxies. We note that Simard et al. (2011) also report that
using separate fits to compute g- and r-band magnitudes produces a more scattered red sequence
than obtained when fixing fits in both bands to have the same half light radius, although these
authors still choose fixed half light radius fits for convenience.































Figure 2.6: Comparison of photometric measurements for galaxies in both the RESOLVE survey
and the ECO catalog. a) Difference in Mr,tot measured for the same galaxies in RESOLVE-A and
ECO vs. the RESOLVE-A Mr,tot. The main difference between the two measurements arises in the
masking step. Every RESOLVE-A galaxy mask is checked by eye, but for the much larger ECO
data set we check only images for which we have identified large discrepancies between extrapo-
lated and aperture magnitudes. The two sets of measurements agree well, with differences mostly
<0.2 mag. Differences become larger for fainter galaxies, for which we expect larger uncertainties
in extrapolation. b) Color-magnitude relations of the full ECO (contours) and RESOLVE (dots)
data sets, show that they are consistent. While we do not use ECO in this work, the ECO catalog
an extension of the RESOLVE survey, so it is useful to establish that its photometry is consistent
with the rest of RESOLVE.
In Figure 2.6 we compare independent photometric measurements for RESOLVE survey galaxies
that overlap with the ECO (Environmental COntext) catalog (Moffett et al. 2015), which is a
larger volume-limited data set encompassing the RESOLVE-A subvolume. The ECO catalog has
been reprocessed through the same pipeline, with the most significant difference in methodology
occurring at the masking step. Since ECO has ∼10 times the number of galaxies as RESOLVE, for
ECO it was not feasible to check each mask by hand. The most egregious cases of over- or under-
masking were determined in a preliminary run of the photometry code on the catalog, by checking
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for extrapolated magnitudes that significantly disagreed with aperture magnitudes or cases where
no magnitude was measured. The masks for these galaxies were then checked by eye to mitigate
under-/over-masking. We compare the ECO and RESOLVE Mr,tot measurements for galaxies in
the overlapping subvolume in Figure 2.6a. We find no offset and only small differences of typically
<0.2 mag between the two sets of magnitudes. Some of these differences may be attributed to the
final magnitude chosen by the pipeline (Outer Disk Fit or Curve of Growth for the r band), which
is based on the degree to which the frame is masked. Figure 2.6b shows the color-magnitude plots
for both the full RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B (blue points) and ECO (orange-red contours) data
sets, demonstrating that they are consistent.
An independent validation of the methods used in this work is shown in Figure 2a of K13 for
the Nearby Field Galaxy Survey (Jansen et al. 2000). All NFGS galaxies with available SDSS data
were reprocessed through the same pipeline as described here and Figure 2a in K13 shows that the
reprocessed u− r colors are consistent with the expected Vega-AB offset for U−R colors measured
in Jansen et al. (2000) over all angular sizes. The comparison between the total u− r color and
the SDSS DR7 model u− r colors reveals an offset such that the new photometry yields ∼0.2 mag
bluer u− r colors than the DR7 model colors, similar to the offset that we measure.
2.3.2: Stellar Masses
Stellar masses and k-corrected colors are calculated using the spectral energy distribution (SED)
modeling code described in Kannappan & Gawiser (2007), as modified by K13, which fits a grid of
stellar population models to our newly reprocessed total NUVugrizY JHK magnitudes plus new
Swift uvm2 data for 19 galaxies). With photometric data from up to 10 bands, we are able to
estimate robust stellar masses. We omit UKIDSS Y HK values if the frames have been flagged by
eye. We also omit UKIDSS HK and 2MASS JHK if the values are fainter than 18, 17.5 and 16,
15, 14.5 respectively. We also remove any NUV magnitudes fainter than 24, and we remove the u
band magnitudes for four galaxies for which the u band data available from SDSS are essentially
frames of noise.
In this work, we use the second model grid from K13, which is a grid of composite stellar
population models (CSPs) including an old simple stellar population (SSP) ranging in age from
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2-12 Gyr and a young population either described by continuous star formation starting 1015 Myr
ago and turning off between 0 to 195 Myr ago or as a quenching burst with SSP age 360, 509,
641, 806, or 1015 Myr. The contribution from the young population ranges from 1-94.1% of the
stellar mass. The model grid is built using the stellar population models from Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) with a Chabrier IMF (Chabrier 2003), and four possible metallicities (Z = 0.004, 0.008,
0.02, or 0.05). Eleven reddening values (τv ranges from 0–1.2) are applied to the young population
following the dust extinction law given by Calzetti (2001). There is no physical or spatial model
assumed for the dust, only an empirical determination of the amount of reddening and extinction
based on the stellar population model grid fits to the galaxy SED.
To determine a galaxy’s stellar mass, the stellar mass is computed for each CSP model in the
grid and given a likelihood based on the χ2 value of the model fit to the data. Combining likelihoods
over all models yields a stellar mass likelihood distribution for each galaxy. The median value of
this stellar mass likelihood distribution is taken to be the nominal stellar mass of the galaxy.
The SED modeling code also outputs the likelihood weighted colors for each galaxy, which are
effectively “smoothed” by the model fits and implicitly k-corrected. We denote the use of these
modeled colors with a superscript m (following the notation from K13 and Moffett et al. 2015).
The stellar population code also outputs de-extincted galaxy magnitudes, taking into account the
internal extinction due to dust in the galaxy. These magnitudes cleanly divide the red and blue
sequences in the color-stellar mass diagram as shown in K13 and Moffett et al. (2015). Here,
however, we choose to use the modeled colors, which represent the actual rest-frame colors of the
galaxies, for easier application of the PGF calibrations to other data sets. We show the color-
stellar mass diagram for RESOLVE-A and RESOLVE-B using both u− r total colors measured
from the raw reprocessed photometry and (u− r)m colors from the model fits in Figure 2.7. The
SED modeled colors agree with the measured colors well within the expected k-correction values
at these redshifts of up to 0.03 mag for the r band and 0.1 mag for the u band.
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Figure 2.7: Color vs. stellar mass for the entire RESOLVE survey. Black dots show total reprocessed
magnitudes u− r and smaller red dots show the SED modeled colors (u− r)m. While there are
outliers in the reprocessed photometry as seen in Figure 2.5, the SED modeled colors use information
over the entire NUVugrizY JHK SED and provide a cleaner color-mass plot.
Since some stellar mass estimation techniques have been shown to be biased as a function of
inclination (Maller et al. 2009), it is important to test whether our stellar masses may be biased as
a function of axial ratio. We perform two tests. First, we select only galaxies with gas-to-stellar
mass ratio > 0.1, implying significant gas and thus potentially dust, and we divide this subset into
quartiles based on their axial ratio. A KS test reveals that the stellar masses of the upper and lower
quartiles (b/a > 0.77 and b/a < 0.39) are consistent with being drawn from the same population
(pnull = 0.99). Second, we recompute our stellar masses applying the dust law to both the young
and old populations (as opposed to just the young population as for our preferred mass estimates).
We find a tiny overall offset for late type galaxies of ∼0.02 dex but no systematic trend between
the two stellar mass calculations as a function of axial ratio. For early type galaxies we find a tiny
differential systematic offset of 0.02 dex between the most elongated and roundest galaxies. Both
of these tests suggest our stellar mass calculations are not biased by dust extinction.
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2.3.3: HI Masses
The HI masses and upper limits for RESOLVE come from the blind 21cm ALFALFA survey
(Haynes et al. 2011) and our own new observations with the GBT and Arecibo telescopes. It is
important for creating a gas mass estimator to have complete HI data for the entire data set. Below
we describe the observations taken to date, how we determine and handle confused sources, and
the HI completeness of the RESOLVE data set.
The ALFALFA survey has covered the entire RESOLVE-A region and the Dec 0◦ to +1.25◦
strip of RESOLVE-B, providing HI detections or upper limits (not necessarily strong) for 85%
of RESOLVE. Data reduction and source extraction are described in Haynes et al. (2011). At
the nominal S/N limit of 6, the ALFALFA flux limit translates to a fixed HI mass sensitivity at
RESOLVE distances of ∼109 M. Since RESOLVE galaxies range from 109–1011.5 M, this fixed
sensitivity implies a large number of upper limits that are much weaker than our stated goal of
1.4MHI < 0.05Mstar. To increase the yield from the basic ALFALFA data products, Stark et al.
(in prep.) extract 140 lower S/N detections and upper limits for RESOLVE galaxies within the
ALFALFA grids.
To further increase the useful HI data set, we have acquired pointed observations with the
GBT and Arecibo telescopes obtaining HI data for 290 galaxies in RESOLVE-A and 337 galaxies
in RESOLVE-B (Stark et al. in prep.). We target galaxies with either no HI measurements or
weak upper limits from ALFALFA, aiming for detections with S/N ∼ 10 or strong upper limits.
In addition, we have cross-matched the RESOLVE catalog with the HI catalog of Springob et al.
(2005) to obtain thirteen more HI measurements.
To check for consistency between our GBT and Arecibo pointed observations, we have remea-
sured HI fluxes for ∼10 galaxies in RESOLVE and find consistency between observations with the
two telescopes within ∼15–20% (Stark et al. in prep.). Consistency checks between ALFALFA and
Arecibo pointed observations from the Springob et al. (2005) catalog are documented in Haynes
et al. (2011) and HI flux measurements between the two catalogs are shown to be in agreement
within ∼20%.
HI masses and upper limits are calculated as described in Stark et al. (in prep.) and K13.
Confusion is determined based on the source of the HI measurement, 4′ for the smoothed resolution
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element of ALFALFA, 9′ for the GBT, and 3.5′ for Arecibo pointed observations. De-confusion
is performed following techniques described in Stark et al. (in prep.) that improve on methods
described in K13. The de-confused HI masses are provided in Stark et al. (in prep.). Neutral gas
masses are calculated by multiplying the HI mass by 1.4 to account for helium, Mgas = 1.4MHI .
For this work, we apply the following set of criteria to determine reliable HI masses. We require
detections to have S/N > 5. We use de-confused HI masses if the systematic error on the de-
confused HI masses is < 25% of the de-confused HI mass. For limits, we require that the upper
limit yields a gas mass < 0.05Mstar.
Based on these criteria, we provide the statistics on HI completeness for this work for the two
RESOLVE subvolumes. RESOLVE-A has a total of 955 galaxies, of which 637 have reliable HI
detections with S/N > 5 (34 of those detections are successfully deconfused observations) and 107
have strong upper limits resulting in Mgas < 0.05Mstar. Thus 78% of the sample (744 galaxies)
have reliable HI data for defining PGF calibrations. In RESOLVE-B there are 487 galaxies, of
which 294 have good detections (34 are successfully deconfused observations) and of which 70 are
strong upper limits, yielding 75% of RESOLVE-B or 364 galaxies that have reliable HI data.
In RESOLVE-A, we are still lacking adequate HI measurements for 211 galaxies. Of those 211
galaxies, 92 are weak upper limits yielding gas masses that range from 0.052 – 4.01 × Mstar, 16
are low S/N detections, and 103 have HI profiles where de-confusion is not possible. To examine
whether these galaxies with inadequate HI measurements are biased, we plot color vs. log(Mstar)
for RESOLVE-A in Figure 2.8. Galaxies for which we have weak upper limits (red dots) tend to
be low-mass, red galaxies which are generally gas-poor and require the longest observing times for
successful detection or strong enough upper limits. Galaxies for which we have low S/N detections
(green dots) are low-mass blue objects or higher mass red objects. Galaxies for which de-confusion
is impossible (blue dots) are scattered throughout color and stellar mass.
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Figure 2.8: Color vs. stellar mass relationship for the RESOLVE-A data set. Black open circles show
galaxies with reliable HI detections as described in §2.3.3. Red dots show galaxies with HI upper
limits yielding Mgas > 0.05Mstar, green dots show galaxies with low S/N detections (S/N < 5), and
blue dots show galaxies with HI profiles that are impossible to de-confuse. The weak upper limits
tend to be the low-mass red galaxies, which are generally gas poor and have the least absolute HI
content of galaxies in RESOLVE. The low S/N galaxies are also low mass, but generally bluer. The
confused galaxies are interspersed throughout color and stellar mass.
2.4 Color-limited PGF Calibrations
In this section we describe our method to provide z=0 PGF calibrations via linear fits between
log(G/S) and color. In Figure 2.9, we show the relationship between log(G/S) and (u− J)m color,
which is clearly linear. However, for galaxies redder than (u− J)m = 3.6 mag there is a breakdown
in the correlation. While the correlation between log(G/S) and (u− J)m color continues for some
galaxies redder than 3.6 mag, we also see that the population of quenched galaxies with very low
values of log(G/S) becomes more important for these same red colors. In §2.6, we describe a new
calibration method using a 2D model fit to the probability density field of log(G/S) vs. color that
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allows us to model all galaxies.
Here we are generating linear fits to predict values of log(G/S) from color, where the latter has
much smaller errors and thus functions as a classical independent variable. Thus, especially given
the likelihood of the intrinsic scatter over and above the errors, to obtain the best predictor we
should minimize residuals in log(G/S) alone (Isobe et al. 1990; Feigelson & Babu 1992). Due to the
population of red galaxies with strong HI upper limits, we must exclude all galaxies redward of a
vertical color cutoff, e.g., (u− J)m > 3.6 mag, similar to Catinella et al. (2012) and K13. Making
a cut in color is appropriate for measuring the correct calibration to predict log(G/S) from color
as we want to preserve the scatter for the predicted quantity (Kannappan et al. 2002) rather than
fitting to only the HI detections or making a cut in log(G/S). Excluding red galaxies, however,
limits the validity of our PGF calibration to galaxies blueward of the red color cutoff.
A set of such color-limited PGF calibrations for a variety of color combinations is summarized
in Table 2.2. To create these, we use the 744 galaxies from the RESOLVE-A data set that have
reliable HI detections or strong upper limits. “Reliable” HI detections are considered to include
non-confused detections with S/N > 5 as well as de-confused detections where the systematic error
on the deconfused gas mass is < 25% of the measured gas mass (see §2.3.3). We define strong
upper limits to be those for which the gas mass is < 5% of Mstar. We exclude galaxies redder
than the red color cutoff of each color distribution listed in Table 2.2 (roughly where the upper
limits start to dominate). We also trim points at the blue end where the density of points is low
and outliers may affect the fit as indicated in Table 2.2. For (u− J)m color, the blue color trim is
2.0 mag and the red color cutoff is 3.6 mag. Finally we perform an ordinary least squares forward
fit to minimize the scatter in log(G/S), the quantity that we want to predict. We choose not to
weight the fit by the measurement uncertainties in log(G/S), because they are correlated with the
values of log(G/S) and color, so weighting by them would bias the fits towards galaxies with high
gas content. The slope and offset in log(G/S) of these color-limited PGF calibrations are given in
Table 2.2 along with the measured scatter in the relations and the blue color trim and red color
cutoff values.2
2We note that the RESOLVE-A region, which we use for these linear fits, is less redshift complete than RESOLVE-B.
We have performed empirical completeness corrections based on luminosity and surface brightness or color for the
ECO catalog (Moffett et al. 2015), which encompasses the RESOLVE-A subvolume. These empirical completeness
corrections are based on the more complete RESOLVE-B subvolume. We find that weighting the linear fits by these
completeness corrections does not change the linear fit parameters significantly and we do not use the completeness
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Table 2.2: Color-limited Photometric Gas Fraction Calibrations
color slope log(G/S) offset σ blue trim red cutoff N galaxies
(mag) (dex/mag) (dex) (dex) (mag) (mag) –
(u− r)m -1.763 2.725 0.319 1.0 2.0 552
(u− i)m -1.421 2.510 0.314 1.0 2.3 571
(u− J)m -1.127 3.337 0.322 2.0 3.6 560
(u−K)m -1.059 3.993 0.331 2.8 4.4 543
(g − r)m -3.488 1.467 0.302 0.1 0.6 568
(g − i)m -2.399 1.546 0.310 0.2 0.9 557
(g − J)m -1.582 2.918 0.332 1.1 2.2 550

























Figure 2.9: Photometric gas fractions relation for u− J SED modeled color. For the photometric
gas fractions relation gas refers to the atomic gas content, for which we include a helium correction
factor: Mgas = 1.4MHI . When fitting, we exclude galaxies redder than (u− J)m = 3.6 mag, where
the quenched galaxy population overwhelms the low log(G/S) end of the relationship between
log(G/S) and color. We also exclude galaxies bluer than 2.0 mag as there are only a few data
points that may skew the overall fit.
We expect these fits to be useful for galaxies blueward of the blue color trim (as discussed in
corrections in this work.
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§2.7), but these calibrations do not allow us to predict gas masses for galaxies redder than the red
color cutoff. We also note that color-limited linear calibrations, and all calibrations based on simple
fits, are subject to bias without survival analysis to model galaxies that are confused, have weak
upper limits, or lack reliable HI detections. Routines to incorporate upper limits in a linear fit exist
but rely on the assumption that the upper limits are distributed randomly throughout the sample
(as discussed in Isobe et al. 1986). Such “random censoring” is not the case for the PGF calibration,
as those galaxies with upper limits in the RESOLVE-A data set are primarily red galaxies with low
gas-to-stellar mass content. Thus using such routines would not be statistically robust. In §2.6 we
improve on simple fitting by producing a 2D model of the log(G/S) vs. color probability density
field. This fully probabilistic approach allows us to implement a version of survival analysis that
reinserts the galaxies left out of the linear fits and to predict log(G/S) probability distributions
for individual galaxies, even those redder than the color cutoff. Before performing this analysis,
however, we analyze whether the residuals from these linear fits correlate with any other photometric
parameters that may help produce tighter PGF relations.
2.5 Correlations with 3rd Parameters
In this section, we seek a combination of color and other photometric parameters that may
produce a tighter PGF calibration for more accurate gas mass estimation. To this end we use
the RESOLVE-A data set to analyze correlations between various photometric parameters and
residuals from the color-limited PGF calibrations in §2.5.1. We then explore possible physical
reasons for these residual correlations by examining their relation to galaxy morphology in §2.5.2.
Lastly we provide plane fits between color, axial ratio, and log(G/S) for tighter color-limited PGF
calibrations in §2.5.3.
2.5.1: Best 3rd Parameter for Gas Mass Estimation
As potential third parameters, we examine the surface brightness within R50,r (µr,50), concen-
tration index (Cr), photometric axial ratio (b/a), g − r color gradient (∆g−r), stellar mass Mstar,
and baryonic mass Mbary. The parameter µr,50 is found by determining R50,r from the ellipse
profiles produced in the photometric reprocessing. The r-band light within R50,r is then divided
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over a circular area defined by R50,r, giving a somewhat intrinsic surface brightness for each object,
although we have not applied a correction for internal galaxy extinction or optical depth since the
goal is to provide a simple empirical recipe for gas estimation. Concentration index is defined as
R90,r/R50,r following Shimasaku et al. (2001) and Strateva et al. (2001). The b/a measurement
comes from the fixed ellipse fits in our photometric pipeline. ∆g−r is defined as the g − r color
within the annulus between the r-band 50% and 75% light radii minus the g − r color within the
r-band half light radius, with more positive numbers meaning the galaxy has a bluer center follow-
ing Kannappan et al. (2004). The stellar mass Mstar is the median stellar mass from the likelihood
weighted SED models described in §2.3.2 and the baryonic mass is Mstar + Mgas.
Figure 2.10 shows log(G/S) residuals from the (u− J)m color-limited PGF calibration plotted
against these different parameters. Only the data from galaxies used in the linear fit are shown, i.e.,
those having a color between the blue trim and red cutoff colors and reliable HI data or a strong
HI upper limit. We have performed Spearman Rank tests to assess whether there is a correlation
between the residuals in log(G/S) and these third parameters and quantify the strength of that
correlation. Third parameters µr,50, b/a, ∆g−r, and Mstar all show some correlation with residuals
in log(G/S), while Cr and Mbary show no significant correlation. Below we examine each significant
correlation to determine the best parameter for more accurate gas mass prediction.
The correlation between residuals in log(G/S) and Mstar, shown in Figure 2.10e, is in the sense
that low stellar mass objects tend to have higher measured log(G/S) than predicted, which is
expected from covariant errors in log(G/S) and Mstar. Furthermore, the bias becomes very evident
for stellar mass galaxies <109.0 M (roughly the limiting stellar mass completeness limit) marked
in panel e by a dashed line. This correlation between log(G/S) residuals and stellar mass is caused
by our survey selection on Mr,tot, which serves as a close proxy for baryonic mass (Kannappan &
Wei 2008, K13) rather than stellar mass. For a volume-limited, baryonic mass limited data set,
an abundance of gas-rich low stellar mass objects is built in. The correlation between log(G/S)
residuals and stellar mass is thus not surprising and only reflects the r-band magnitude selection. In
Figure 2.10f we see that the color-limited PGF calibration does not show evidence for a correlation
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Figure 2.10: Measured minus predicted log(G/S) for RESOLVE-A from the PGF calibration for
(u− J)m. Residuals are plotted against a) r-band 50% surface brightness µr,50, b) concentration
index Cr (R90/Re), c) axial ratio b/a, d) color gradient ∆g−r, e) stellar mass Mstar, and f) baryonic
mass Mbary. We use the Spearman Rank test to assess whether a correlation exists between the
residuals in log(G/S) and these photometric parameters. The probability of no correlation and the
strength of each correlation are reported for each panel. The parameters µr50, ∆g−r, and b/a have
significant correlations with the residuals in log(G/S). The correlation with Mstar is not physically
meaningful but is caused by covariance as well as our selection on Mr,tot, a proxy for baryonic
mass, which implies that the data set contains low stellar mass gas-rich objects but not low stellar
mass gas-poor objects. We mark in panel e the stellar mass completeness limit for RESOLVE-
A (Mbary = 9.0), below which the residuals are clearly biased towards higher log(G/S) measured
than predicted. We also mark in panel f the baryonic mass completeness limit for RESOLVE-A
(Mbary = 9.3). Below this limit we lack extremely gas-dominated residuals, which is expected due
to the absolute magnitude limited sample, where the highest high baryonic mass-to-light ratio will
fall below our Mr,tot = −17.33 mag limit.
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The remaining correlations between log(G/S) residuals and photometric parameters that we
investigate are µr,50, b/a, and ∆g−r. These correlations may be related to galaxy morphology
and/or evolutionary state, which we explore in Figure 2.11 and §2.5.2. To decide which of these
third parameters is best for use in our PGF calibrations, we use the following criteria: 1) the third
parameter has a strong correlation with residuals in log(G/S), 2) the correlation between the third
parameter and log(G/S) residuals is not covariant with the built in correlation between residuals
in log(G/S) and stellar mass, and 3) the third parameter is a reliable, well determined quantity for
all galaxies in the data set.
First we examine µr,50 in Figure 2.10a. The correlation between residuals in log(G/S) and µr,50
is such that lower surface brightness galaxies have larger log(G/S) values than predicted. The
Spearman Rank test shows that the strength of the correlation between residuals in log(G/S) and
µr,50 is high (R = 0.43) with small probability of no correlation (P = 3×10−27). To test whether
stellar mass is impacting the correlation between residuals in log(G/S) and µr,50, we fit a line to
the correlation between residuals in log(G/S) as a function of stellar mass, and remove the stel-
lar mass dependence from the residuals. We then run a Spearman Rank test on the correlation
between the stellar mass corrected residuals in log(G/S) and µr,50, finding that the strength de-
creases to R = 0.28 and the probability of no correlation is larger by several orders of magnitude
(P = 9×10−12) though still significant. The reliability of µr,50 values is variable since µr,50 is eval-
uated within the half light radius. For the smallest galaxies, the quantity may not truly represent
the surface brightness within R50,r.
Next we examine the third parameter b/a shown in Figure 2.10c. The correlation between
residuals in log(G/S) and b/a is such that more edge-on or disky galaxies have larger log(G/S)
values than predicted. The strength of the correlation between residuals in log(G/S) and b/a is also
high (R = −0.39a) with small probability of no correlation (P = 3×10−22). Running a Spearman
Rank test on the correlation between the stellar mass corrected residuals in log(G/S) and b/a, we
find that both the correlation strength and the probability of no correlation remain mostly the
same (R = −0.37 and P = 5×10−20) showing that the correlation is not affected by Mstar. The
b/a measurements are reliable, since they are evaluated over the outer disk of the galaxy. For the
smallest galaxies there may be a tendency to measure rounder objects, but since b/a is evaluated
in the outer disk, this issue should be minimized.
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Lastly, we consider the third parameter ∆g−r shown in Figure 2.10d. The correlation between
residuals in log(G/S) and ∆g−r is such that galaxies with larger values of ∆g−r (more blue centered)
have lower log(G/S) than predicted. The strength of the correlation between residuals in log(G/S)
and ∆g−r is much lower than the other two parameters (R = −0.15) with a larger probability of no
correlation (P = 5×10−4). We test whether stellar mass is impacting this correlation between resid-
uals in log(G/S) and ∆g−r, by removing the correlation between residuals in log(G/S) and stellar
mass. Running a Spearman Rank test on the correlation between the stellar mass corrected residu-
als in log(G/S) and ∆g−r, we find that both the correlation strength becomes stronger (R = −0.25)
and the probability of no correlation becomes several orders of magnitude smaller (P = 8×10−10).
The correlation between ∆g−r and stellar mass has been shown previously in Stark et al. (2013)
and it is apparent that the stellar mass affects how this third parameter relates to residuals in
log(G/S). The reliability of the measurement may be suspect for the smallest galaxies, since it
requires measuring colors within R50,r and between R50,r and R75,r.
The quantity that best meets our three criteria is b/a since it exhibits a strong correlation with
the residuals in log(G/S) that is not affected by the correlation with stellar mass. The measurement
of b/a is also the least likely to be affected by systematics from the photometry, including the
convolution of galaxy SDSS and UKIDSS images to a common psf since it is a measure of the axial
ratio in the outer disk.
2.5.2: Physical Drivers of Residual Correlations
For the purpose of defining PGF calibrations, we do not strictly need to understand the drivers
of the correlations, but we explore them briefly here, deferring a more thorough discussion to
future work. To aid our interpretation, we analyze log(G/S) residuals as a function of the best
third parameter options and galaxy morphology in Figure 2.11. Morphologies come from visual
classification for the RESOLVE data set (Moffett et al. 2015; Kannappan et al. in prep.). Since
galaxy morphology is generally not available for large data sets and can be subjective and unreliable
especially for small and edge-on galaxies, we have not used morphology for the general analysis of
third parameters for improved gas mass estimation. In Figure 2.11 we plot galaxy morphology vs.
µr,50, b/a, and ∆g−r and color code the residuals in log(G/S) such that green represents galaxies for
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which the PGF calibration underpredicts values of log(G/S), yellow represents galaxies for which
the PGF calibration predicts values of log(G/S) similar to the measured values, and red represents
galaxies for which the PGF calibration overpredicts values of log(G/S).
First we examine the relationship between morphological type and µr,50 in Figure 2.11a. It
appears that among late-type galaxies (T>0), the PGF calibration overpredicts values of log(G/S)
for those galaxies with µr,50 brighter than 22 and underpredicts log(G/S) for those galaxies with
µr,50 fainter than 22. For early-type galaxies, which mostly have µr,50 brighter than 22, we generally
overpredict log(G/S). The transition around µr,50 ∼ 22 seems to indicate that even for a specific
type of galaxy, those galaxies that are lower surface brightness are on average more gas-rich than
their higher surface brightness counterparts. Gas richness has long been associated with low surface
brightness galaxies (e.g., de Blok et al. 1996 and O’Neil et al. 2004), and we show this result for a
statistical population of galaxies using RESOLVE-A.
Next we examine the relationship between morphological type and b/a in Figure 2.11b. Within
the population of late-type spirals (0 < T < 8), edge-on spirals tend to have underpredicted values
of log(G/S). This phenomenon makes sense for larger edge-on spirals, which are observed to be
redder than their intrinsic colors due to dust extinction (e.g., Conroy et al. 2010 show that for star
forming galaxies over the narrow stellar mass range 9.5 < log Mstar < 10, those with b/a ∼ 0.35 are
redder than those with b/a ∼ 0.95). Thus the underprediction may result because these edge-on
late type spirals are shifted redward of their true color measurement, where the typical value of
log(G/S) is smaller.3 The trend towards underpredicting edge-on galaxy values is less noticeable
for edge-on irregular dwarf-type galaxies (T > 8) that are likely pure disk, low surface brightness
galaxies with little internal extinction due to dust (e.g., Dalcanton et al. 2004). For early-type
galaxies, we see that in general values of log(G/S) are overpredicted with no obvious trend with
b/a.
3The reader may be concerned that a bias in stellar mass estimation as a function of extinction could lead to a
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Figure 2.11: Residuals in log(G/S) (dot color) shown within plots of galaxy morphological type
vs. (a) µr,50, (b) b/a, and (c) stellar mass corrected ∆g−r (following Stark et al. 2013). The color
scale is shown at the top, where green marks galaxies for which the PGF calibration underpredicts
values of log(G/S), yellow marks galaxies for which the PGF calibration values of log(G/S) similar
to the measured values, and red marks galaxies for which the PGF calibration overpredicts values
of log(G/S). Late-type galaxies (T > 0) with underpredicted values of log(G/S) tend to be lower
surface brightness, more edge-on, and have redder centers (smaller values of stellar mass corrected
∆g−r). These trends become somewhat less noticeable for dwarf types (T > 8), and in general
for early-type galaxies values of log(G/S) tend to be overpredicted (with the caveat that most
red-sequence early-types are redder than our red color cut so not shown). We discuss the physical
significance of these patterns in §2.5.2.
We show the PGF calibrations using both model (green) and de-extincted (purple) u− J colors
in Figure 2.12a (we also show the PGF calibrations using g − r color in Figure 2.12c). The rela-
tionship between log(G/S) and color becomes steeper (less predictive) when using the de-extincted
rather than model colors (Figure 2.12a/c), similar to the result shown in Jaskot et al. (2015). We
do not find, however, that that the PGF correlation completely disappears when using de-extincted
colors, suggesting that while dust plays a role in the PGF calibration, long-term star formation is
also important (K13). We suspect that star formation history is in fact related to dust extinction,
which we plan to follow up in future work. In Figure 2.12b we show the residuals in log(G/S) from
the de-extincted PGF correlation as a function of axial ratio, and we find that the strength and
significance of the third parameter correlation are smaller but still highly significant. Additional




































































Figure 2.12: Test of the effect of dust on the relationships between log(G/S), color, and axial
ratio. a) Log(G/S) vs. u− J color comparing the model (green) vs. de-extincted (purple) colors.
Contours are shown encompassing 90% of all galaxies excluding confused galaxies and weak upper
limits. Dashed lines show the color-limited linear fits to the data. The relationship steepens
when using the de-extincted colors. b) Versus b/a, the residuals in log(G/S) from the de-extincted
u− J PGF calibration have a smaller strength of correlation and significance than the residuals
computed from the model u− J PGF calibration, but the correlation is still highly significant (the
red-dashed line shows the linear fit). c) Same as panel a except using g − r color (as in Jaskot et al.
2015). Unlike Jaskot et al. (2015) we do not find that the relationship between log(G/S) and g − r
disappears completely when using de-extincted colors, although we do see that the relationship
steepens, meaning dust is a contributing factor to the relationship.
Nevertheless, as the goal of this work is to provide empirical PGF calibrations for predicting
gas masses, we prefer not to correct for extinction, since uncorrected colors provide the best (most
linear and most predictive) calibrations. Moreover, uncorrected colors are not as dependent on
modeling.
Lastly, we examine the relationship between morphological type and stellar mass corrected
∆g−r in Figure 2.11c. We correct ∆g−r values for the correlation between ∆g−r and stellar mass
as in Stark et al. (2013) to show the effects more strongly. Late-type galaxies are generally more
red-centered with a slight trend towards bluer centers for later types (larger values of T), while early-
type galaxies tend to be more blue centered as most of these are blue-sequence E/S0s (Kannappan
et al. 2009) because normal red-sequence E/S0s are excluded by our color cut.
Within the late-type population, for a given morphological type more blue centered galaxies have
overpredicted values of log(G/S). This result is intriguing because among late-type galaxies, blue
centered galaxies are associated with recent star formation events due to interactions (Kannappan
et al. 2004), and have higher MH2/MHI ratios and lower MHI/Mstar ratios (Stark et al. 2013).
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Including the molecular gas for such blue-centered late-type galaxies that are offset low in the
color-limited PGF calibration may bring their total gas-to-stellar mass ratio (where total gas mass
= 1.4MHI + MH2) in line with the general relationship between log(G/S) and color as shown in
Figure 8 of K13.
The analysis of log(G/S) residuals as a function of galaxy morphology and the aforementioned
three photometric parameters reveals physical trends for all three that may have implications for
galaxy evolution. The two parameters µr,50 and ∆g−r, however, are both covariant with stellar
mass, so their ability to reduce scatter is partially artificial. Using b/a allows us to minimize
scatter in a physically meaningful way without introducing covariance into the PGF calibration.
2.5.3: Modified Color-Limited PGF Calibration
To use b/a in PGF calibrations, we compute a linear combination of color and b/a to be the
new predictor. We call this combination of color and b/a “modified color.” First, we fit a plane
in color, b/a, and log(G/S), minimizing scatter in log(G/S) and only using those data points that
fall within the blue color trim and red color cutoff for a particular color choice. The planar fit
determines coefficients such that modified color = m0×color + m1×(b/a).
We then use the relationship between modified color and log(G/S) to create tighter modified
color-limited PGF calibrations. We use the same procedure as in §2.4. First we limit our data
set to the 744 galaxies with reliable HI data. Then we define a red modified color cutoff and
a blue modified color trim just as in §2.4. Lastly we perform an ordinary least squares forward
fit. Again we choose not to weight the fit by the errors on log(G/S) due to correlations between
the uncertainties and both galaxy color and log(G/S) itself. Table 2.3 gives the modified color
coefficients m0 and m1, the slope of the linear fit, the offset in log(G/S), and the σ of the modified
color PGF calibrations. The blue modified color trim and red modified color cutoff are also given
as well as the number of galaxies used in each modified color fit. We note that the scatter for the
PGF calibrations using modified colors based on u and g are typically reduced by ∼0.03 dex as
compared to the PGF calibrations using color only. Another advantage of using the modified color
calibrations is the generally increased baseline (or range) of the predictor value.
We note that many other works have used planes defined by color and other galaxy structural
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Table 2.3: Modified Color-limited Photometric Gas Fraction Calibrations
modified color slope log(G/S) offset σ blue trim red cutoff N galaxies
(mag) (dex/mag) (dex) (dex) (mag) (mag) –
1.822(u− r)m + 0.609(b/a) -0.958 3.038 0.296 2.0 4.1 580
1.454(u− i)m + 0.595(b/a) -0.989 2.887 0.291 1.8 3.8 579
1.140(u− J)m + 0.594(b/a) -0.981 3.659 0.304 2.5 4.5 581
1.075(u−K)m + 0.605(b/a) -0.952 4.228 0.302 3.3 5.0 525
3.563(g − r)m + 0.534(b/a) -1.002 1.813 0.281 0.7 2.6 582
2.444(g − i)m + 0.550(b/a) -0.984 1.881 0.287 0.8 2.6 568
1.592(g − J)m + 0.550(b/a) -0.980 3.218 0.313 2.1 3.8 540
1.435(g −K)m + 0.618(b/a) -0.864 3.678 0.306 2.8 4.5 488
parameters to define tighter PGF calibrations (Zhang et al. 2009; Catinella et al. 2010; Li et al.
2012; Catinella et al. 2013), often choosing stellar mass surface density or surface brightness, which
reduce scatter partially due to covariance with log(G/S). In Catinella et al. (2013), the authors use
the term “gas fraction planes” to refer to these PGF calibrations. We choose to use the terminology
“modified color” to refer specifically to the predicting quantity, which is a linear combination of
color and a structural parameter, in this work chosen to be b/a.
2.6 Probability Density Field PGF Calibrations
Due to the limitations of the color-limited linear fits, we present in this section a new PGF
calibration method that improves over the color-limited fits in three ways. First, the new method
provides a full probability distribution in log(G/S) for each galaxy given its color or modified color
rather than a single number for log(G/S). Second, we are able to model the galaxy distribution past
the red color cutoff region where quenched galaxies coexist with star-forming galaxies. Third, in the
spirit of survival analysis, we develop a Monte Carlo method to reinsert the 22% of RESOLVE-A
galaxies with unreliable HI data in the calibration, thus determining the calibration for the entire
volume-limited data set. We describe the full probability distribution method in §2.6.1, and we
outline the Monte Carlo method to reinsert unreliable galaxies in §2.6.2. Instructions on how to
use the calibration are provided in §2.6.3. Lastly in §2.6.4, we examine whether the model changes
significantly if we add in the small subset of galaxies that have Mr,tot fainter than −17.33, but still
have Mbary > 109.3 M. For simplicity, throughout these sections we use the variable “mc” to refer
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to either color alone or modified color that includes a b/a term.
2.6.1: Calibration Description
To start we use the same RESOLVE-A galaxies as in §2.4, those with reliable detections or strong
upper limits. Detections are considered reliable if they are not confused or are deconfused with
systematic errors < 25% of the HI mass measurement and have S/N > 5. Limits are considered
strong if they provide a gas mass measurement of Mgas < 0.05Mstar. We show log(G/S) vs.
modified (u− J)m color for the RESOLVE-A data set limited to reliable gas data in Figure 2.13a.
This definition excludes 211 galaxies (of 955 total) in RESOLVE-A, however we describe how a
technique based on survival analysis principles to include these galaxies in the PGF calibration in
§2.6.2.
For galaxies with upper limits, we cannot know the value of the HI mass, only that it is less than
a certain value. We choose to set all galaxies, both detections and limits, with log(G/S) < −1.3 to
log(G/S) = −1.3, which is 5% of the stellar mass in linear units. This choice is fine for measuring
a galaxy’s baryonic mass (as in the companion paper Eckert et al. in prep.), because a galaxy’s
baryonic mass will not be significantly affected if it is at most 1.05Mstar. In Figure 2.13a, we
demonstrate the data replacement with red arrows.
Next we determine the density field of galaxies in log(G/S) vs. mc by binning in both dimensions
and measuring the number of galaxies in each 2D bin or cell of log(G/S) and mc. The density field
is shown in Figure 2.13b. We use bin sizes of 0.2 dex in log(G/S) and 0.2 mag in (u− J)m. When
determining the bin size for each mc, we start with bin sizes of 0.2 mag and require a minimum of
10 bins in color to ensure adequate sampling of the calibration. If there are less than 10 bins (as is
the case for colors with small ranges such as g − r) we switch to bin sizes of 0.1 mag.
To model the PGF probability density field we assume two distinct populations: detections and
upper limits. The detections lie on a line with Gaussian scatter that widens towards redder colors.
The limits appear only at red mc and are confined to a value of log(G/S) = −1.3 although they
may in fact have much lower values. The model consists of nine parameters given by A0 to A8.
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Figure 2.13: Log(G/S) vs. modified (u− J)m color for RESOLVE-A. The modified color is the
linear combination of (u− J)m and b/a that produces the best plane fit with log(G/S) as described
in §2.5.3. a) Scatter plot showing reliable HI detections with small black dots, and strong upper
limits with downward black arrows. Galaxies with log(G/S) values < −1.3 (marked by the black
line), whether they are detections or limits, are replaced with −1.3 (as indicated by the red arrows).
b) Contour plot showing the PGF density field of log(G/S) vs. modified (u− J)m color, where each
cell’s value is the number of galaxies in that cell. The contours are spaced finely over 100 intervals
between 0 and 34 (the maximum number of galaxies found in a cell). We fit the model described
in §2.6.1 to this PGF density field.
To model the population of detections we first model the peak value of the Gaussian at each
mc, designated as ρ0, as a log-normal function of mc as given in equation 2.1. A0 provides the










The number density of detections (D) is then described by a Gaussian with peak value ρ0 that
changes with mc, with mean log(G/S) value (A3mc+ A4) that decreases linearly for larger values
of mc, and with standard deviation A5mc that widens towards larger values of mc. The model for
the detections is given in equation 2.2.




At red mc, there are galaxies with values of log(G/S) < −1.3 that belong to the detection rather
than limit population. Because we have chosen to set all galaxies with values of log(G/S) < −1.3 to
be equal to −1.3, we must divide up equation 2.2 to account for the tail of the detection population
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with log(G/S) < −1.3. For values of log(G/S) > −1.3, the model is as given by equation 2.2, but for
values of log(G/S) = −1.3, we model the detection population by integrating the tail of the Gaussian
at a given mc over all log(G/S) < −1.3. Thus the detection population for log(G/S) < −1.3 is





2pi × [1− erf( |−1.3− (A3mc+A4)|√
2(A5mc)2
)] (2.3)
The upper limit population is evaluated only at log(G/S) = −1.3 and is modeled as a Gaussian
function of mc with a peak value A6, color shift A7, and standard deviation A8 as given in equation
2.4. The Gaussian shape captures the fact that blue galaxies rarely have low gas fractions and on
the other side that there is a natural decline in galaxies towards redder colors.




The full-probability PGF model is the combination of equations 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, and we fit
this model to the PGF density field using the MPFIT2DFUN package (Markwardt 2009)4, which
performs a Levenberg-Marquardt least squares fit (More´ 1978). We weight each cell value in
the density field, which is the number of galaxies in the cell N, by 1/N. From the fit we obtain
the parameters A0 through A8 that best describe the PGF calibration. We recognize that the
probability density field model is more complex than a simple linear fit. However, the advantages
of being able to fit both the detection and limit populations and of being able to reinsert the
data from galaxies without adequate HI data (see §2.6.2) make it a more powerful technique for
estimating gas masses (see §2.7).
2.6.2: Reinserting the Missing Galaxies
To measure probability density field PGF calibrations with the complete RESOLVE-A data
set, we implement a custom version of survival analysis following its basic algorithm: create a
model of the missing/censored data points based closely on the available data and sample it with
Monte Carlo methods. The model for each censored/missing data point is determined from the
uncensored data in an initial fitting round as in traditional survival analysis, with the restriction
4http://purl.com/net/mpfit
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that limits must be drawn from a model distribution truncated at the limit values. We then iterate
this procedure a second time using the updated model resulting from the first round. The steps
are as follows.
1) After performing the initial PGF model fit from §2.6.1 using only the reliable HI data in
RESOLVE-A, we obtain a PGF model with initial best fit parameters Ai,0 through Ai,8. Using
these initial best fit parameters, we obtain a probability distribution in log(G/S) for each galaxy
with unreliable HI data given its mc. For galaxies with weak upper limits, we restrict the prob-
ability distributions in log(G/S) to only those values below the upper limit, then we renormalize
the probability distribution. For low S/N detections and confused galaxies we do not place any
restrictions on the probability distribution in log(G/S).
2) We then randomly assign a value of log(G/S) for each of these 211 galaxies from each
respective probability distribution using the inverse transform sampling method.
3) Next, we create a new PGF density field that includes both the 744 data points with reliable
HI and the 211 data points with randomly assigned values of log(G/S) from their respective prob-
ability distributions. We fit the PGF calibration model as described in §2.6.1 and save the best fit
parameters An,0 through An,8. We also compute residuals for each best fit model as well as the
reduced χ2 goodness of fit, assuming the variance on the data value for each cell is σ2 = N (the
number of galaxies in the cell).
4) We perform steps 2 & 3 100 times and save the best fit parameters and reduced χ2 values
for each round. We then calculate the median values of the parameters based on those 100 rounds
Amed,0 through Amed,8, which describe the new model for the PGF density field. We save the
median reduced χ2 as well.
5) We iterate once more through steps 1-4 using the model parameters Amed,0 through Amed,8
to produce the initial probability distributions in log(G/S) for the 211 galaxies with unreliable HI
data. This iteration allows us to determine log(G/S) probability distributions based on the PGF
density field calibrated with all RESOLVE-A galaxies, not just those with reliable HI data. After
this second iteration, we take the values of Amed,0 through Amed,8 to be the final best fit parameters
Af,0 through Af,8 for the full-probability PGF model. We have tested whether more iterations are
necessary, however after the second iteration the values of Amed,0 through Amed,8 change very little
(< 3% of the final value). The final values do change significantly from the initial fit (which includes
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only the reliable HI galaxies), with final values up to ∼20% different from the initial values.





















Figure 2.14: Best fit model to the PGF density field using modified (u− J)m color. a) The best fit
model is shown as a contour plot (as for Figure 2.13b divided into 100 levels between 0 and 44, the
maximum number of galaxies found in a cell after reinsertion of galaxies with inadequate HI data).
b) Residuals for each cell normalized by the number of galaxies in each cell so the range is from
−1 to 1. Overall the model performs well, although there are large residuals especially around the
edges of the calibration where the number density of galaxies is low.
Figure 2.14 shows a contour plot of the best fit model and residuals using modified (u− J)m
color, where the residuals have been normalized by the number of galaxies in each cell. The 211
galaxies with unreliable HI data have been assigned values of log(G/S) pulled at random from their
respective distributions in log(G/S), as in step 2, using the final best fit parameters. The residuals
are most significant for the highest log(G/S) cells at red modified color where there are few galaxies
(often just one per cell).
2.6.3: How to Use the PGF Calibration
The parameters in Tables 2.4 and 2.5 provide the best fit models to the PGF density field
probability distribution, which is not normalized at a given value of mc. To create conditional
probability distributions in log(G/S) at eachmc, the PGF distribution for a givenmc from equations
2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 should be divided by the integral of the PGF at that mc.5 Examples of such
distributions are shown in Figure 2.15 for modified (u− J)m color mc = 3.1 (blue), 4.4 (green),
and 5.3 (red). We note that the sharp spike in the log(G/S) probability distribution is entirely due
5We provide an IDL code at https://github.com/keckert7/codes that looks up the best fit parameters for a given mc
and provide the probability distributions for any set of galaxies with provided mc.
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Table 2.4: Full-Probability Photometric Gas Fractions Calibrations for Color Only
color Af,0 Af,1 Af,2 Af,3 Af,4 Af,5 Af,6 Af,7 Af,8 reduced χ2
(mag) – – – – – – – – – –
(u− r)m 17.22 0.33 0.22 -1.67 2.56 0.21 47.65 2.21 0.14 1.353
(u− i)m 35.05 0.46 0.24 -1.37 2.40 0.19 68.44 2.55 0.20 1.518
(u− J)m 32.55 1.00 0.17 -1.04 3.07 0.11 53.39 3.88 0.26 1.257
(u−K)m 30.18 1.26 0.13 -0.99 3.75 0.09 42.35 4.79 0.33 1.422
(g − r)m 19.70 -1.15 0.48 -3.65 1.51 0.87 115.1 0.72 0.05 1.831
(g − i)m 19.99 -0.70 0.45 -2.47 1.58 0.55 72.29 1.05 0.09 1.344
(g − J)m 16.99 0.51 0.19 -1.52 2.80 0.18 42.87 2.37 0.16 1.036
(g −K)m 31.08 0.91 0.15 -1.22 3.27 0.14 61.95 3.29 0.22 1.246
Table 2.5: Full-Probability Photometric Gas Fractions Calibrations for Modified Color
color Af,0 Af,1 Af,2 Af,3 Af,4 Af,5 Af,6 Af,7 Af,8 reduced χ2
(mag) – – – – – – – – – –
1.822(u− r)m + 0.609(b/a) 38.78 1.05 0.20 -0.89 2.80 0.09 47.95 4.44 0.29 1.125
1.454(u− i)m + 0.595(b/a) 37.78 0.97 0.21 -0.93 2.70 0.10 51.88 4.10 0.27 1.104
1.140(u− J)m + 0.594(b/a) 38.13 1.25 0.16 -0.93 3.49 0.08 44.57 4.82 0.31 1.066
1.075(u−K)m + 0.605(b/a) 34.54 1.43 0.14 -0.88 3.92 0.07 40.53 5.53 0.34 1.157
3.563(g − r)m + 0.534(b/a) 42.65 0.37 0.37 -0.97 1.74 0.18 62.12 2.92 0.21 1.166
2.444(g − i)m + 0.550(b/a) 40.95 0.45 0.36 -0.99 1.87 0.17 60.79 2.95 0.21 1.228
1.592(g − J)m + 0.550(b/a) 36.40 1.10 0.18 -0.94 3.08 0.10 51.50 4.16 0.26 1.028
1.435(g −K)m + 0.618(b/a) 33.79 1.37 0.14 -0.91 3.83 0.08 45.48 5.10 0.31 1.182
to the way in which upper limits and low gas-fraction galaxies are treated in the model and should
not be interpreted literally as probability distributions for this population.
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Figure 2.15: Probability distributions for three galaxies with modified (u− J)m “mc” = 3.1, 4.4,
and 5.2. For blue modified colors the distribution in log(G/S) is Gaussian (mc = 3.1). The σ value
of the Gaussian widens for redder modified colors (mc = 4.4), where the population of galaxies
with log(G/S) < −1.3 also increases. The sharp spike at log(G/S) = −1.3 is due to the way in
which galaxies with upper limits or low gas-fractions are treated in the model. For the reddest
colors (mc = 5.2) the contribution from the upper limit population with log(G/S) < −1.3 becomes
dominant. In solid grey we show the probability distributions for the same modified colors when
using the fits that include high baryonic mass-to-light galaxies as explained in 2.6.4. The largest
difference occurs for the bluest galaxy, although the difference is quite small.
2.6.4: Adding in High Mbary/L Galaxies
As a check, we have also performed the full-probability PGF calibration using a slightly altered
RESOLVE-A data set. This data set aligns with the spectroscopic observing data set for the
RESOLVE survey. We consider all galaxies with Mr,tot brighter than −17.33 as well as any galaxies
with Mbary > 109.3 M no matter their Mr,tot, thus including the highest baryonic mass-to-light
ratios that fall out of the absolute magnitude limited sample.
For this test we use the PGF calibrations from Tables 2.4 and 2.5 to estimate gas masses for
the galaxies with Mr,tot fainter than −17.33 that do not have adequate gas data. Using the median
value of log(G/S) from each probability distribution we estimate the gas mass for these galaxies.
We then compute Mbary for each galaxy in the RESOLVE-A region, adding the stellar mass to
either the measured Mgas for those galaxies with reliable detections and strong upper limits, or the
predicted Mgas for those galaxies with low S/N detections, confused profiles, or weak upper limits.
Adding galaxies with Mr,tot fainter than −17.33 and Mbary > 109.3 M yields a RESOLVE-A data
set with 39-40 additional galaxies depending on the choice of PGF calibration. Thirty-nine of those
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Table 2.6: Full-Probability Photometric Gas Fractions Calibrations for Color Only Includ-
ing High Mbary/L Galaxies
color Af,0 Af,1 Af,2 Af,3 Af,4 Af,5 Af,6 Af,7 Af,8 reduced χ2
(mag) – – – – – – – – – –
(u− r)m 34.56 0.31 0.23 -1.66 2.57 0.24 90.35 2.21 0.15 1.514
(u− i)m 35.01 0.44 0.24 -1.44 2.54 0.20 68.48 2.55 0.20 1.474
(u− J)m 32.37 1.00 0.17 -1.10 3.28 0.12 53.83 3.88 0.26 1.308
(u−K)m 29.47 1.26 0.13 -1.03 3.93 0.10 42.53 4.78 0.33 1.446
(g − r)m 19.24 -1.17 0.49 -3.74 1.56 0.93 115.8 0.72 0.05 2.033
(g − i)m 19.75 -0.71 0.45 -2.54 1.63 0.58 72.31 1.05 0.09 1.514
(g − J)m 32.44 0.50 0.20 -1.54 2.87 0.22 82.06 2.39 0.17 1.098
(g −K)m 29.46 0.91 0.15 -1.29 3.46 0.15 62.12 3.29 0.23 1.323
Table 2.7: Full-Probability Photometric Gas Fractions Calibrations for Modified Color Including High
Mbary/L Galaxies
color Af,0 Af,1 Af,2 Af,3 Af,4 Af,5 Af,6 Af,7 Af,8 reduced χ2
(mag) – – – – – – – – – –
1.822(u− r)m + 0.609(b/a) 38.82 1.05 0.21 -0.90 2.84 0.10 48.06 4.44 0.29 1.194
1.454(u− i)m + 0.595(b/a) 37.44 0.96 0.21 -0.96 2.79 0.11 51.32 4.10 0.27 1.188
1.140(u− J)m + 0.594(b/a) 36.98 1.24 0.16 -0.98 3.66 0.08 44.90 4.82 0.31 1.154
1.075(u−K)m + 0.605(b/a) 33.11 1.43 0.14 -0.91 4.05 0.07 40.99 5.53 0.34 1.219
3.563(g − r)m + 0.534(b/a) 41.40 0.36 0.37 -1.01 1.82 0.19 61.93 2.91 0.21 1.299
2.444(g − i)m + 0.550(b/a) 39.53 0.44 0.35 -1.03 1.97 0.18 60.35 2.95 0.21 1.309
1.592(g − J)m + 0.550(b/a) 35.19 1.10 0.18 -0.97 3.20 0.10 51.74 4.16 0.26 1.171
1.435(g −K)m + 0.618(b/a) 32.02 1.37 0.14 -0.94 3.96 0.08 45.97 5.10 0.31 1.216
galaxies have reliable HI data.
With these galaxies added, we can now run through the same procedure as detailed in §2.6.1 and
§2.6.2. The parameters for the best fit models are given in Tables 2.6 and 2.7. The PGF calibrations
yield similar log(G/S) distributions with or without the high baryonic mass-to-light ratio galaxies.
In Figure 2.15 grey solid lines show the log(G/S) probability distributions for mc = 3.1, 4.4, and 5.2
when including the high baryonic mass-to-light ratio galaxies. The largest difference is seen for the
bluest galaxies, where the high baryonic-mass-to-light galaxies very slightly shift the probability
distribution towards higher values of log(G/S).
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2.7 Discussion
In this section we perform two comparisons of PGF calibrations from this work and other work
using the RESOLVE-B data set. First, we compare predicted gas masses from PGF calibrations
with measured gas masses from the RESOLVE-B data set as a function of stellar mass. To test the
different PGF calibrations, we select only galaxies in RESOLVE-B that have reliable HI detections
(294 out of 487), as upper limits are not ideal candidates for this test. Second, we compare the actual
RESOLVE-B distribution of log(G/S) in bins of (u− J)m color with the predicted distributions of
log(G/S) based on these different calibrations.
To test the probability density field model we use the modified (u− J)m color calibration (top
row of Figure 2.16). Since the calibration provides a probability distribution of log(G/S) for each
galaxy, we use the median value from the probability distribution in log(G/S) for the purposes
of the first test. In the top panel of Figure 2.16 we find that using the probability density field
model PGF calibration yields a negligible offset and small scatter = 0.343 dex. For the lowest
stellar masses, we see asymmetric scatter towards larger measured than predicted gas masses. As
indicated by the arrow in the bottom panel of Figure 2.16, this asymmetric scatter is consistent
with covariance between stellar mass, plotted on the x-axis, and the predicted gas mass in the
denominator of the y-axis (note that estimated G/S is multiplied by stellar mass to obtain gas
masses). We also show the distribution of log(G/S) predicted for RESOLVE-B galaxies in four bins
of (u− J)m color, drawing a random value from the log(G/S) distribution of each RESOLVE-B
galaxy. The probability density field model works well across all colors.
To test our color-limited linear fits, we use the calibration based on (u− J)m color. While
the (u− J)m calibration has higher scatter than calibrations based on optical colors, the (u− J)m
calibration has a larger predictive range as compared to typical errors on color (considering the
slopes that would multiply the error; see Tables 2.2 and 2.3). In the second row of Figure 2.16, we
show the log of the measured gas mass divided by the predicted gas mass as a function of stellar
mass. We find a negligible offset between the measured and predicted gas mass measurements and a
scatter of σ = 0.361 dex, slightly higher than found in the color-limited PGF calibration itself and
slightly higher than the probability density field model. We next show the log(G/S) distributions
predicted for RESOLVE-B with the color-limited linear fit, where we add random scatter with
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σ = 0.31 dex to log(G/S) estimates. The second test reveals the weakness of the color-limited
approach as it cannot reproduce the distribution of log(G/S) for red galaxies in RESOLVE-B.
In the third row, we test the calibration based on the NFGS given in K13, log(G/S) =
−0.98(u− J)m + 2.70. The NFGS has been run through the same photometric pipeline and
stellar population modeling code as for this work, so we are able to use the same SED modeled
colors and stellar mass estimates to predict gas masses. There is a significant offset (0.172 dex)
towards underpredicting gas mass measurements, with that offset increasing for low stellar mass
galaxies. The same issue can be seen in the second test, where the K13 calibration systematically
underestimates the distribution of log(G/S) for blue galaxies and overestimates the distribution of
log(G/S) for red galaxies in RESOLVE-B.
A similar problem is seen for the color-limited (NUV−r < 4.5) PGF calibration based on
GASS from Catinella et al. (2013), log(G/S) = −0.234log(µ∗)−0.342(NUV−r) + 2.329. This color-
limited calibration attempts to reduce residuals for gas-rich galaxies. We note that the GASS survey
calibration does not take into account a helium correction factor so we multiply the gas mass value
obtained from this calibration by 1.4 to compare with the gas mass measurements in RESOLVE-
B. To match their parameters we use NUV−r total colors measured for the RESOLVE survey,
which are similar to the Kron NUV−r colors measured for the GASS survey, although subject to
differences in the optical sky background subtraction and magnitude extrapolation. GASS defines
µ∗ = M∗/(2piR250,z), where R250,z is the z-band Petrosian half-light radius in kpc. We use the stellar
mass measurements from this work to nonetheless compute Mstar and convert predicted G/S to
predicted gas mass.6 Due to the constraint of requiring NUV total magnitudes we can use only
281 galaxies for testing the GASS calibration. The bottom row of Figure 2.16 shows that as for
the NFGS, there is a large offset (0.235 dex) between the predicted and measured gas masses that
increases for lower stellar mass galaxies, in the sense that the calibration underpredicts gas masses.
Also apparent is the underestimate of the distribution of log(G/S) for blue galaxies in RESOLVE-B.
Both the NFGS and GASS are representative galaxy samples. The NFGS is a representative
sample of galaxies designed to cover all morphological types over a range of galaxy magnitudes
6The GASS stellar masses are computed using the SED fitting code of Salim et al. (2007) that populates a grid of
stellar population models with a Chabrier IMF using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis
code. Comparison between the stellar masses of Salim et al. (2005), Kauffmann et al. (2003b), Kannappan et al.
(2009), and K13 indicates that the stellar masses computed as in Salim et al. (2007) should be extremely similar to
the K13 stellar masses used in this work (within 0.1 dex).
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in rough proportion to the B-band luminosity function (Jansen et al. 2000). The GASS sample
is designed to examine the full range of massive galaxies with a flat distribution in stellar mass
>1010 M (Catinella et al. 2010). Both samples have complete HI data to fractional mass limits
<1-5% of the stellar mass, making them seem like ideal calibration samples. They do not, however,
statistically represent the galaxy population of the local universe, in particular the dominance of
low-mass gas-rich dwarfs. We note that in Li et al. (2012), the authors create a calibration using
GASS that includes NUV−r color, stellar mass, stellar mass surface density, and g−i color gradient
and more successfully replicates gas masses for gas-rich galaxies than does the Catinella et al. (2012)
calibration. We do not show the Li et al. (2012) calibration due to the large quantity of covariant
variables required, which are also difficult to calculate from the data that we have available.
We have also tested (but do not show) the PGF calibration from Huang et al. (2012) which
uses the ALFALFA survey to define a PGF calibration. This calibration relies on SDSS Petrosian
g − r color and stellar mass surface density. The latter is defined in the same way as for GASS
with z-band Petrosian radii. We find that the ALFALFA calibration overpredicts gas masses with
an offset of −0.19 dex. This over prediction of gas masses is not surprising since the ALFALFA
survey is HI flux limited and weighted towards gas-rich objects.
Lastly, we have tested (but do not show) the PGF calibrations from Kannappan (2004) and
Zhang et al. (2009), both based on heterogeneous samples of HI detections from the HyperLeda
database (Paturel et al. 2003) crossmatched to catalogs from SDSS and 2MASS. The Kannappan
(2004) calibrations rely on catalog u− r or u−K color, while the Zhang et al. (2009) calibration
relies on a combination of catalog g − r color and i-band surface brightness. Both use stellar masses
computed following the prescription from Bell et al. (2003b). We mimic these quantities, removing
galaxies without quality 2MASS K-band data (limiting the analysis to 182 galaxies). The PGF
calibrations from Kannappan (2004) and Zhang et al. (2009) show very large scatter of ∼0.7 and
∼0.63 respectively, but produce surprisingly small offsets (−0.06 and −0.02 dex respectively), likely
due to fortuitously cancelling systematics (underrepresentation of the dwarf galaxy population but
overrepresentation of galaxies with high 21cm flux).
Based on these comparisons, we stress the importance of matching the selection criteria and
completeness of the calibration data set to the properties of the data set for which predictions are
desired. Using PGF calibrations for a small representative galaxy sample cannot reproduce the gas
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masses for a volume-limited survey, which is dominated by low-mass, gas-rich galaxies.
The purpose of these z=0 PGF calibrations is to enable measurement of galaxy cold gas masses
for large surveys of the nearby universe. Previous uses of PGF calibrations include identifying
galaxy mass scales connected to transitions in gas-content (Kannappan 2004, K13), estimation
of the HI mass function (Zhang et al. 2009), exploration of the dependence of the stellar mass-
metallicity relationship on gas content (Zhang et al. 2009), and galaxy clustering statistics within
galaxy populations of varying gas content (Li et al. 2012).
These new calibrations are suited for similar studies in volume-limited nearby galaxy surveys, for
which obtaining complete HI data is not feasible. In a companion paper (Eckert et al. in prep.), we
use the probability density field model to create distributions of log(G/S) for RESOLVE and ECO
galaxies, which we then combine with the stellar mass likelihood distributions produced by the SED
fitting described in §2.3.2 to produce baryonic mass likelihood distributions for each galaxy. We use
Monte Carlo sampling from these baryonic mass likelihood distributions to construct baryonic mass
functions for the RESOLVE and ECO data sets. In Florez et al. (in prep.) the probability density
field model is used to examine the gas content of galaxies in the lowest-density environments in
ECO. Finally, we caution against the use of these calibrations at much higher redshift as galaxy
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Figure 2.16: Comparison of PGF calibrations from this work and the literature using 21cm data
for RESOLVE-B. Each row shows a different calibration. First Column: Log of measured over
predicted gas mass for RESOLVE-B galaxies with HI detections as a function of stellar mass. For
the probability density field model (top row), we use the median value of each galaxy’s log(G/S)
distribution as the single value gas mass prediction, and we find a negligible offset and and small
scatter in the residuals. The color-limited linear fit from this work (2nd row) also produces a
negligible offset, but slightly larger scatter in the residuals. The color-limited linear fits from K13
and Catinella et al. (2013) (3rd and 4th rows) both yield large offsets towards underpredicting
gas masses. The asymmetric scatter for low stellar mass galaxies is caused by the covariance
between stellar mass and the estimated gas mass in the denominator of the y-axis (arrow in bottom
panel). Comparisons to other calibrations (Kannappan 2004, Zhang et al. 2009, and Huang et al.
2012) are discussed in the text (§2.7). 2nd-5th Columns: Actual (green) and estimated (purple)
distributions of log(G/S) for RESOLVE-B, where all values of log(G/S)<−1.3 are set equal to−1.3.
For the probability density field (top row), we draw random values from each galaxy’s log(G/S)
distribution. The estimated log(G/S) distributions are consistent with the data for all colors. For
the color-limited linear fits, we add random scatter with σ ∼ 0.3 to the log(G/S) estimates for each
galaxy. The color-limited linear fit from this work (2nd row) performs well for blue galaxies, while
the color-limited linear fits from K13 and Catinella et al. (2013) (3rd and 4th rows) underestimate
the distributions of log(G/S) for blue galaxies. None of the color-limited linear fits performs well
for red galaxies, necessitating the probability density field model. We attribute the underprediction
of gas masses for low mass and blue galaxies by the K13 and Catinella et al. (2013) calibrations
to their samples (NFGS and GASS respectively) not being volume-limited samples of the galaxy
population in the nearby universe.
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2.8 Conclusions
We have presented the newly reprocessed NUVugrizY JHK photometry for the RESOLVE
survey, all provided in a machine readable table (Table 2.1). We have also provided new z=0
volume-limited calibrations of the PGF technique using both linear fits (limited to exclude the
reddest colors) and, more powerfully, a 2D model of the full probability density field distribution of
log(G/S) vs. color (or “modified color,” including axial ratio). We highlight the main conclusions
of this work below:
• The new photometry uses improved background subtraction and multiple flux extrapolation
methods to yield brighter magnitudes, bluer colors, and larger sizes than catalog photometry (see
§2.3.1 and Figures 2.4 and 2.5). Multiple flux extrapolation techniques allow us to measure sys-
tematic errors, key for estimating reliable stellar masses (see §2.3.2) and computing SED-modeled
colors.
• This new photometry reveals a real increase in scatter around the red sequence, which we
attribute to the fact that our flux extrapolation routines do not suppress color gradients, unlike
the SDSS model magnitude algorithm (see Figure 2.5).
• We provide linear PGF calibrations between log(G/S) and color, however due to the break-
down in the relationship between log(G/S) and color for red galaxies, these linear fits must be
color-limited and do not permit estimation of gas masses for galaxies beyond the red color cutoff
(see §2.4 and Table 2.2). The color-limited PGF calibrations also do not account for the 24%
of galaxies that are confused, have weak upper limits, or lack reliable detections, biasing the fits
towards higher gas-to-stellar mass ratios at the red end.
• We find that axial ratio correlates significantly with residuals in log(G/S), independent of
stellar mass, which has a covariant correlation that is also artificially enhanced for an approximately
baryonic mass limited sample such as ours (see §2.5.1 and Figures 2.10 and 2.11). The correlation
between log(G/S) residuals and axial ratio may be at least partially related to dust and internal
extinction, which also may partially drive the PGF calibration along with long term star formation
rate. Planar fits between color, axial ratio, and log(G/S) provide linear combinations of color and
axial ratio (“modified color”) that yield tighter PGF calibrations than using color alone (see §2.5.3
and Table 2.3).
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• We provide a new type of PGF calibration using a 2D model to fit the entire probability
density field of log(G/S) vs. modified color (see §2.6 and Figures 2.13 and 2.14). Within this
calibration we are able to statistically model galaxies missing from the color-limited linear fits.
• The probability density field model PGF calibration yields log(G/S) probability distributions
for individual galaxies (see Figure 2.15). For red galaxies, for which linear fits cannot accurately
predict log(G/S), the full-probability PGF yields two-component distributions, representing both
quenched and star forming galaxies (see Figure 2.16).
•We test our color-limited and full-probability PGF calibrations as well as literature calibrations
using the RESOLVE-B data set and find that our calibrations are well suited to predicting gas
masses for a volume-limited sample (see Figure 2.16). Previously published calibrations generally
systematically over- or underpredict gas masses, partly due to the different selection criteria of the
calibration samples.
We emphasize the importance of defining a calibration sample with the same selection criteria
and completeness as the sample for which predictions are desired. Here we have presented new
PGF calibrations using the RESOLVE survey that are ideal for application to volume-limited data
sets complete to a baryonic mass (or optical luminosity) limit. These PGF calibrations will be
used to determine baryonic masses in a companion paper (Eckert et al. in prep.) that examines
the baryonic mass function as a function of environment in RESOLVE-B and ECO .
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CHAPTER 3: RESOLVE and ECO: The Halo Mass-Dependent Shape of Galaxy
Stellar and Baryonic Mass Functions1
3.1 Introduction
Galaxy luminosity and mass functions are key tools for understanding the distribution of matter
in the universe. The shape of the luminosity function (LF) reveals the mass assembly of galaxies
through hierarchical evolution, as the dwarf galaxies that dominate the galaxy population eventually
merge to form the rarer bright galaxy population. As galaxies merge to form larger structures, their
host halos also merge and grow, implying a relationship between the LF and halo mass function
(HMF). Despite this link between galaxies and their host halos, the faint-end slope for the LF has
been measured to be much shallower than the low-mass slope for the HMF. While the low-mass
slope of the HMF is often reported to be αHMF = −2 (e.g., Press & Schechter 1974 and Springel
et al. 2005), for the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) Blanton et al. (2003b)
measure the faint end of the LF to be αLF = −1.05.
The faint-end slope of the LF, however, is dependent on environment such that the faint-
end slope in clusters is much steeper than in less dense environments (Tully et al. 2002). In
fact Popesso et al. (2006) measured faint-end slopes αLF ∼ −2 in a large sample of clusters.
Other previous studies of the cluster LF, however, have found varying faint-end slopes from −1.0
to −1.4 (Dressler 1978; Valotto et al. 1997; Goto et al. 2002). One proposed explanation for
the discrepancy between low galaxy number counts in the field vs. in clusters is that galaxies in
more dense environments formed earlier and faster, before the reionization of hydrogen by the UV
background, whereas galaxies in less dense environments took longer to form. The latter galaxies
were therefore “squelched” by reionization, which heated the gas so that the galaxy formation was
delayed until the reionized gas could re-cool and form stars (Thoul & Weinberg 1996; Gnedin &
Ostriker 1997; Becker et al. 2001; Pritchard et al. 2010).
1This chapter has been published in The Astrophysical Journal with the original citation: Eckert, K. D., Kannappan,
S. K., Stark, D. V., Moffett, A. J., Berlind, A. A., & Norris, M. A. 2016, ApJ, Copyright 2016, The American
Astronomical Society.
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While the LF offers clues to the mass assembly of galaxies, it is also sensitive to star formation
histories. With the development of multiband photometric surveys, we can now estimate stellar
masses for galaxies with population synthesis modeling and study the buildup of stellar mass
through the stellar mass function (SMF). Working at z < 0.05 and z = 0.2− 1 respectively, Baldry
et al. (2008) and Drory et al. (2009) find that the traditional Schechter function does not adequately
describe the SMF, which exhibits a “dip” or “plateau” at stellar masses ∼1010 M before rising
more steeply for lower mass galaxies. Instead the authors use a double Schechter function to fit
the SMF’s more complex structure.
These discrepancies in mass function shape motivate the desire to study galaxy mass functions
less sensitive to galaxy star formation properties. The baryonic mass function (BMF), or frequency
distribution of galaxies in stellar plus cold gas mass, is one step closer to a total mass function
than the SMF. In this work we define baryonic mass as stars plus cold atomic gas (neglecting the
cold molecular as well as warm and hot gas components). In general cold atomic gas dominates
the cold gas mass in galaxies, except in large spirals, for which the total cold gas content is usually
less than the stellar mass (e.g., Casoli et al. 1998; Kannappan et al. 2013; Boselli et al. 2014).
At high masses, we expect the BMF and SMF to be the same. Above stellar masses ∼1010.5 M,
the bimodality mass scale (Kauffmann et al. 2003b), galaxies are increasingly spheroid-dominated
with old stellar populations and little to no recent star formation. Since these galaxies have minimal
cold gas reservoirs, their baryonic masses are roughly equal to their stellar masses. Below the
bimodality mass scale, gas becomes increasingly important, so we expect to see a divergence between
the BMF and SMF around or below this scale. The divergence may be expected to become more
extreme below the gas-richness threshold mass identified by Kannappan et al. (2013), hereafter
K13, as Mstar ∼ 109.7 M or Mbary ∼ 109.9 M, below which gas-dominated galaxies become the
norm (see also Kannappan 2004; Kannappan & Wei 2008; Kannappan et al. 2009). The gas mass in
such gas-dominated galaxies shifts them to more massive bins by &0.3 dex so we want to investigate
whether these galaxies fill in the dip feature seen in the SMF.
Early work by Bell et al. (2003a) investigated the SMF and BMF, showing a divergence between
the two at low masses. This work, however, did not reveal or investigate any structure beyond a
single Schechter function form, perhaps due to systematics in stellar mass estimation (Kannappan
& Gawiser 2007; Roediger & Courteau 2015) and/or gas mass estimation methodology. Recent
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studies of the SMF and BMF find a dip only in the SMF, which suggests the dip is purely due to
neglect of the cold gas mass (Baldry et al. 2008; Papastergis et al. 2012). This result implies that
the BMF is a more fundamental way to characterize galaxy populations than the SMF in that it
better reflects the total galaxy mass.
Thus to relate the mass assembly of galaxies and halos, we would like to examine the BMF and
in particular how the BMF depends on environment. It has been predicted that the BMF might
be invariant across environments, as opposed to the faint-end slope of the LF, which is observed to
steepen in cluster versus field environments (Bell et al. 2003a). This idea is based on the assumption
of gas re-cooling after reionization: galaxies in high density environments form earlier and faster,
using up their gas to form stars before reionization hits, so the majority of cold baryons in the cluster
environment are associated with stars, while galaxies in low-mass environments form later and are
initially “squelched” by reionization, eventually recovering their baryonic mass as the gas re-cools
over cosmic time (Bullock et al. 2000; Somerville 2002). Thus the BMF (stars plus cold gas) would
now be constant across environment. While there has been no measurement of an environment
dependent low-mass slope for the BMF, estimates for the low-mass slope of the overall BMF range
from αBMF = −1.2 (Bell et al. 2003a; Papastergis et al. 2012) to αBMF = −1.8 (Baldry et al.
2008), and the source of these variations is unclear.
One possible reason for the differences between measurements of low-mass slope could be that
the methods used in each study have varied widely. A steep low-mass slope is found in Baldry et al.
(2008), where baryonic mass is inferred using the stellar mass-metallicity relation combined with
the relation between metallicity and stellar mass fraction, i.e., fraction of baryons locked up in stars,
to obtain total baryonic masses that implicitly include all gas, cold and warm. Both Bell et al.
(2003a) and Read & Trentham (2005) employ indirect methods of estimating the cold atomic and
molecular gas based on photometric properties, respectively the K band luminosity-re plane and
galaxy morphology, both of which have large scatter. The BMF from Papastergis et al. (2012) is
constructed from HI measurements from the blind wide-area 21cm ALFALFA survey (Haynes et al.
2011) and does not include molecular gas (similar to this work). Since ALFALFA is flux-limited,
however, gas rich but low-mass galaxies will be detected only nearby, requiring large statistical
corrections at the faint-end of the mass function.
A second possible reason for the differences between studies could be that environment actually
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does affect the BMF, via physics additional to re-cooling since reionization. In high-mass halos,
cold or warm gas may be stripped as galaxies enter the group environment, effectively moving the
galaxies to lower baryonic mass, or causing them to lose their future supply of cooling (sub)halo gas.
In low-mass group halos, cosmic accretion of gas onto the halo as well as halo gas re-cooling may
increase the gas content of galaxies and thus renew the pool of gas as stars are formed. From these
two examples, it is evident that environment can play a multi-faceted role in shaping the galaxy
BMF. Any two given data sets may contain widely varying environment distributions due to cosmic
variance, so differences in the environments sampled by previous BMF studies may contribute to
inconsistent low-mass slopes.
In this work we present the SMF and BMF for two volume-limited data sets: the REsolved
Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE (RESOLVE) survey (Kannappan et al. in prep.) and the Envi-
ronmental COntext (ECO) catalog (Moffett et al. 2015). Because these two data sets are volume
limited, we can examine the shape of the galaxy mass function and its dependence on halo mass
(the proxy for environment used in this work) without the statistical completeness corrections re-
quired for flux-limited surveys. Both data sets are more complete than the SDSS main redshift
survey, and one, the portion of the RESOLVE survey overlapping Stripe 82 (RESOLVE-B), offers
unprecedented completeness that enables calculation of empirical completeness corrections for the
other, the ECO catalog containing RESOLVE-A. Our use of volume-limited data sets enables ro-
bust group identification so that we can quantify group halo mass and directly examine its effect on
the mass function shape. To obtain unbiased gas data for gas-rich yet low MHI galaxies, we require
HI data that are fractional-mass limited, i.e., adaptively sensitive to a limiting atomic gas mass
of 1.4MHI < 0.05Mstar. Thus for atomic gas measurements, we use a combination of the highly
complete fractional-mass limited RESOLVE HI census from Stark et al. (submitted), additional
archival HI data for ECO, and empirically estimated “photometric gas fractions” using the prob-
ability density field approach of Eckert et al. (2015), hereafter E15. Our stellar mass estimation
applies SED fitting to custom reprocessed NUVugrizY JHK photometry, optimized for recovery of
extended light (E15). Finally we take into account the full likelihood distributions of both stellar
and gas masses when computing the SMF and BMF via a new cross-bin sampling approach.
As anticipated, we find that the BMF diverges significantly from the SMF below the gas-
richness threshold scale Mbary ∼ 109.9 M and rises as a straight power law, filling in where the
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SMF dips. However, we find that the overall BMF hides significant substructure as a function of
group halo mass. We break down our mass functions into four physically motivated halo mass
regimes, finding that although mass functions of central galaxies are discrete “humps” increasing in
mass as halo mass increases, satellite galaxy mass functions show much greater complexity. These
shapes suggest a connection between group formation and satellite destruction from the point of
first group formation. As evidence that the primary environmental processes affecting the BMF
occur on group scales, we show that it is possible to combine the mass functions broken down by
group halo mass regime for ECO with the different frequency distribution of group mass halos for
RESOLVE-B to produce the observed mass function of RESOLVE-B.
This work is laid out as follows. In §3.2 we describe the surveys used for this work. In §3.3
we describe the data, including photometric reprocessing, stellar mass estimation, HI mass mea-
surement, baryonic masses, and halo mass determination. We conclude §3.3 with a discussion of
completeness corrections and mass completeness limits. In §3.4 we describe our new cross-bin sam-
pling technique to measure the SMF and BMF. In §3.5 we present the SMF and BMF and break
them down by halo mass and central/satellite designation. In §3.6 we discuss the role of the group
halo mass environment in shaping the galaxy population and the connection between the galaxy
BMF and the theoretical HMF. Finally in §3.7 we summarize our conclusions.
For distance measurements and other derived quantities in this work, we assume a standard
ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and Ho=70 km s−1Mpc−1.
3.2 Data Sets
To measure the SMF and BMF, we use two volume-limited data sets, the B-semester subvolume
of the RESOLVE (REsolved Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE) survey, RESOLVE-B (Kannappan
& Wei 2008; Kannappan et al. in prep.), and the ECO (Environmental COntext) catalog (Moffett
et al. 2015, hereafter M15), which contains the RESOLVE-A subvolume. RESOLVE is a volume
and roughly baryonic mass limited survey of ∼52,100 Mpc3 of the z ∼ 0 universe. It is smaller
but more complete than ECO and is acquiring new 21cm and optical spectroscopy to conduct a
full mass census of stars, gas, and dark matter. The RESOLVE-A 21cm census was used in E15
to calibrate gas mass estimators based on photometric properties of galaxies. The ECO catalog
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is ∼10 times larger than RESOLVE, providing better statistics but reduced completeness, and is
based on archival data except in its overlap with RESOLVE-A.
3.2.1: Common Features of RESOLVE and ECO
Both data sets are based on the SDSS main redshift survey, but include additional redshifts
from various archival sources: the Updated Zwicky Catalog (UZC, Falco et al. 1999), HyperLEDA
(Paturel et al. 2003), 6dF (Jones et al. 2009), 2dF (Colless et al. 2001), GAMA (Driver et al. 2011),
ALFALFA (Haynes et al. 2011), and new RESOLVE observations (Kannappan et al. in prep.).
RESOLVE-B benefits from extra redshifts taken during repeat SDSS observations of the Stripe 82
footprint. All of these additional redshift sources help to recover both large and small galaxies
originally missed by the main SDSS survey for various reasons, including fiber collisions, which
affect galaxies of all brightnesses, as well as “shredding” by the SDSS photometric pipeline, which
primarily affects low surface brightness galaxies (Blanton et al. 2005a).
For both RESOLVE and ECO we have custom reprocessed near-UV, optical, and near-IR
photometry as described in E15 and M15. We have computed stellar masses using the SED fitting
routine described in K13. The directly measured HI census is far more complete for RESOLVE
than ECO, but photometric gas fractions and upper limits have been computed in the same way for
both data sets. We have also performed group finding using a modified version of the Berlind et al.
(2006) Friends-of-Friends algorithm to assign groups and performed halo abundance matching to
assign halo masses. The halo masses in this work are offset ∼0.15 dex toward higher masses than
those reported in M15 (see §3.3.5). When performing group finding, we use expanded RESOLVE
and ECO data sets that provide a buffer region in cz space to recover galaxies in groups and clusters
with large peculiar velocities. For RESOLVE-B this buffer region is ±250 km s−1 on either side of
the volume. For ECO, which contains several large groups and clusters (i.e., with large peculiar
velocities) near the survey redshift boundaries, the buffer region extends ±470 km s−1 on either
side of the volume. RESOLVE’s largest cluster is fortuitously centered in the survey redshift range.
To determine final membership within RESOLVE-B and ECO, we require that the group rather
than the galaxy redshift belongs within the defined volume (for N = 1 groups, the group redshift is
the galaxy redshift). In the following sections we present a more detailed description of both data
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sets and their relative strengths and weaknesses for the purposes of this paper.
3.2.2: RESOLVE-B
RESOLVE-B is a subset of the RESOLVE survey located within the SDSS Stripe 82 footprint
and encompassing a volume of ∼13,700 Mpc3, with coordinate and redshift ranges of 22h < RA <
3h, −1.25◦ < Dec < +1.25◦, and 4500 km s−1< cz <7000 km s−1 (see Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: RA–cz distribution for the Stripe 82 subvolume of RESOLVEdescribed in §3.2.2
(RESOLVE-B). The black outline shows the edges of the ∼13,700 Mpc3 RESOLVE-B subvolume,
which has been collapsed over the narrow Declination range from −1.25◦ to +1.25◦. Each point
represents an individual galaxy. Galaxies within the RESOLVE volume are color coded according
to group halo mass (purple for galaxies in low-mass halos up to green for galaxies in RESOLVE-B’s
highest mass halos). Gray points show galaxies outside the RESOLVE volume.
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Figure 3.2: Luminosity distributions for RESOLVE-B (black cross-hatch) and RESOLVE-B,orig
(solid green) as defined in §3.2.2. The black solid line shows the original SDSS luminosity com-
pleteness limit for RESOLVE-B,orig Mr,tot = −17.33 using the reprocessed photometry described
in §3.3.1. Additional redshifts (see §3.2.2) allow us to extend the luminosity completeness limit
for RESOLVE-B to Mr,tot = −17.0, as shown by the black dashed line, albeit with imperfect
completeness below the original SDSS redshift survey limit.
RESOLVE-B is a powerful data set for measuring the galaxy SMF and BMF due to its ex-
ceptional completeness above and beyond the main SDSS redshift survey, allowing us to analyze
mass functions well into the gas-rich dwarf regime without statistical completeness corrections.
In Figure 3.2, the luminosity distribution of galaxies from the main SDSS redshift survey with
Mr,petro < −17.23 (corresponding to mr,petro = 17.77 at the far side of the RESOLVE volume)
“RESOLVE-B,orig” is shown in green. Note that the figure is plotted using our own Mr,tot values
(see §3.3.1 and E15), which are typically ∼0.1 mag brighter than Mr,petro (all magnitudes include
foreground extinction corrections), so the RESOLVE-B,orig luminosity completeness limit occurs
at Mr,tot = −17.33 mag. RESOLVE-B,orig consists of 329 galaxies brighter than this limit. In
contrast, the full RESOLVE-B data set is shown in black crosshatch and consists of 426 galaxies
brighter than −17.33 or 28% more galaxies than in the SDSS main redshift survey (see §3.3.6 for
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more discussion on the reasons for incompleteness). Due to the large number of extra redshifts, we
adopt a RESOLVE-B sample definition of Mr,tot = −17 for a total of 487 galaxies brighter than
this fainter luminosity completeness limit and meeting the group cz criterion. Allowing all galaxies
with known redshift inside the volume and not cutting by absolute r-band magnitude, there are
679 galaxies inside the RESOLVE-B subvolume.
In RESOLVE-B, we take advantage of the wealth of imaging data available in the Stripe 82
legacy footprint, including deep SDSS ugriz coadds, MIS depth GALEX NUV and/or Swift UVOT
imaging for 98% of RESOLVE-B galaxies, 2MASS JHK, and deeper UKIDSS Y HK. We have
obtained 21cm coverage from both the ALFALFA survey (covering the 0◦ to 1.25◦ northern strip)
and pointed observations with the Arecibo and Green Bank telescopes, obtaining reliable detections
or strong upper limits (1.4MHI < 0.05Mstar) for 78% of the RESOLVE-B data set with Mr,tot ≤−17,
with the remaining 22% of RESOLVE-B galaxies having weak upper limits, confused detections,
or no observations (Stark et al. submitted; see also §3.3.3). The HI data statistics for all galaxies
in the volume (no restriction on Mr,tot) yield reliable detections or strong upper limits 60% of the
RESOLVE-B data set, with the remaining 40% of RESOLVE-B galaxies having weak upper limits,
confused detections, or no observations. In these cases we fill in the HI census using the photometric
gas fractions technique (§3.3.3).
3.2.3: ECO
The full ECO (Environmental COntext) catalog, accounting for the buffer region, is a volume-
limited data set selected within coordinate and redshift ranges from 8.7h < RA < 15.82h, −1.◦ <
Dec < +49.85◦, and 2530 km s−1 < cz < 7470 km s−1 (see Figure 3.3), containing all known
redshifts from the SDSS survey, as well as from the other sources listed in §3.2.1 (M15). The
full ECO catalog includes the RESOLVE-A subvolume, which is marked by the red dashed line
in Figure 3.3, and encompasses a volume of ∼560,800 Mpc3 (∼41 times larger than RESOLVE-
B) providing a much larger data set for statistical analysis of the galaxy SMF and BMF, but
lacking RESOLVE-B’s superior completeness. Attempts to fill in completeness through inclusion
of archival and RESOLVE redshift data yield a survey ∼11% more complete than the SDSS main
redshift survey alone. We take the stated luminosity limit of the SDSS main redshift survey as the
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nominal luminosity completeness limit for ECO. However, additional redshift incompleteness above
this inherited luminosity limit remains, which would compromise our mass function analysis (see
also Blanton et al. 2005a) so we will apply empirical completeness corrections above the nominal
luminosity completeness limit in §3.3.6.
The volume of the ECO data set used in this work excludes the buffer region and is∼442,700 Mpc3,
containing 9456 galaxies with Mr,tot < −17.33 mag. We limit ECO to galaxies belonging to groups
within a cz range of 3000-7000 km s−1, allowing the remaining cz range to serve as a buffer for iden-
tifying group members with peculiar velocities outside this range. (A larger buffer from cz=1500–
12,000 km s−1 is used to recover galaxies belonging to the largest groups and clusters with very
extended fingers-of-God; however, galaxies outside 2530-7470 km s−1 lack reprocessed photometry
and are treated statistically as described in more detail in §3.3.5).
The ECO data set is uniformly covered by single-depth SDSS ugriz and 2MASS JHK imaging
and also has 45% MIS depth GALEX NUV coverage. Where the ECO catalog overlaps the A-
semester of the RESOLVE survey, we use the superior photometric data for RESOLVE (including
full MIS-depth GALEX coverage and UKIDSS). We have obtained 21cm data from the public
ALFALFA40 catalog (Haynes et al. 2011) that covers ∼1/3 of the ECO area and provides detections
(including confused detections) and enables calculation of upper limits for 3572 galaxies. Since
ALFALFA is a flux-limited survey ∼90% of the upper limits are weak, i.e., yield gas fractions greater
than 5% of the stellar mass. In the area of overlap with RESOLVE-A, we replace photometry, stellar
masses, and HI data with values from RESOLVE-A, including strong upper limits for the HI. Thus
the final HI statistics yield non-confused detections or strong upper limits for 26% of ECO, with
the remaining 74% of ECO having weak upper limits (14%), confused detections (6%), or no
observations (54%). For these ECO galaxies without HI observations, with weak upper limits, or
confused detections, we rely on the photometric gas fractions technique presented in E15 to provide
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Figure 3.3: RA–Dec distribution of the ECO catalog (M15), which includes galaxies within a
∼442,700 Mpc3 volume from cz=3000–7000 km s−1 as described in §3.2.3. Each point represents
one galaxy and the galaxies are color coded by group halo mass according to the scale bar at the top
(dark blue for low-mass groups and red for the highest mass groups). Overlap with the ALFALFA
21cm survey is shown as the black hash-marked region. ALFALFA provides HI detections and
upper limits for ∼1/3 of ECO. The RESOLVE-A subvolume footprint, where we have the most
complete HI data for ECO, is outlined with the red dashed line.
3.2.4: Densities of RESOLVE-B and ECO
The data sets used in this work have relatively small volumes, which we have computed using a
numerical method and defining the inner and outer radii of the volume using the comoving distance.
Because their volumes are small, RESOLVE-B and ECO may be affected by cosmic variance.
The primary effect of cosmic variance is on the overall galaxy density in the volume. To gauge
this effect for RESOLVE-B and ECO, we compute the number density of galaxies in each volume
belonging to the main SDSS redshift survey (to eliminate any difference due to overall completeness)
within both Mr,tot < −20 and Mr,tot < −21 and we compare with the corresponding densities
measured by Baldry et al. (2006) for the entire SDSS DR4 volume.2 We find that log(ρ<−21) and
log(ρ<−20) for RESOLVE-B are −2.46 and −2.15 log(Mpc−3), and for ECO they are −2.76 and
2The volume calculation in Baldry et al. (2006) has been done with the same cosmological parameters as used in this
work (Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and Ho=70 km s−1Mpc−1). Using our numerical volume calculation method, which
determines the volume of the spherical shell defined by the inner and outer radii and then multiplying the shell
volume by the ratio of the solid angle subtended by the survey to the solid angle of a sphere, we reproduce their
survey volume of 2.3 × 107 Mpc3.
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−2.33 log(Mpc−3). For SDSS DR4, Baldry et al. (2006) measure log(ρ−21) and log(ρ−20) to be
−2.8 and −2.35 log(Mpc−3) respectively at z ∼ 0.02, which is roughly in the middle of the redshift
coverage of the RESOLVE and ECO volumes. Thus while ECO is similar in density to SDSS DR4,
RESOLVE-B is overdense compared to the larger SDSS region, which results in an overall higher
normalization of its mass functions.
To gauge whether the relative difference in overall density is within the expected amount of
cosmic variance for the RESOLVE-B and ECO volumes, we have considered the cosmic variance
recipes of Trenti & Stiavelli (2008), Driver & Robotham (2010), and Moster et al. (2011), which
are designed for deep high-redshift pencil beam surveys much different from the RESOLVE-B and
ECO volumes. These works yield a wide range in cosmic variance estimates, respectively 33%,
49%, and 45% for RESOLVE-B and 16%, 25%, and 19% for ECO. To better assess the cosmic
variance of RESOLVE-B and ECO, we use mock galaxy catalogs customized for the RESOLVE-
B and ECO volumes (V. Calderon, private communication). We estimate cosmic variance by
measuring the total number of galaxies meeting our survey limits in each mock and dividing the
standard deviation of those values by the mean value. We obtain cosmic variance estimates of 58%
and 12.5% for RESOLVE-B and ECO respectively. These values (along with the results of Driver
& Robotham 2010 and Moster et al. 2011) yield consistent overall number densities in ECO and
RESOLVE-B after cosmic variance is taken into account. We defer a more detailed discussion of the
cosmic variance within RESOLVE-B and ECO to ongoing work using these custom mock catalogs
(Cisewski et al. in prep.).
A secondary effect of cosmic variance is related to the fact that more dense regions tend to have
larger halos and structures. We investigate the group halo mass distributions of our two data sets
in §3.3.5 and find possible evidence for this effect in RESOLVE-B.
3.3 Data And Methods
RESOLVE-B and ECO have largely homogeneous data products with key differences in quality
of HI and degree of completeness. In §3.3.1 we summarize the newly reprocessed photometry from
SDSS, 2MASS, UKIDSS, and GALEX, presented in E15 and M15. We then describe the stellar
population modeling used to estimate stellar masses from the improved photometry in §3.3.2. In
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§3.3.3 we review the HI data used in this work as well as the photometric gas fractions technique
from E15, used to predict HI masses for galaxies without HI data or with inadequate HI data.
We describe the computation of baryonic masses in §3.3.4. In §3.3.5 we discuss the group finding
and halo abundance matching method used to determine halo masses so that we may investigate
the mass functions in different group halo mass regimes. Lastly, in §3.3.6 we compare the com-
pleteness of RESOLVE-B with estimates of SDSS completeness from the literature, describe our
calculation of empirical completeness corrections for ECO, and determine the stellar and baryonic
mass completeness limits for RESOLVE-B and ECO.
3.3.1: Photometric Data
For both the RESOLVE and ECO surveys, we use reprocessed photometry from the UV to
the near-IR to obtain consistent and well-determined total magnitudes as described in E15 and
M15. We use SDSS optical ugriz data (Aihara et al. 2011), NIR JHK and Y HK from 2MASS
(Skrutskie et al. 2006) and UKIDSS (Hambly et al. 2008) respectively, and NUV data from the
GALEX mission (Morrissey et al. 2007), as well as uvm2 data from the Swift UVOT telescope for
19 RESOLVE-B galaxies lacking MIS depth NUV data.
We make several key improvements in the photometric reprocessing to obtain consistent pho-
tometry with well characterized errors. First we use the improved sky subtraction for SDSS data
from Blanton et al. (2011) and our own additional sky subtraction for 2MASS and UKIDSS data.
Second, we apply the same ellipse fits to each band using the sum of the high S/N gri images to
define the ellipses. This approach allows us to determine the PA and axial ratio of the galaxy’s
outer disk and measure magnitudes even in bands in which catalog photometry has no detection.
Third, we compute total magnitudes extrapolated to infinity (not aperture magnitudes) via three
non-parametric methods for each band independently, allowing us to obtain systematic uncertain-
ties on the magnitude measurements, key for robust stellar mass estimation through SED fitting
(described in §3.3.2). These total magnitude measurements also allow for color gradients, which are
explicitly not allowed in the SDSS model magnitude system (see §3.1 in E15 for more information).
A key difference between the two surveys is the quality of the data available. For RESOLVE-
B deep optical data from SDSS are available for all galaxies, since the Stripe 82 footprint was
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repeatedly imaged with ∼20 coadds over each area of the sky. Additionally, 98% of RESOLVE-B
galaxies are covered by either MIS depth (∼1500s) GALEX NUV or Swift uvm2. Finally, 97% of
RESOLVE-B galaxies have deep near-IR photometry in at least one UKIDSS band. For ECO, we
are limited to shallow data from SDSS and 2MASS over the entire data set and MIS depth GALEX
for only ∼45% of the data set (M15).
We provide a more in-depth comparison of the reprocessed photometry with the catalog SDSS
DR7 photometry in E15. The new photometry yields brighter magnitudes and larger re values than
the SDSS DR7 catalog model and Petrosian calculations. These differences increase for galaxies
with larger radii and are in line with the expectations from Blanton et al. (2011) due to improved
sky subtraction. We also find generally bluer colors and a less tight red sequence, which we attribute
to allowing color gradients (as mentioned, disallowed in the standard SDSS catalog pipeline).
We have demonstrated consistency between RESOLVE-B and ECO photometry in E15, finding
rms ∼0.04 mag between the two in r-band magnitude. We attribute small differences to different
masking procedures (for RESOLVE we check all masks by hand, while for ECO mask checking is
only done for auto-flagged galaxies) and to the algorithm for merging final magnitudes from our
three methods.
3.3.2: Stellar Masses
To calculate stellar masses and colors, we use the spectral energy distribution (SED) modeling
code described in Kannappan & Gawiser (2007), Kannappan et al. (2009), and K13, which fits our
newly reprocessed total NUVugrizY JHK magnitudes to a grid of stellar population models. With
up to 9 or 10 bands of photometric data in ECO and RESOLVE-B respectively, we can estimate
robust stellar masses. In RESOLVE-B we exclude the UKIDSS data if they are flagged due to sky
background or image artifact issues (E15). We do not use UKIDSS J and we exclude H and K
band data if they are fainter than 18 and 17.5 mag respectively. We exclude 2MASS JHK data
if they are fainter than 16, 15, and 14.5 mag respectively. We exclude any NUV data fainter than
24 mag. Galaxy magnitudes fainter than these cuts are unreliable as determined by examination
of the SED fits. The IR magnitude cuts are also similar to the 10σ point source detection limits of
2MASS and the UKIDSS Large Area Survey.
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In this work we consider two model sets to determine how robust the mass function shape
is to changes in IMF and star formation history. Both model grids consist of an old and young
population, yielding a composite stellar population (CSP). The first model grid (model grid a) from
K13, models the old population with a simple stellar population (SSP) that can range in age from
2-12 Gyr. Model grid a’s young population may be described by continuous star formation that
started 1015 Myr ago and turned off between 0 and 195 Myr ago or as a single quenching burst
(SSP) with age 360, 509, 641, 806, or 1015 Myr. The young population can contribute 0-94.1% of
the stellar mass. The second model grid (model grid b) also uses for its old stellar population an
SSP that can range in age from 1.4-13.5 Gyr. Model grid b’s young population is an SSP that can
range in age from 5-1000 Myr and contribute 0-64% of the stellar mass. The model grids are built
using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar population models. Model grid a uses a Chabrier IMF
(Chabrier 2003) with four possible metalliticies (Z = 0.004, 0.008, 0.02, or 0.05), while model grid
b uses a diet Salpeter IMF (Bell & de Jong 2001) with three possible metallicities (Z = 0.008, 0.02,
or 0.05). Both model sets allow for eleven reddening values ranging from 0-1.2 that are applied to
the young stellar population using the dust law from Calzetti (2001). While the two model sets
have a few smaller differences, the largest physical difference between the two model sets is the
inclusion of a continuous star formation mode for the young stellar population in model grid a.
For each CSP model in the grid, a stellar mass and likelihood based on the model fit to the
data are computed. We combine the likelihoods over all models, yielding the galaxy’s stellar mass
likelihood distribution for each galaxy. The nominal value of stellar mass of a galaxy is the median
of the stellar mass likelihood distribution. However, for the SMF and BMF calculated later in
this work, we use the entire stellar mass likelihood distributions to take into account the large
uncertainties on galaxy stellar mass estimates.
From the SED modeling code, we also obtain likelihood weighted model colors for each galaxy,
which are effectively smoothed and k-corrected by the model fits. To denote these modeled colors
we use a superscript m (following the notation from K13, E15, and M15). We have shown in E15
that the RESOLVE-B and ECO color-stellar mass plots are very similar, even though ECO lacks
deep optical and IR data and complete NUV coverage.
Comparing the two model sets used in this work, we find an overall offset of ∼0.08 dex (such
that model set a masses are smaller) with rms scatter of σ ∼ 0.1 dex, consistent with K13 and
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well within the typical uncertainties on stellar mass of 0.15 dex. Model set a is designed to mimic
the essential features of more complex multi-burst star formation histories (e.g., Salim et al. 2007)
with reduced computational demand. We note that the less physically motivated model set b from
Kannappan et al. (2009) yields extremely similar results. As a gauge of consistency with literature
mass estimates, we note that the slightly altered b model set described in Kannappan et al. (2009)
produces stellar masses consistent with those from Kauffmann et al. (2003a), which have also
been demonstrated to be consistent with the stellar masses from Salim et al. (2005). All of these
comparisons yield rms scatter ∼0.1 dex. In contrast, comparison of masses from an earlier version
of model set b described in Kannappan & Gawiser (2007) with masses estimated with the g − r
vs. M∗/LK relation of Bell et al. (2003b) found that the Bell et al. 2003b masses are offset toward
higher mass by ∼0.2 dex for high mass galaxies and ∼0.3 dex for low-mass galaxies. Roediger
& Courteau (2015) also find that the Bell et al. (2003b) mass scale and mass-to-light ratios are
different from other stellar mass systems.
3.3.3: HI Masses
To measure baryonic masses we must include the cold neutral gas, the dominant component of
which is typically found in atomic hydrogen (although for large spiral galaxies molecular gas may
dominate, see Figure 8a of K13). The HI masses and limits for RESOLVE and ECO come from
both the blind 21cm ALFALFA survey (Haynes et al. 2011) and from new pointed observations
with the GBT and Arecibo telescopes (Stark et al. submitted). All galaxies have optical diameters
much smaller than the smallest beam size of these telescopes (3.5′ for ALFALFA). Additionally,
due to missing data, we estimate masses for a significant portion of the ECO catalog (and a small
percentage of RESOLVE-B) using the “photometric gas fractions” technique described in E15. To
account for the contribution from helium to the cold neutral gas mass, we multiply the HI mass by
1.4, i.e., Mgas = 1.4MHI .
RESOLVE-B Gas Inventory
RESOLVE-B has 21cm data from the ALFALFA survey covering the northern 0◦ to 1.25◦ strip.
Data reduction and source extraction have been performed according to Haynes et al. (2011).
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Since the ALFALFA survey is flux-limited with a fixed HI mass sensitivity of ∼109 M at RE-
SOLVE redshifts, many of these northern targets have upper limits weaker than our desired goal
(Mgas < 0.05Mstar). To fill in the southern Stripe 82 strip and obtain deeper data for these weak
upper limits, we have obtained pointed observations with the GBT and Arecibo telescopes for 385
galaxies in RESOLVE-B, aiming for detections with S/N > 10 or strong upper limits (Stark et al.
submitted, see also E15). RESOLVE’s HI survey only targets galaxies brighter than Mr,tot = −17.0
or which have predicted Mbary > 109.0 M, so many lower mass galaxies (below our completeness
limits) in RESOLVE-B have no HI data.
To measure HI masses and upper limits, we use the algorithms described in K13 and Stark et al.
(submitted). Confused sources are determined based on the telescope used for their measurement;
we use a search radius of 4’ for the ALFALFA smoothed resolution element, 9’ for the GBT, and
3.5’ for Arecibo pointed observations. We also perform deconfusion of the HI profiles when possible
as described in Stark et al. (submitted), which builds off of techniques described in K13.
For this work (as in E15) we consider an HI detection okay if the HI detection has S/N > 5. If
the HI detection is confused, we use the deconfused HI data if the systematic uncertainty is <25%
of the deconfused HI mass, as this value is not significantly worse than the error on our weakest
S/N ∼ 5 detections. HI upper limits are considered strong if Mgas < 0.05Mstar. For galaxies not
meeting these requirements, we use gas mass estimates as described in §3.3.3.
In RESOLVE-B, limiting the data set at Mr,tot < −17 mag, there are currently 274 galaxies
with unconfused detections and an additional 32 detections that have been successfully deconfused.
Along with the 74 strong upper limits that yield Mgas < 0.05Mstar, 78% of RESOLVE-B galaxies
have HI data meeting our requirements. Of the remaining 22%, 34 galaxies cannot be deconfused, 3
have not been observed in HI, 4 have unreliable detections with S/N < 5, and 66 have weak upper
limits. For the entire RESOLVE-B data set, not restricted to Mr,tot < −17, there are 334 galaxies
with unconfused or deconfused detections and 74 galaxies with strong upper limits, yielding 60%
of the full RESOLVE-B data set with HI data meeting our requirements. For the remaining 40%
of galaxies, 44 are impossible to deconfuse, 95 have not been observed in HI, 8 have low S/N
detections, and 124 have weak upper limits.
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ECO Gas Inventory
Within the ECO catalog, there is a region that overlaps with the ALFALFA40 public catalog (see
Figure 3.3), allowing us to obtain HI detections for galaxies with HI masses >109 M. We calculate
HI upper limits as in Stark et al. (submitted) and K13 using the typical declination dependent rms
from ALFALFA. We obtain upper limits for ∼40% of the ECO-ALFALFA crossmatched data set,
however only ∼11% of these limits are strong limits (Mgas < 0.05Mstar). Confused sources are
flagged if there are neighboring galaxies within the smoothed resolution element of 4’. For ECO,
we cannot attempt to extract better fluxes in these cases, which are treated as if they do not have
HI data. Confused sources account for 15% of the ECO-ALFALFA crossmatched catalog.
Within the region of ECO overlapping with RESOLVE-A, we substitute RESOLVE HI data from
Stark et al. (submitted). The RESOLVE-A footprint has been completely covered by ALFALFA
and we have followed up with GBT and Arecibo pointed observations as in RESOLVE-B, obtaining
reliable HI detections or strong upper limits for 76% of galaxies with Mr,tot < −17.33 (Stark et al.
submitted, E15).
Including the RESOLVE-A data with the ECO-ALFALFA regions produces an inhomogeneous
HI data set. For this work, however, we wish to include as much real HI data as possible to measure
the BMF. Out of the full ECO data set, 5126 galaxies (∼54%) have not been observed in HI. Of
the 4330 galaxies with HI observations, 2148 have reliable detections (including 34 successfully
deconfused HI profiles), 247 galaxies are strong upper limits, 1331 galaxies are weak upper limits,
16 have low S/N detections, and 588 galaxies cannot be deconfused. Thus ∼75% of ECO requires
photometric gas fractions.
Estimating Gas Masses
We require complete HI data for RESOLVE-B and ECO to measure the BMF. Thus we turn to
the photometric gas fractions (PGF) technique to empirically estimate gas masses for galaxies in
RESOLVE-B and ECO that have not been observed, or for which we have not obtained a reliable
detection or strong upper limit. We use the probability density field approach to the photometric
gas fractions technique presented in E15, which uses RESOLVE-A as a calibration data set.
The probability density field method given in E15 fits a 2D model to the density field of log
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gas-to-stellar mass ratio, log(G/S), vs. a linear combination of color and axial ratio (b/a), which we
call “modified color” or mc. From this 2D model it is possible to construct a probability distribution
of log(G/S) for each galaxy given its color and axial ratio.3
The calibration from E15 is ideal for this work for three reasons. First the PGF calibration
from E15 provides a probability distribution in log(G/S) for each galaxy making it easy to integrate
into the statistical analysis of the SMF and BMF discussed in §3.4. Second, because the 2D model
is defined to include the population of HI upper limits, we can use this calibration even for red
quenched galaxies for which color-limited versions of the PGF calibration break down (see §4 of
E15). Lastly the calibration data set, RESOLVE-A, is also a volume and absolute r-band magnitude
limited survey with a similar selection as RESOLVE-B and ECO.
This last point about using a similarly selected data set for the calibration is key because the
prediction values will change if we use a differently selected calibration sample. Since RESOLVE-B
and ECO are volume limited, they are dominated by gas-rich low-mass galaxies. Other calibrations
in the literature are not based on volume-limited data sets and thus do not predict gas masses well
for the low-mass galaxies in RESOLVE-B and ECO. In E15, we show that other PGF calibrations
underestimate (Catinella et al. 2013; K13) or overestimate (Huang et al. 2012) the actual log(G/S)
of galaxies at a given color.
A limitation of the 2D model from E15 is that it is calibrated to work on data with all values
of log(G/S) below −1.3 set equal to −1.3 (∼log[0.05]). Thus we can only predict a galaxy’s gas
content down to 5% of its stellar mass, even if we know the upper limit to be lower. The minimum
baryonic mass for galaxies with PGF gas mass estimates is therefore 1.05×Mstar, which in log space
adds only 0.02 dex to the stellar mass. This shift is much smaller than the typical bin size used in
this work (0.2 dex), meaning that we do not have to worry about any significant effect on the mass
functions.
3.3.4: Baryonic Masses
To compute baryonic masses, we perform a “pseudo-convolution” of the full stellar mass distri-
butions that are provided by the SED fitting code (see §3.3.2) and the HI likelihood distributions
3See E15 for more detail on the PGF distributions. IDL and Python codes to generate log(G/S) distributions for a
given color or modified color are provided at https://github.com/keckert7/codes/.
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built from either the HI data or the PGF calibration chosen for each galaxy, yielding a full bary-
onic mass likelihood distribution for each galaxy. We then take the median of the baryonic mass
likelihood distribution to be the nominal baryonic mass of the galaxy but use the full distribution
in constructing the mass functions in this work (just as we do for stellar mass). Below we describe
the decision tree determining which PGF calibration is chosen for each galaxy that requires gas
mass estimation. Then we detail the pseudo-convolution algorithm.
Choice of PGF Estimator
In choosing the PGF estimator, we prefer to use those calibrations including colors with the
longest baselines, since typical magnitude errors ∼0.05 mag can change the log(G/S) value sig-
nificantly in shorter baseline calibrations, e.g., (g − r)m has a prediction baseline of ∼0.5 mag
while (u− J)m has a prediction baseline of 1.6 mag. However, the near-IR colors that provide the
longest baselines may be suspect or non existent if the galaxy is too faint to be detected and/or the
UKIDSS photometry is flagged. To decide whether the (u− J)m color is reliable enough for use in
the PGF relation, we compare the SED modeled (u− Y )m and (u− J)m colors with the (u− Y )90
and (u− J)90 aperture colors measured within the 90% light radius in the r-band. If either the
(u− Y )m or (u− J)m SED modeled and aperture colors agree within 2σ of the general relation, we
proceed with using the modified (u− J)m color (including b/a) PGF calibration. If not, we move
on to using the PGF calibration based on modified (u−K)m color, performing the same analysis
(using both 2MASS and UKIDSS K) of comparing (u−K)m and (u−K)90 to determine whether
the photometry is acceptable. In the case that both (u− J)m and (u−K)m are unsuitable, we
revert to the PGF calibration based on modified (u− r)m color, performing the same comparison
between (u− r)m and (u− r)90. Lastly, for the handful of galaxies with both unreliable u and
unreliable 2MASS/UKIDSS we use the modified (g − r)m color PGF relation, which provides the
shortest baseline. Of RESOLVE-B (ECO) galaxies requiring gas mass estimates, 95% (91%) use the
modified (u− J)m calibration, 3% (4%) use the (u−K)m calibration, 1% (2%) use the modified
(u− r)m calibration, and 1% (3%) use the (g − r)m calibration.
For galaxies that have been identified as confused (without possibility of deconfusion), have low
S/N detections, or have not been observed in HI, we use the PGF estimator log(G/S) distribution to
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perform the baryonic mass likelihood distribution calculation described in §3.3.4. For galaxies with
weak upper limits, we also use the selected log(G/S) distribution, but we cut off the distribution
at the weak upper limit value and renormalize the distribution (see Figure 3.4b inset).
Calculation of Baryonic Masses
To compute baryonic masses, we start by constructing the stellar mass likelihood distribution
for each galaxy. The SED fitting code outputs a mass and likelihood for each model in the grid
(model sets a and b contain 26,932 and 9,855 models respectively). The final stellar mass likelihood
distribution for each galaxy is binned in 0.01 dex intervals, much smaller than the typical 1σ width
of the distribution of ∼0.25 dex. Examples of stellar mass likelihood distributions are shown in red
in Figure 3.4.
For galaxies with clean or successfully deconfused HI detections, we model the gas mass like-
lihood distribution as a Gaussian with µ equal to the gas mass and σ equal to the systematic
uncertainty on the gas mass measurement. Two examples of the gas mass likelihood distributions
for HI detections are shown in blue in Figure 3.4a. We resample the stellar and gas mass likelihood
distributions in linear spacing with ∆Mstar = ∆Mgas, set equal to a fraction between 0.01–0.5 of
the minimum stellar or gas mass with likelihood >1e-4 (keeping the spacing as small as possible
without causing the calculation to be too time consuming). We then determine the combined like-
lihood for each stellar and gas mass combination in linear mass units from their linearly spaced
likelihood distributions. Summing up the likelihoods for all resulting baryonic masses, we obtain a
baryonic mass likelihood distribution.
For galaxies with weak upper limits, low S/N detections, no HI observations or severely confused
detections, we use the log(G/S) distributions from the PGF calibration described in §3.3.4. An
example of a log(G/S) distribution for a weak upper limit is shown in the inset of Figure 3.4b. To
find the baryonic mass likelihood distribution for galaxies, we resample the stellar mass likelihood
distribution into linear spacing with ∆Mstar equal to a fraction between 0.01–0.5 of the minimum
stellar mass value having likelihood >1e-4. For each possible stellar mass, we compute a new
spacing for the log(G/S) distribution such that ∆Mgas = ∆Mstar. The likelihood and baryonic
mass are then computed at each possible stellar mass and G/S value. We then sum the likelihoods
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at each baryonic mass to produce the baryonic mass distribution.
Finally for galaxies with strong upper limits, we set the likelihood in log(G/S) to be 1 at the
upper limit value of log(G/S). Since for strong upper limits this value can be at most 0.05, the
baryonic mass will be at most 0.02 dex larger than the stellar mass.
The final baryonic mass likelihood distribution for each galaxy comes from the array of like-
lihoods and baryonic masses output by these procedures and is binned up finely into 0.01 dex
bins. Three examples are shown in green in Figure 3.4 for the different cases. To compute single
value baryonic masses, we determine the median value of the resulting baryonic mass likelihood
distribution for each galaxy, just as for stellar mass.






































Figure 3.4: Likelihood distributions for stellar (red), gas (blue), and baryonic (green) mass for
three RESOLVE-B galaxies. a) Likelihood distributions for two galaxies with HI detections. The
gas mass distribution of rf0518 is located at similar values as the stellar mass distribution and
dominates the shape of the baryonic mass distribution. In opposition, the gas mass distribution is
at lower values than the stellar mass distribution for rf0062, and so the stellar mass distribution
dominates the shape of the final baryonic mass distribution. b) Likelihood distribution for a galaxy
with a weak upper limit. The inset plot shows the log(G/S) likelihood distribution from the PGF
calibration, which cuts off the distribution at the upper limit value (log[G/S] = 0.3) and for values
< −1.3. The green shows the resulting baryonic mass likelihood distribution.
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3.3.5: Group Identification and Halo Masses
To investigate the SMF and BMF in different group halo mass regimes, we associate the galaxies
in the RESOLVE-B and ECO data sets to groups using the Friends-of-Friends (FOF) group finding
algorithm from Berlind et al. (2006) following the algorithm described in M15. We are able to use
this algorithm because our data sets are limited on absolute magnitude and volume-limited. In the
following sections we describe the choice of linking lengths and the group finding and halo mass
assignment. We also compare the halo mass distributions for RESOLVE-B and ECO and examine
the relationship between galaxy stellar and baryonic mass and halo mass.
Choice of Linking Lengths
The FOF algorithm links together galaxies that lie within a cylinder defined by a tangential
linking length (in projected physical distance) and a line-of-sight linking length (in cz space), which
are determined by the mean spacing between objects in the volume. In Berlind et al. (2006), the
best tangential and line-of-sight linking lengths are determined to be 0.14 and 0.75 times the mean
spacing between galaxies. Using mock catalogs, the linking lengths are optimized to reproduce the
multiplicity function and projected sizes of groups with >10 galaxies.
However, we prefer a larger line-of-sight linking length and smaller tangential linking length
for this work. Larger line-of-sight linking lengths are better for recovering the full finger-of-God of
groups. For this reason, analysis of mock catalog data finds that a line-of-sight linking length of 1.3
best optimizes recovery of group velocity dispersions (A. Baker 2014, B.S. honors thesis4). We also
find that using a tangential linking length of 0.14 over-links low-N groups, i.e., singleton galaxies
are linked into false pairs and triplets. We have used the mock galaxy catalog described in M15 to
compare the distribution in distances between galaxies in pairs and triplets with the distribution of
distances between single galaxies and their nearest neighbors. Based on this analysis a tangential
linking length of 0.07 minimizes breaking up truly paired galaxies (<5%), while preventing the
overgrouping of truly single galaxies. The independent analysis of linking length parameter space
provided by Duarte & Mamon (2014) suggests optimal tangential and line-of-sight linking lengths
of 0.07 and 1.1 for studies of galaxy properties in the context of environment. Their study showed
4http://resolve.astro.unc.edu/pages/pdf/ashbake thesis3.0.pdf
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that these linking lengths result in low group merging fractions across all group halo masses,
although they do result in high fragmentation for the largest groups (of which there are relatively
few in RESOLVE and ECO). Overall galaxy completeness and reliability are found to be high
using these linking lengths to find groups. These linking lengths are also similar to those found
in the analysis of Robotham et al. (2011), which determined that while low-N (N < 5) groups do
suffer from contamination, their integrated group luminosities are not strongly affected. Analysis
of mock galaxy catalogs customized for the RESOLVE and ECO surveys shows that these linking
lengths yield high purity and completeness (>0.75) for centrals and satellites in low-mass, low-N
groups. The purity and completeness decrease for higher mass halos to ∼0.5 (V. Calderon, private
communication). Given these results, we adopt tangential and line-of-sight linking lengths 0.07 and
1.1 to create our group catalog. These linking lengths were also used in M15.
Group Finding and Halo Mass Assignment
To find groups in RESOLVE we use the same general algorithm described in M15 and outlined
below. For ECO, we perform the group finding on the full data set over the redshift range from
2530 km s−1 to 7470 km s−1, limiting the data set to galaxies brighter than Mr,tot = −17.33 mag.
We also construct a RESOLVE-B-analog data set from ECO, including galaxies down to −17.0
mag. We create this analog data set to determine the physical linking lengths for the RESOLVE-B
data set, for which the volume is too small and subject to cosmic variance to determine the linking
lengths dynamically. For RESOLVE-B, we perform the group finding with these fixed physical
linking lengths for galaxies brighter than Mr,tot = −17.0 mag and over the range 4250 km s−1 to
7250 km s−1, allowing for a 250km s−1 buffer on either side of the subvolume. In Figure 3.5a, we
show the resulting group luminosity distributions for ECO and RESOLVE-B.
Halo masses are inferred from the total group r-band luminosity using halo abundance matching
between the identified groups and the theoretical group HMF from Warren et al. (2006), assuming
cosmological parameters consistent with WMAP5 (Dunkley et al. 2009). The algorithm assumes
zero scatter between group luminosity and group halo mass (this scatter has been estimated to range
from σL = 0.13–0.17 at fixed halo mass for central galaxies, see Cooray 2006; Yang et al. 2008; More
et al. 2009). Because the RESOLVE-B volume is small and subject to cosmic variance, we fit a spline
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to the abundance matching result (group Lr vs. halo mass relation) from the RESOLVE-B-analog
version of the ECO catalog and use the fit to assign halo masses to the groups in RESOLVE-B.
Therefore, the halo masses assigned to ECO and RESOLVE-B groups are consistent as shown in
Figure 3.5b.
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Figure 3.5: a) The frequency distributions of group integrated r-band luminosity in RESOLVE-B
and ECO. The distributions have been normalized by the number of groups in the last complete bin
for ECO. ECO’s distribution is much less noisy than that of RESOLVE-B. b) The group halo mass
to group integrated r-band luminosity relationship for ECO and RESOLVE-B determined through
abundance matching to the theoretical group HMF from Warren et al. (2006). The relationship for
RESOLVE-B is determined by a spline fit to the abundance matching relation for the RESOLVE-
B-analog version of ECO which extends down to Mr,tot = −17.0 mag. Thus groups of similar
luminosity in RESOLVE-B and ECO are matched to the same group halo mass.
Note that in this work, we have not performed any correction to the group halo masses, unlike
M15. In M15, group finding and halo abundance matching were performed for both ECO and a
large mock catalog. The mock catalog was used to assess whether there was an offset between the
assigned group halo masses and the true halo masses in the simulation. An offset of −0.15 dex was
found and applied to the ECO group halo masses. Further investigation has revealed, however, that
the overall simulation used for the mock catalog is under-dense compared to ECO (shown to be
similar to the overall SDSS in §3.2.4), and this under-density leads to groups being assigned larger
masses than their true masses in the simulation. Performing the comparison of assigned to true
group halo masses within a subvolume of the mock catalog that has similar density to ECO results
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in no offset between the true and assigned group halo masses. Thus we do not apply any offset and
our group halo masses are ∼0.15 dex larger than those reported in the M15 ECO catalog. We refer
to these masses as halo masses throughout this paper; however, we emphasize that errors in group
finding can cause significant scatter (σ ∼ 0.1) between our estimated masses and the true masses
of the underlying halos in addition to the neglected intrinsic scatter between Lr,tot and group halo
mass.
To test the robustness of our galaxy mass functions computed in different halo mass bins (see
§3.5.3), we have also performed halo abundance matching based on group stellar mass rather than
group r-band luminosity. The results shown in §3.5.3 are not affected by whether we use group
luminosity or group stellar mass for halo abundance matching.



















Figure 3.6: RESOLVE-B (black cross-hatch) and ECO (Mr,tot < −17.33; solid green) HMFs using
the FOF algorithm of Berlind et al. (2006) to find groups and halo abundance matching to assign
masses based on a total group luminosity-to-halo mass conversion factor (§3.3.5). RESOLVE-B has
an overabundance of group halos of mass ∼1012.5 M and ∼1013.5 M and no groups more massive
than 1013.5 M, unlike the smoother ECO halo mass distribution.
In Figure 3.6 we compare the HMFs for RESOLVE-B (black striped histogram) and ECO (green
solid histogram) normalized by each data set’s respective number of halos. The ECO group halo
mass function is smooth by definition as it is directly matched to the halo mass function of Warren
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Table 3.1: Central Stellar and Baryonic Mass to Group Halo Mass Fit Parameters
data logφ0 logM0 α β x0
– log(M) log(M) – – –
RESOLVE-B stellar 10.73 ± 0.72 11.85 ± 2.04 3.49 ± 0.21 3.14 ± 0.19 0.32 ± 1.52
RESOLVE-B baryonic 10.69 ± 0.87 11.77 ± 2.40 2.67 ± 0.22 2.31 ± 0.19 0.39 ± 2.18
ECO stellar 10.50 ± 0.22 11.55 ± 0.56 6.56 ± 0.24 6.16 ± 0.23 0.24 ± 0.31
ECO baryonic 10.76 ± 0.23 11.83 ± 0.68 2.34 ± 0.05 2.00 ± 0.05 0.44 ± 0.68
et al. (2006). RESOLVE-B has a noisier distribution, since we assign group halo masses using the
group luminosity to group halo mass relation for the RESOLVE-B-analog version of ECO. While
RESOLVE-B has no groups more massive than 1013.5 M, it does have an overabundance of halos
of mass ∼1012.5 M and 1013.5 M. Since RESOLVE-B is overdense, as described in §3.2.4, its
HMF is slightly elevated over that of ECO. Although RESOLVE-B does not contain any clusters,
the fact that it is overdense may contribute to the large number of intermediate and large group
halos in RESOLVE-B, as more dense areas tend to have larger structures.
We also look at the relationship between galaxy stellar or baryonic mass and group halo mass
in Figure 3.7. Central galaxies are determined to be the brightest galaxy in a group and denoted
by larger symbols. Centrals show a monotonic relationship with halo mass, which we model as a




(x0 + MgrpM0 )
β
(3.1)
Using MPFITFUN (an IDL code that implements a Levenberg-Marquardt least squares fit, see
More´ 1978 and Markwardt 2009), we fit this model to the central stellar and baryonic mass to halo
mass relationships for RESOLVE-B and ECO. The parameters of the fits are given in Table 3.1
and the RESOLVE-B stellar and baryonic fits are shown in Figure 3.7 as orange and blue lines
respectively. Our stellar mass to halo mass relationship lies between those of Behroozi et al. (2013a)
and Kravtsov et al. (2014). (The steeper relationship of Kravtsov et al. 2014 reflects photometry
from Bernardi et al. 2013, which recovers extended light around brightest cluster galaxies.) Below
a halo mass of ∼1012 M the baryonic mass of centrals starts to become significantly larger than
the stellar mass.
Satellite galaxies are denoted by smaller symbols in Figure 3.7 and are seen cascading down
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from the central galaxy mass-to-halo mass relationship. There is no clear relationship between the
stellar or baryonic masses of satellites and halo mass, although it is evident that the number of
satellites increases for larger halos.
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Figure 3.7: The relationship between galaxy stellar or baryonic mass and group halo mass. Galaxy
stellar or baryonic mass to group halo mass relation for RESOLVE-B (limited to galaxies brighter
than −17). The stellar and baryonic masses are computed from the median of the likelihood
weighted mass distributions described in §3.3.4. The plot shows both the central galaxy stellar
(large red stars) and baryonic (large blue dots) masses and the satellite galaxy masses (smaller
symbols). The orange and blue solid lines show our fits to the RESOLVE-B central stellar and
baryonic mass to halo mass relationships according to equation 3.1 (parameters are given in Table
3.1 along with the similar results for ECO). We find that the central stellar-to-halo mass relation
is in agreement with central stellar-to-halo mass relationships from Behroozi et al. (2013a) and
Kravtsov et al. (2014), splitting the difference at large group halo masses (§3.3.5).
Since the RESOLVE-B data set extends to luminosities fainter than −17 mag, we perform an
extra step to determine whether any galaxies with Mr,tot > −17 belong to previously identified
groups. First, we determine whether the faint galaxy is within the virial radius of a group center.
If so, we determine whether the faint galaxy’s recessional velocity is within the larger of the line-of-
sight linking length or 3 times the group velocity dispersion from that group center. If the galaxy
meets both the radius and velocity criteria, it is matched to the group. If it does not match to
any group it is placed in a group by itself and given a halo mass based on the extrapolation of the
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halo mass to group integrated r-band luminosity relation used in abundance matching. Of the 192
galaxies in RESOLVE-B fainter than −17 mag, 47 are associated to identified RESOLVE-B groups
and 145 are in halos by themselves.
3.3.6: Completeness of Data Sets
To ensure that we interpret the SMF and BMF correctly, it is important that we understand
the stellar and baryonic mass completeness limits of the RESOLVE-B and ECO data sets. In
the following sections, we compare the surface brightness completeness of RESOLVE-B with es-
timates of SDSS completeness from the literature to show that RESOLVE-B is a highly com-
plete data set. Then we present empirical completeness corrections derived for the ECO data set
based on RESOLVE-B. Finally, we determine the stellar and baryonic mass completeness limits for
RESOLVE-B and ECO.
RESOLVE-B Completeness
Since RESOLVE-B has the benefit of additional redshift coverage from several sources, we
wish to compare its added completeness with the estimated incompleteness of the SDSS main
redshift survey determined in Blanton et al. (2005a). The SDSS main redshift survey is known to
have spectroscopic incompleteness ∼6-10% due to a mechanical issue limiting the minimum spacing
between fibers to 55” from each other (Blanton et al. 2003a). This incompleteness estimate, however,
is limited to galaxies that were targeted for spectroscopic followup (mr,petro < 17.77).
Other sources of incompleteness arise from known issues with the SDSS photometric pipeline
that cause galaxies to be omitted as targets in the redshift survey. These problems are oversubtrac-
tion of sky around the galaxy, causing the amount of flux to be underestimated (Strauss et al. 2002;
Blanton et al. 2011), and “shredding” of galaxies, which means that rather than identifying and
measuring the flux for one galaxy, the pipeline breaks up the galaxy into several individual pieces
measuring the flux for each piece (Stoughton et al. 2002). This “shredding” means that no one
piece of the galaxy is bright enough to be included in the redshift survey, even if the galaxy is truly
bright enough. In addition low surface brightness galaxies (µ50 < 24.5 mag arcsec−2) were excluded
from spectroscopic follow-up deliberately despite meeting the magnitude cut (Strauss et al. 2002).
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expected SDSS redshift incompleteness
plus 6% loss due to fiber collisions
plus 10% loss due to fiber collisions
RESOLVE−B extra completeness
recovered with new redshifts
Figure 3.8: a) Evaluation of the extra completeness of RESOLVE-B due to redshift completion as
a function of surface brightness (see panel b) and comparison to expectations from Blanton et al.
(2005a). Black dots show our missing galaxy recovery rates, i.e., one minus the ratio of the number
of galaxies in RESOLVE-B,orig divided by the number of galaxies in the final RESOLVE-B for all
galaxies with mr,tot < 17.67 (which corresponds to the SDSS redshift survey limit mr,petro < 17.77).
The black solid line shows the estimated incompleteness of the SDSS spectroscopic survey due to
photometry as described in Blanton et al. (2005a); see §3.3.6. The green dotted-dashed and red
dashed lines include additional incompleteness due to the 6-10% rate of fiber collisions. We recover
at least the expected number of galaxies missed by the spectroscopic survey (more for galaxies
fainter than 20 mag arcsec−2). b) Comparison of Petrosian surface brightness, µr,petro, with surface
brightnesses measured for this work, µr,tot for galaxies in RESOLVE-B with SDSS main redshift
survey spectra. The gray points show points >2σ away from the general trend. We fit a line to
the two surface brightness measurements within 2σ of the general relation (black points) to use the
measured values from this work to assess incompleteness, as not all galaxies in our data set have a
reliable catalog µr,petro (since many galaxies are “shredded” by the SDSS pipeline).
To gauge the spectroscopic incompleteness caused by photometric pipeline issues that underes-
timate the flux in galaxies that could otherwise be bright enough to qualify for the redshift survey,
Blanton et al. (2005a) used simulated galaxies to test the effectiveness of the SDSS photometric
pipeline over a range of galaxy surface brightness. They took into account galaxies lost via sky
oversubtraction and “shredding” to determine the survey completeness as a function of surface
brightness. Figure 3.8a shows their spectroscopic incompleteness (or 1-completeness) as a function
of surface brightness (black solid line). Green dash-dotted and red dashed lines show the higher
survey incompleteness taking into account a 6% or 10% loss due to fiber collisions respectively.
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To compare with the results of Blanton et al. (2005a), we plot one minus the ratio of the number
of galaxies in RESOLVE-B,orig divided by the number of galaxies in the final RESOLVE-B as a
function of surface brightness. Because the SDSS photometric measurements are not adequate for
many of these additional galaxies, we use our reprocessed photometry and limit both data sets to
an r-band apparent magnitude of mr,tot < 17.67 mag which corresponds to mr,petro < 17.77 mag.
We then perform a fit between µr,petro50 and µr,50 to translate the surface brightness measured in
this work to that of the SDSS for comparison with Blanton et al. (2005a) (Figure 3.8b).
We find that for galaxies with converted Petrosian surface brightnesses brighter than ∼20
mag/arcsec2, the added RESOLVE-B completeness is consistent with the results of Blanton et al.
(2005a), i.e., we have recovered the expected number of galaxies lost due to photometric errors and
fiber collisions. For galaxies fainter than ∼20 mag/arcsec2, we find a higher than expected recovery
rate of missing galaxies in RESOLVE-B. We treat this result as evidence that the RESOLVE-B
data set is as close to complete as possible, making RESOLVE-B a powerful data set for galaxy
population studies.
ECO Completeness Corrections
The ECO catalog is less complete than RESOLVE-B due to two issues: 1) it does not have as
complete of a redshift inventory as RESOLVE-B, although we have added galaxies where available
from several sources, and 2) it contains massive groups and clusters (including Coma) for which a
substantial number of galaxies may not be included in the volume due to large peculiar velocities.
To correct for the first issue, we use empirical completeness corrections based on the galaxy distri-
butions in the Mr,tot vs. surface brightness and Mr,tot vs. color parameter spaces. To correct for the
second issue, we employ the group finding algorithm on a larger volume to estimate the fraction of
galaxies in large groups and clusters missed due to large peculiar velocities.
To calculate the empirical completeness corrections, we follow the same methodology as pre-
sented in M15 and first construct a base sample for both RESOLVE-B and ECO consisting only
of galaxies with SDSS DR7 redshifts, Mr,petro < −17.23 mag, and having local group corrected
velocities within the respective velocity ranges of each data set. We call these samples RESOLVE-
B-DR7 and ECO-DR7. Second, we construct a sample for both RESOLVE-B and ECO consisting
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of all available local group corrected velocities within the velocity range for each data set and
with Mr,tot < −17.33 mag. We call these samples RESOLVE-B-DR7+ and ECO-DR7+. The
RESOLVE-B-DR7+ sample is complete, while the ECO-DR7+ sample is only partially complete.
To calculate completeness corrections, we adopt the method described in M15 of adaptively
binning each data set above in Mr,tot and µr and Mr,tot and g − im parameter space. The adaptive
binning starts out with coarse bins and then refines the bin size until no more than 10% of the
data set (∼5 galaxies for RESOLVE-B, ∼100 galaxies for ECO) exists in one bin. The irregularly
gridded field is then interpolated onto a smooth density field.

































Figure 3.9: Relative frequencies of r-band absolute magnitude for the original and final RESOLVE-
B data sets and the raw and completeness-corrected ECO data sets. RESOLVE-B is shown in
solid gray and RESOLVE-B,orig in cross-hatched blue, where both have been normalized to the
maximum bin height in the RESOLVE-B,orig distribution. The raw ECO data set is shown in
dashed-dotted red, and ECO using the Mr,tot vs. µiso completeness corrections is shown in solid
black (the result is similar when using (g − i)m color). Both histograms have been normalized to
the maximum bin height of the raw ECO distribution. We show the distributions normalized to the
maximum height of the original data set to emphasize the relative boost factor for ECO at each
luminosity and how that compares to the difference between RESOLVE-B,orig and RESOLVE-B.
The ECO luminosity completeness limit at Mr,tot = −17.33 is shown with a black dashed-dotted
line.
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The RESOLVE-B recovery rate field is simply the RESOLVE-B-DR7+ field divided by the
RESOLVE-B-DR7 field. We cannot apply this RESOLVE-B recovery rate directly to the ECO
catalog data, though, since the ECO catalog has also been supplemented by other redshift sources,
albeit to a lesser degree. Thus we create the ECO recovery rate field with the ECO-DR7+ field
divided by the ECO-DR7 field. The final completeness correction field that we apply to the ECO
catalog is then the RESOLVE B recovery rate field divided by the ECO recovery rate field. We
perform a box-car smoothing of this final correction field, replacing values if they are >2σ above
the mean within a 7×7 box and we further do not allow the field to have correction factors below
one. To find the completeness correction value for a given galaxy, we evaluate the 2D field at the
galaxy’s Mr,tot and µr or Mr,tot and (g − i)m color. The completeness correction for each galaxy is
saved as a weight vector.5
The luminosity distribution of the raw ECO data set is shown as a red dashed-dotted outline
histogram in Figure 3.9 (normalized to the maximum bin height in the raw ECO data set), and
the luminosity distribution for the completeness-corrected ECO using µiso is shown in black (also
normalized to the maximum bin height for the raw ECO data set). We find that the µiso and
(g − i)m completeness correction fields provide similar corrections for ECO. The completeness-
corrected luminosity distribution for ECO agrees much better with the RESOLVE-B luminosity
distribution.
To correct for the cluster galaxies whose peculiar motions extend outside the ECO volume,
we use the results from M15, who performed group finding on a larger catalog extending from
1500–12,000 km s−1 using SDSS catalog r-band measurements and limiting absolute r-band mag-
nitude to galaxies brighter than Mr,petro = −18.4 mag. The groups in the ECO catalog were
cross-matched with groups identified in this larger catalog. The ratio of the number of galaxies
with Mr,petro < −18.4 mag in the larger catalog to the number of galaxies with Mr,petro < −18.4
mag in the ECO catalog is used to find any groups that are missing significant numbers of galaxies.
We apply this ratio as the correction factor to galaxies in these groups, even for galaxies fainter
than −18.4 mag. Because the reprocessed photometry is not available outside the ECO buffers
(<2530km s−1 and >7470km s−1), the “recovered” galaxies outside the ECO buffers are not in-
5We have tested whether dividing our samples into two different halo mass bins affects the resulting completeness cor-
rection fields. We found no difference in the resulting completeness corrections, but the small number of RESOLVE-B
galaxies may limit our ability to detect any group halo mass dependent effects.
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cluded in the final ECO group catalog and are used only to calculate the correction factor. Only
three groups are affected by this issue, including the Coma cluster. We correct the masses of these
groups by taking into account the missing galaxies’ luminosity. The group mass estimate for Coma,
though, only changes by 0.06 dex (M15).
Stellar and Baryonic Mass Completeness
We must determine the stellar and baryonic mass completeness limits of the RESOLVE-B and
ECO data sets to correctly interpret the SMF and BMF. We have already set the luminosity
completeness limits based on where the Mr,tot distribution of the data falls off (Figures 3.2 and
3.9). For ECO, the luminosity completeness limit was taken to be −17.33 mag, the SDSS main
redshift survey apparent magnitude limit as converted to our absolute magnitude system at our
largest redshift, and we accounted for incompleteness in SDSS above its stated completeness limit
by applying empirical completeness corrections based on RESOLVE-B (§3.3.6). For RESOLVE-
B the luminosity completeness limit was taken to be −17.0 mag without empirical completeness
corrections due to extended redshift coverage in Stripe 82. The lack of corrections implies that
over the range from −17.0 to −17.33, RESOLVE-B underrepresents galaxy counts as illustrated in
Figure 3.2.
We can determine stellar and baryonic mass completeness limits by examining the scatter in
stellar and baryonic mass near the luminosity completeness limits. In Figure 3.10a, we plot stellar
and baryonic mass as a function of Mr,tot for RESOLVE-B. We estimate mass completeness limits
by finding the percentage of galaxies in RESOLVE-B with masses above a given mass limit that
are fainter than our luminosity completeness limit for either RESOLVE-B or ECO (−17.0 and
−17.33 respectively). We require this percentage to be <2%. For ECO, the resulting stellar and
baryonic mass limits are log(Mstar) = 8.9 and log(Mbary) = 9.4 (marked as thin red and blue
dashed-dotted lines in Figure 3.10a). The ECO mass completeness limits are independent of the
completeness corrections computed for ECO. For RESOLVE-B, the stellar and baryonic mass limits
are log(Mstar) = 8.7 and log(Mbary) = 9.1 (marked as thick dashed red and blue lines). We note
that the baryonic mass limits for RESOLVE-B and ECO extend to the high-mass dwarf regime,
below the gas-richness threshold scale identified in K13 (Mbary ∼ 109.9).
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Since RESOLVE-B is somewhat incomplete over the range from −17.0 to −17.33, we check the
robustness of our mass completeness limits by measuring the percentage of galaxies with masses
above the aforementioned RESOLVE-B mass completeness limits (Mstar = 108.7 M and Mbary =
109.1 M), but with Mr,tot fainter than −17.33 rather than −17.0. We find that the percentage
of “missed” galaxies increases to 4% for RESOLVE-B with the higher luminosity limit. Since this
increase is modest, we use the RESOLVE-B mass completeness limits determined at Mr,tot = −17.0
in the mass function analysis. However, we have tested our low-mass slope measurements with a
stellar mass limit of 108.9 M instead of 108.7 M and the differences are small and well within the
errors.






















































Figure 3.10: Determination of stellar and baryonic mass completeness limits for ECO and
RESOLVE-B. a) Log stellar (open red circles) or baryonic (blue points) mass vs. absolute r-band
magnitude for the RESOLVE-B data set. The luminosity completeness limits of RESOLVE-B
(Mr,tot = −17.0) and ECO (Mr,tot = −17.33) are shown as thick and thin solid black lines re-
spectively. The mass completeness limits for both data sets are determined by finding the stel-
lar or baryonic mass above which less than 2% of objects have Mr,tot fainter than the lumi-
nosity completeness limit. For RESOLVE-B and ECO, the stellar mass completeness limits are
log(Mstar) = 8.7 and log(Mstar) = 8.9 respectively (red lines), and the baryonic mass completeness
limits are log(Mbary) = 9.1 and log(Mbary) = 9.4 respectively (blue lines). b) Stellar and baryonic
mass-to-light ratios as a function of the absolute r-band magnitude Mr,tot for RESOLVE-B. The
red and blue lines mark the limiting stellar and baryonic mass-to-light ratios at a given Mr,tot using
the stellar and baryonic mass completeness limits determined in panel a. RESOLVE-B and ECO
are treated as complete for galaxies brighter than the luminosity completeness limit and having
stellar or baryonic mass-to-light ratios higher than the respective mass-to-light ratio limits.
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In Figure 3.10b, we show the stellar and baryonic mass-to-light ratios as a function of Mr,tot
for RESOLVE-B. The mass completeness limits are converted to the limiting mass-to-light ratio
at a given Mr,tot and shown as lines of constant mass corresponding to those in panel a. The data
sets are most complete for galaxies brighter than the luminosity completeness limit and having
mass-to-light ratios brighter than the limiting ratios for a given Mr,tot.
3.4 Statistical Analysis of Stellar and Baryonic Mass Functions
In this section we describe our new “cross-bin sampling” method for measuring the SMF and
BMF taking into account the full stellar and baryonic mass likelihood distributions of galaxies. We
use the full likelihood distributions of stellar and baryonic mass because the widths of these distri-
butions are often much larger than the bin size used to construct the mass function (∼0.1-0.2 dex).
For the LF this issue is of little concern because photometry errors are typically smaller than the
bin sizes used to construct the LF, so uncertainties can be assigned to the LF using just the Poisson
counting noise. In contrast, for the SMF and BMF the uncertainty on the mass measurement itself
may spill over several bins. Therefore we have devised the cross-bin sampling method that makes
use of the full mass likelihood distributions to determine uncertainty bands around the derived
mass functions.
We first construct the normalized stellar or baryonic mass likelihood distributions for the entire
RESOLVE-B and ECO data sets from the outputs of the SED fitting code (§3.3.2) and the baryonic
mass calculations (§3.3.4). The stellar or baryonic mass likelihood distribution for each galaxy is
binned in 0.01 dex intervals, much smaller than the typical mass distribution 1σ widths of ∼0.25
dex. We then sum the likelihoods from all the galaxies at each small mass interval and normalize
the entire distribution by the number of galaxies in the data set. As a simple example, if we started
with a sample of 10 galaxies all with the same stellar mass likelihood distribution, this procedure
would yield a normalized sample likelihood equal to the distribution for any one of the ten galaxies.
To determine the SMF or BMF and the 68% and 95% confidence intervals around that function
for a given data set, we perform repeated Monte Carlo sampling of the corresponding sample stellar
or baryonic mass likelihood distribution using the inverse transform sampling method. The inverse
transform sampling method allows one to sample randomly from any probability distribution if
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its cumulative distribution function (cdf) is known. A number drawn from a uniform probability
distribution between 0 and 1 (whose cdf is also a uniform probability distribution between 0–
1) can then be used to look up the non-uniform distribution at the same integrated probability
location within its cdf. To apply this method, we first cumulatively sum the sample stellar or
baryonic mass likelihood distribution to produce the stellar or baryonic mass cdf. Second, we
simulate a RESOLVE-B or ECO galaxy population by drawing N values from a uniform probability
distribution (0–1), where N is drawn from a Poisson distribution with mean value <N> equal to
the number of galaxies in the data set. Third, we use the inverse transform sampling method to
look up the stellar or baryonic masses in the stellar or baryonic mass cdfs that correspond to the
N values just selected between 0 and 1, assigning a stellar or baryonic mass to each galaxy. Lastly,
we bin the mass function into 0.2 dex bins. We perform this procedure 1000 times to create 1000
mass functions. From these 1000 stellar or baryonic mass functions, we determine the median and
the 1 and 2 σ upper and lower bounds (16%–84% and 2.5%–97.5% percentile ranges) within each
bin.
Figure 3.11 shows that our new SMF created through this cross-bin sampling process (the 1σ
bounds shown in dark green and the 2σ bounds shown in light green) has a similar shape to the
traditional SMF, which uses the single value stellar mass (median of each galaxy’s stellar mass
likelihood distribution) and assumes Poisson error bars in each bin. There are, however, noticeable
deviations around 1010.5 M. Using the traditional approach, we might overinterpret the dip/spike
feature occurring ∼1010.5 M, which has been effectively smoothed over in the cross-bin sampling
method by taking into account the full likelihood distributions. Throughout the rest of this paper
we will use 1σ bounds to show the SMF and BMF uncertainty bands.
For ECO, we slightly modify this general methodology to include completeness corrections.
Before constructing the normalized stellar or baryonic mass likelihood distribution for the ECO data
set, we weight each galaxy’s individual mass likelihood distribution by its completeness correction
factor. The overall ECO mass likelihood distribution is the sum of these weighted distributions and
the “effective” total number of galaxies in the data set <N> is the total of all the completeness
correction factors rather than the literal number of galaxies in the observed ECO data set. We run
the Monte Carlo trials for the ECO data set 1000 times for the completeness corrections computed
using Mr,tot and µr and 1000 times for the completeness corrections computed using Mr,tot and
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(g − i)m. We compute the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles for the ECO mass functions based on
the two completeness corrections. The ECO mass function is reported as the average between the
two 50th percentile measurements in each stellar or baryonic mass bin. To estimate the uncertainty
bands for the ECO mass functions, in each bin we choose the larger of the two 84th percentile values
and smaller of the two 16th percentile values determined for the two completeness-corrected mass
functions.



























Monte Carlo method 2σ
Monte Carlo method 1σ
Figure 3.11: RESOLVE-B SMF calculated two different ways. The SMF is complete down to
108.7 M, marked by the dark gray line. The solid black histogram shows the number of galaxies
per dlogM per Mpc3 when using the median stellar mass from each galaxy’s stellar mass likelihood
distribution (see §3.3.2) with Poisson error bars. The dark and light green shaded regions show the
68% and 95% confidence intervals for the SMF sampled from the stellar mass likelihood distribution
for the entire galaxy data set as described in §3.4. The Poisson error bars are similar in width to
the 68% confidence intervals. The cross-bin sampling technique, however, yields a smoother SMF
that takes into account the fact that stellar mass uncertainties can be much larger than the typical
bin size of ∼0.2 dex used to construct the SMF.
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3.5 Stellar and Baryonic Mass Functions
In this section, we examine the shape of the SMF and BMF for RESOLVE-B and ECO using
the cross-bin sampling technique described in §3.4. First we check whether the features in the
mass functions are robust to different stellar population models. We then compare our overall SMF
and BMF with each other, with mass functions from the literature, and with the predicted HMF,
paying special attention to the slope at the low-mass end. Lastly we break down the SMF and
BMF into “conditional mass functions” (mass functions divided into halo mass regimes and further
by central/satellite designation) to analyze how the shape of the mass function depends on group
halo mass.
We provide our raw SMFs and BMFs for RESOLVE-B and ECO in a machine readable table,
the columns of which are given in Table 3.2. For each mass function, we provide the median, 16th,
and 84th percentiles. We only include values above the respective mass completeness limit for each
data set.
Table 3.2: All RESOLVE-B and ECO Stellar and Baryonic Mass Functions
Column Mass Function Description
1 stellar or baryonic mass
2-4 RESOLVE-B SMF
5-7 RESOLVE-B SMF log(Mhalo) < 11.4
8-10 RESOLVE-B SMF 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
11-13 RESOLVE-B SMF 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
14-16 RESOLVE-B SMF central log(Mhalo) < 11.4
17-19 RESOLVE-B SMF central 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
20-22 RESOLVE-B SMF central 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
23-25 RESOLVE-B SMF satellite 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
26-28 RESOLVE-B SMF satellite 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
29-31 RESOLVE-B BMF
32-34 RESOLVE-B BMF log(Mhalo) < 11.4
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page
Column Mass Function Description
35-37 RESOLVE-B BMF 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
38-40 RESOLVE-B BMF 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
41-43 RESOLVE-B BMF central log(Mhalo) < 11.4
44-46 RESOLVE-B BMF central 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
47-49 RESOLVE-B BMF central 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
50-52 RESOLVE-B BMF satellite 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
53-55 RESOLVE-B BMF satellite 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
56-58 ECO SMF
59-61 ECO SMF log(Mhalo) < 11.4
62-64 ECO SMF 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
65-67 ECO SMF 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
68-70 ECO SMF log(Mhalo) > 13.5
71-73 ECO SMF central log(Mhalo) < 11.4
74-76 ECO SMF central 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
77-79 ECO SMF central 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
80-82 ECO SMF central log(Mhalo) > 13.5
83-85 ECO SMF satellite 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
86-88 ECO SMF satellite 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
89-91 ECO SMF satellite log(Mhalo) > 13.5
92-94 ECO BMF
95-97 ECO BMF log(Mhalo) < 11.4
98-100 ECO BMF 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
101-103 ECO BMF 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
104-106 ECO BMF log(Mhalo) > 13.5
107-109 ECO BMF central log(Mhalo) < 11.4
110-112 ECO BMF central 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
Continued on next page
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Table 3.2 – continued from previous page
Column Mass Function Description
113-115 ECO BMF central 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
116-118 ECO BMF central log(Mhalo) > 13.5
119-121 ECO BMF satellite 11.4 < log(Mhalo) < 12.0
122-124 ECO BMF satellite 12.0 < log(Mhalo) < 13.5
125-127 ECO BMF satellite log(Mhalo) > 13.5
The first column has units of logMsun and all other columns have units of dlogM−1Mpc−3. The
three columns for each mass function represent the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles.
3.5.1: Choice of Stellar Population Models
To check whether the shape of the SMF is dependent on the assumed grid of star formation
histories, we compare the SMFs resulting from the cross-bin sampling method for both model sets
described in §3.3.2. The two SMFs are mostly similar with a ∼0.08 dex zero-point offset such
that the model set a SMF is shifted toward lower masses, similar to the ∼0.1 dex offset previously
reported in K13. Taking into account this shift, we find that the SMFs are extremely similar,
except for the last two bins above the stellar mass completeness limit, where the b model set is
slightly steeper. At these masses dwarf galaxy stellar mass likelihood distributions are somewhat
sensitive to modeling choices; however, the two model sets agree within their uncertainty bands
after correcting for the zero-point offset. For simplicity we use model set a for the remainder of this
work. This choice enables direct comparison of features in our mass functions with the threshold
and bimodality mass scales described in K13. We note that our stellar masses are consistent with
most others in the literature (see §3.3.2), apart from those in Bell et al. (2003b).
3.5.2: Overall SMF and BMF
In this section, we examine the shape of the RESOLVE-B and ECO SMF and BMF, which are
shown in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. We examine the results of single and double Schechter fitting and
compare with previous mass functions from the literature. We also directly compare the SMF and
BMF with each other and with the theoretical HMF in Figure 3.14.
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Mass Function Fit Parameters
We use the Markov chain Monte Carlo Ensemble Sampler emcee (Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013)
to fit both Schechter and double Schechter functions to the RESOLVE-B and ECO mass functions
in a Bayesian framework. The single Schechter function follows the traditional form as a function







Here M∗ is the characteristic mass scale, α is the power law rise at the low-mass end, and φ∗ is
the overall normalization at M∗.
We also fit a double Schechter function that allows for two low-mass power law slopes and two









For our Bayesian parameter estimation, we assume uniform priors on all single Schechter func-
tion parameters over ranges encompassing previous estimates of all the values. We also assume
uniform priors on all double Schechter function parameters with the additional requirement that
α2 be less than α1 (i.e., α2 must have a steeper power-law slope than α1), similar to Baldry et al.
(2008).
The emcee code uses a Markov chain Monte Carlo Ensemble Sampler to fill out the parameter
space. For the single Schechter function we use 100 walkers over 100 steps after a burn-in of 100
steps. For the double Schechter function, we use 400 walkers over 100 steps after a burn-in of
400 steps. To assess the convergence of the chains, we measured the autocorrelation time for each
parameter’s chain, and set the burn-in number of steps to be a few times the autocorrelation time
(per the guidelines discussed in Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We also visually inspected the chains
to ensure that they properly sampled the parameter space, and we calculated the mean acceptance
fraction of the chains to be ∼0.5 and ∼0.35 for the single and double Schechter fits respectively
(within the acceptable range 0.2-0.5 as discussed in Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013). We report the
median of the marginalized posterior probability distributions for each parameter in Table 3.3 with
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Table 3.3: Single and Double Schechter Function Parameters for RESOLVE-B and ECO stellar and bary-
onic mass functions
mass function log(M∗) φ∗1 α1 φ∗2 α2
– log(M) 103×(Mpc3dlogM)−1 – 103×(Mpc3dlogM)−1 –
RESOLVE-B SMF 11.25+0.25−0.19 4.47+1.82−1.53 -1.28+0.06−0.05 ... ...
RESOLVE-B SMF 10.87+0.33−0.27 9.00+6.36−8.47 -0.52+0.87−0.49 3.25+3.00−2.81 -1.38+0.13−0.35
ECO SMF 10.92+0.03−0.03 5.95+0.41−0.42 -1.19+0.02−0.02 ... ...
ECO SMF 10.87+0.05−0.06 3.44+2.25−1.93 -0.91+0.23−0.15 3.62+1.49−1.78 -1.26+0.06−0.11
RESOLVE-B BMF 11.11+0.19−0.16 6.93+2.56−2.33 -1.30+0.06−0.07 ... ...
RESOLVE-B BMF 10.98+0.22−0.25 2.74+10.0−2.66 -0.48+1.80−0.64 5.54+3.86−4.36 -1.35+0.10−0.28
ECO BMF 10.92+0.03−0.04 7.48+0.85−0.79 -1.28+0.03−0.03 ... ...
ECO BMF 10.89+0.05−0.07 1.55+2.70−1.17 -1.02+1.69−0.21 6.27+2.40−2.54 -1.30+0.05−0.06
error bars showing the 16th and 84th percentiles.
In our parameter fitting, we do not consider any error term due to cosmic variance, i.e., related
to the halo mass mix or overall density within our data sets, as has been done in some previous
work (e.g., Leauthaud et al. 2011; Smith 2012). Using mock catalogs, these works have shown
that individual bins within the SMF or LF are correlated with each other for any given data set,
reflecting its overall environmental density, mix of environments, and the fact that a few high-mass
halos contribute most of the galaxies at the bright end. Smith (2012) finds that inclusion of the
full covariance matrix yields Schechter parameter fits differing by up to 2σ compared to fits using
only Poisson errors. The parameters most affected are α, which becomes steeper, and L∗, which
becomes fainter, after taking into account these covariances. However, since we will show in §3.5.3
that the mass function is not universal but depends on halo mass, our approach does not treat
environmental variance (as defined by the group halo mass distribution) as an “error” but rather
as a physical manifestation of the fact that the mass function varies with the group halo mass
distribution in predictable ways. As a result, the variation in Schechter fit parameters between
RESOLVE-B and ECO may be (unsurprisingly) larger than our quoted errors due to their different
group halo mass distributions.
The SMF
The RESOLVE-B and ECO SMFs drop off steeply for masses & 1010.8 M, which is near
the “knee” of the Schechter function that joins the steep exponential fall-off toward higher mass
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galaxies, and the power law rise toward lower mass galaxies. Based on our single and double
Schechter function fits, we find that the knee occurs at ∼1010.8−11.1 M for both data sets. The
knee of the SMF has been measured to be ∼1010.7 M in previous works including (Panter et al.
2007; Baldry et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2010; Baldry et al. 2012).
We note, however, that at high masses, neither the single nor double Schechter functions fit
our SMFs well, indicating that the exponential fall-off at high masses is not a good model for our
two data sets. For RESOLVE-B, the fall-off is steeper than the fits, while for ECO the fall-off is
shallower. The shallowness of the ECO fall off may be in line with results from Bernardi et al.
(2013), which recovered more light from bright galaxies using PyMorph and found a shallower fall-
off in the LF. RESOLVE-B, on the other hand, has relatively few extremely bright galaxies, since it
has no large clusters with mass >1013.5 M, potentially leading to the steeper fall-off. We also note
that the GAMA derived SMF from Baldry et al. (2012) has a fall-off between those of RESOLVE-B
and ECO. While GAMA covers a relatively small volume, they still have more massive clusters
than found in RESOLVE-B (Robotham et al. 2011).
Below ∼1010.8M, the RESOLVE-B and ECO SMFs rise toward lower masses. However, the
slope plateaus over a mass range of 109.5−10.2 M. The plateau feature in the SMF has been
observed in several previous studies (Baldry et al. 2008; Drory et al. 2009; Li & White 2009; Peng
et al. 2010), motivating the use of the double Schechter function to fit the low-mass end of the SMF.
Single Schechter functions, such as the dashed black line from Panter et al. 2007 in Figure 3.12a and
the dark green and orange solid lines based on our fits in Figure 3.13a, cannot reproduce the shape of
the SMFs. To model the plateau, others have implemented double (Baldry et al. 2008; Drory et al.
2009; Peng et al. 2010; Baldry et al. 2012) and even triple (Li & White 2009) Schechter functions.
We observe this plateau feature in the SMF (seen more easily in Figure 3.14 with reference to
the BMF and without overlapping fit lines), but we find that the double Schechter function does
not yield a much better fit than the single Schechter function for either the RESOLVE-B or ECO
SMFs. Therefore to measure the plateau slope and the low-mass slope, we fit lines to the SMF
over a range from log(Mstar) = 9.5-10.1 for the plateau, and log(Mstar) ≤ 9.5 for the low-mass end.
These values have been determined by examining where the plateau and steep low-mass upturn
features occur in Figure 3.13. With this technique we measure a relatively flat slope just below
the mass function knee (αplateau = −1.14 ±0.18 and −1.14 ±0.05 for RESOLVE-B and ECO) and
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a more steeply rising slope below the gas-richness threshold mass (αlow−mass = −1.44 ±0.11 and
−1.30 ±0.04 for RESOLVE-B and ECO), albeit at ∼1–2σ significance. For comparison, Baldry
et al. (2012) find shallow and steep slopes of α1 = −0.35 and α2 = −1.47 in their double-Schechter
function fit.
Comparing the normalizations of RESOLVE-B and ECO in the double Schechter fits, we see
that for high masses, φ∗,1 is much lower for ECO than RESOLVE-B (0.0034 vs. 0.0090), while
φ∗,2 is much more similar. The lower normalization of ECO is not unexpected due to the overall
smaller number density in the ECO catalog as described in §3.2.4. Variations in number density
with sample size (i.e., cosmic variance) will affect the overall normalization, as seen by the vertical
displacement of several previous works in Figure 3.12.

































Figure 3.12: RESOLVE-B and ECO SMFs and BMFs using the cross-bin sampling technique with
comparison to previous work. The uncertainties due to cosmic variance are not included in the error
budgets of the mass functions. a) SMFs for RESOLVE-B (light green) and ECO (light orange),
with shaded regions showing the 16-84th% percentile confidence intervals. Incomplete regions of
the mass functions are shaded lighter. The black solid line shows the double Schechter function fit
from Baldry et al. (2012), and the dashed line shows the single Schechter function fit from Panter
et al. (2007) (§3.5.2). b) BMFs for RESOLVE-B (dark green) and ECO (dark orange). The solid
blue line comes from the measured BMF from Papastergis et al. (2012) using a combination of
SDSS and ALFALFA. The solid black line shows the inferred BMF from Baldry et al. (2008) and
the dashed line is from Bell et al. (2003a) (§3.5.2).
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Figure 3.13: RESOLVE-B and ECO SMFs and BMFs using the cross-bin sampling technique with
single and double Schechter function fits. The uncertainties due to cosmic variance are not included
in the error budgets of the mass functions. a) SMFs for RESOLVE-B (light green) and ECO (light
orange), with shaded regions showing the 16-84th% percentile confidence intervals. Incomplete
regions of the mass functions are shaded lighter. The solid green and orange lines show single
Schechter function fits to RESOLVE-B and ECO respectively and appear to be inadequate fits to
the data. The dashed green and orange lines show the double Schechter function fits to RESOLVE-
B and ECO respectively. These fits, however, are not much improved over the single Schechter
function fits. b) BMFs for RESOLVE-B (dark green) and ECO (dark orange). Again the solid and
dashed green and orange lines show the single and double Schechter function fits for RESOLVE-B
and ECO respectively. The additional parameters of the double Schechter function are unnecessary
for fitting the shape of the BMF.
The BMF
The RESOLVE-B and ECO BMFs also exhibit a steep drop-off for masses >1010.8 M, which
is consistent with previous work (Bell et al. 2003a; Baldry et al. 2008; Papastergis et al. 2012),
although the drop-off occurs at higher masses in Bell et al. (2003a), due to different mass scales
used.
At masses below 1010.8 M, however, the BMFs rises as a straight power law toward lower
masses. The BMF shape is actually better described by the single Schechter function shape than
the SMF. The double Schechter function fits given in Table 3.3 do not significantly improve on the
single Schechter function fits (see Figure 3.13b). The low-mass slope given by the single Schechter
function fits for RESOLVE-B and ECO is α ∼ −1.3, steeper than the low-mass slope of the SMF
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just below the knee (αplateau ∼ −1.14). We find a low-mass slope that is slightly steeper than the
slope determined in Bell et al. (2003a), which used stellar masses inconsistent with our own and a
different HI mass estimation technique.
Comparing with the observed BMF from Papastergis et al. (2012), which is shown as a blue
solid line in Figure 3.12b and uses ALFALFA HI measurements to construct the BMF, we find
that it is mostly consistent with the ECO BMF, except at the largest masses, where the number
density of galaxies is small. Neither the RESOLVE-B nor ECO BMFs are fit well by the inferred
BMF from Baldry et al. (2008), which is based on the SMF and infers baryonic mass via the stellar
mass-metallicity relation and other scaling relations between metallicity and stellar mass fraction
(solid black line). This inferred BMF is constructed to include all baryonic components (including
stars, cold, and warm gas), although we note that it follows the shape of the SMF, from which it
is derived, until rising steeply below Mbary < 109.7 M.
Divergence of SMF & BMF
To directly compare the RESOLVE-B and ECO SMFs and BMFs, we plot all of the mass
functions in Figure 3.14. The ECO mass functions have been scaled down for clarity. We note that
the relative difference between the SMF and BMF are similar for both RESOLVE and ECO, with
the BMF ∼0.17 dex higher than the SMF at 1010 M, rising to ∼0.25 dex higher than the SMF
at 109.5 M.
It is apparent that the SMF and BMF are effectively the same at large masses, thus dropping
off at a similar knee of M∗ ∼ 1010.8 M. This result is not surprising since the drop-off mass scale
is above the bimodality mass scale of ∼1010.5 M identified in Kauffmann et al. (2003b), above
which galaxies tend to be bulge-dominated, red, and quenched of star formation with little to no
cold gas (K13).
Going down across the bimodality mass (∼1010.5 M), we find that the BMF and SMF start to
diverge by >0.1 dex (albeit within the error bars for RESOLVE-B). The SMF plateaus while the
BMF rises as a straight power law. For RESOLVE-B the divergence between the two mass functions
becomes significant below a stellar or baryonic mass of 109.7−9.9 M, the gas-richness threshold scale
identified in K13. Below the gas-richness threshold mass emerges a significant population of galaxies
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that may have as much or more gas than stellar mass. These gas rich galaxies fill in the plateau
region and push the BMF to rise as a straight power law.
At the lowest galaxy masses (Mstar < 109.5 M), we see that the SMF starts to rise up more
steeply. We cannot determine whether the BMF follows suit, as our RESOLVE-B and ECO data
sets are limited at Mbary ∼ 109.1 M and 109.4 M respectively.
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Figure 3.14: Direct comparison of the RESOLVE-B and ECO SMF and BMF using the cross-bin
sampling technique. The SMF and BMF are plotted over each other for both data sets using
the same color scheme as in Figure 3.12. The ECO mass functions have been scaled down by a
factor of 2 for clarity and the incomplete regions are shaded gray. For both data sets, the BMF
diverges from the SMF, beginning near the bimodality mass of Mbary ∼ 1010.5 M, and becoming
significant below the gas-richness threshold mass of Mbary ∼ 109.9M. The galaxy HMF (including
the contribution from subhalos) from Shankar et al. (2006) is shown scaled by the universal baryon
fraction, 0.15, for comparison.
Although the SMF and BMF at high masses are similar when comparing within each data set,
there are large differences between the mass functions between the RESOLVE-B and ECO data
sets. First, as can be noted in Figures 3.12 and 3.13, the RESOLVE-B mass functions are elevated
over the ECO mass functions. This relates to the overall higher density of RESOLVE-B due to
cosmic variance (as described in §3.2.4). Second, while the ECO SMF and BMF decline gradually,
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the RESOLVE-B stellar and BMFs drop-off much more abruptly. The abruptness of the turnover
in RESOLVE-B gives the appearance of a “bump” at the high mass end of the SMF and BMF.
We explore these differences and tie them to the different group halo mass distributions sampled
within ECO and RESOLVE-B in §3.5.3.
Relationship of Observed Galaxy to Theoretical HMFs
Finally, we compare the RESOLVE-B and ECO SMFs and BMFs to the galaxy HMF derived
in Shankar et al. (2006), which includes the contribution from subhalos and removes the subhalo
contribution to large group halos. The galaxy HMF, which has been scaled by the universal baryon
fraction of ∼0.15 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) to enable direct comparison to galaxy masses,
has a steep slope with αHMF = −1.84 and is shown as a thick solid line in Figure 3.14. Although
the low-mass slope of the BMF is steeper than that of the SMF, it is not nearly as steep as the
galaxy HMF slope. We discuss this result in more detail in §3.6.
3.5.3: Conditional SMF and BMF
While there are many similarities between the RESOLVE-B and ECO SMF and BMF, Figures
3.12 and 3.13 reveal a significant difference in their shapes at high stellar/baryonic mass. One
possible explanation is the different group halo mass distributions, since the volumes of both surveys
are too small to escape cosmic variance. For example RESOLVE-B, unlike ECO, has no high mass
clusters >1013.5 M. It does, however, have an overabundance of clusters of mass ∼1012.5 M and
1013.5 M compared to ECO (see Figure 3.6).
In this section we investigate how the shape of the mass function depends on group halo mass.
We first define physically motivated halo mass regimes, then break down the mass functions within
each halo mass regime. We then further break down the mass functions in each group halo mass
regime into the central and satellite components. Finally, we analyze whether the high-mass discrep-
ancy between RESOLVE-B and ECO can be explained by distinct group halo mass distributions.
To ensure that group finding and in particular that the choice of linking lengths described in
§3.3.5 does not drive our results, we have performed the following analysis with the linking lengths
of Berlind et al. (2006) (see §3.3.5). We do not find any significant differences with the results
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presented in this section using these alternate linking lengths.
Definition of Group Halo Mass Regimes
To examine the SMF and BMF in different group halo mass regimes, we use the group iden-
tifications and masses described in §3.3.5 to divide the RESOLVE-B and ECO data sets into four
group halo mass regimes. These group halo mass regimes are: 1) Mhalo < 1011.4 M “low-mass
groups,” 2) Mhalo between 1011.4 M and 1012.0 M “intermediate-mass groups,” 3) Mhalo between
1012.0M and 1013.5 M “large groups,” and 4) Mhalo > 1013.5 M “clusters,” which applies only
to ECO.
The low-mass group regime includes all group halos below Mhalo = 1011.4 M, which is the
group halo mass that roughly corresponds to the gas-richness threshold mass identified in K13
as 109.7 M in stellar mass and 109.9 M in baryonic mass (see Figure 3.7). Galaxies in halos
with masses <1011.4 M are generally low-mass central galaxies of comparable mass to the Large
Magellanic Cloud (Kim et al. 1998) and have significant amounts of gas, resulting in a large increase
in their baryonic masses compared to their stellar masses. It should be noted that we have not
included a lower halo mass floor in defining this regime and that the lowest extrapolated halo
included mass is ∼1010.5 M. Such low-mass halos mostly indicate low-mass galaxies living in
halos by themselves, at least down to our sample limits.
The intermediate-mass regime ranges from Mhalo = 1011.4–1012.0 M, which roughly corresponds
to the central galaxy bimodality mass ∼ 1010.5/1010.6 M in stellar and baryonic mass (Kauffmann
et al. 2003b and also K13). In this regime, we find nascent groups with only a few members (see
Figure 3.7 and Figure 8 from M15). Above group halo mass of ∼1012.0 M marks a transition in
the central galaxy mass to halo mass relationship, where for large groups growth of the integrated
galaxy mass in the halo becomes more dependent on the satellite inventory than central mass
growth (Conroy & Wechsler 2009; Behroozi et al. 2010; Leauthaud et al. 2011, 2012a; Behroozi
et al. 2013a). As shown in Figure 3.7, for nascent groups with mass <1012.0 M, central galaxies
still have appreciable amounts of gas with a minimal satellite population. For large group halos
with mass >1012.0 M, the halos start filling up with satellites and the cold gas becomes less and
less important to the overall baryonic mass of the central.
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Our last group halo mass division is placed at Mhalo = 1013.5 M between the large group and
cluster regimes. While groups less massive than 1013.5 M tend to live in a range of large scale
structure overdensities, clusters above this halo mass division reside in the most dense structures
(Carollo et al. 2013). Additionally, the group LF characteristic mass and faint-end slope values
converge for groups more massive than 1013.5 M (Robotham et al. 2006). In RESOLVE-B, there
are no halos more massive than 1013.5 M, so this cluster regime only applies to ECO, which
includes the Coma cluster.
SMF and BMF by Group Halo Mass (“Conditional Mass Functions”)
Breaking down the RESOLVE-B and ECO mass functions into these four group halo mass
regimes, shown in Figure 3.15, reveals complex structure within the overall galaxy mass functions.
For instance in increasingly higher halo mass regimes, we observe high mass drop-offs that occurs
at higher galaxy mass. These drop-offs mark the natural boundary in the largest central galaxy
mass for a given halo mass as seen in Figure 3.7.
In both the RESOLVE-B and ECO intermediate (green) and large (orange) group halo mass
regimes, we observe a peak in the SMF and BMF. For intermediate group halos, this peak occurs
at ∼1010.2 M, right between the gas-richness threshold and bimodality mass scales. For large
group halos, the peak occurs at ∼1010.8 M, above the bimodality mass scale and also near the
knee of the overall mass functions. The peak in the large group halo regime appears to be causing
the pronounced “bump” seen in the overall RESOLVE-B SMF and BMF. While the ECO data set
also has this characteristic peak in its large group halo regime mass functions, the more gradual
decline in the overall SMF and BMF for large galaxy masses seems to be due to the cluster galaxy
population in ECO. The cluster population makes up 17% of galaxies with Mstar > 1010.5 M and
31% of galaxies with Mstar > 1011 M for ECO. The RESOLVE-B “bump,” meanwhile, may be
emphasized by the lack of a cluster galaxy population and the overabundance of halos in this large
group halo regime as shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.15: Breakdown of RESOLVE-B (top row), Lr,tot-limited RESOLVE-B (middle row), and
ECO (bottom row) SMF and BMF into different group halo mass regimes. The four group halo
mass regimes are Mhalo < 1011.4 M (low-mass groups, often solo centrals, blue), Mhalo between
1011.4-1012 M (intermediate-mass groups, green), Mhalo between 1012-1013.5 M (large group,
orange), and Mhalo > 1013.5 M (cluster, red, ECO only). The dark gray marks the overall SMF
or BMF for each data set, and the gray hash marked region denotes the incomplete regions for
each mass function. The conditional mass functions are much more complex than the overall mass
function, with pronounced bumps and dips.
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It is clear that the low-mass slopes of the SMF and BMF in these different halo mass regimes are
very different. In the cluster halo mass regime, the rise is quite smooth, although the slope appears
to flatten out at lower masses, at least in part due to incompleteness in galaxy counts around the
clusters caused by high fiber collision rates and by missing ultra-diffuse galaxies like those recently
found in the Coma and Virgo clusters (van Dokkum et al. 2015; Mihos et al. 2015). We note that
Yamanoi et al. (2012) found a fairly flat slope for the Coma cluster LF down to galaxy magnitudes
of MR = −14.0, with a steep upturn for galaxies below our luminosity limit. Also, not all previous
studies of cluster LFs have found steep slopes, and many cluster LF studies have relied on using
statistical counts to remove background galaxies (e.g., Dressler 1978 and Goto et al. 2002).
In the intermediate and large group halo mass regimes, both RESOLVE-B and ECO have an
intriguing fall-off in galaxy number density for galaxy masses below the peak. While the intermedi-
ate group halo mass regime does not show evidence for a low-mass upturn, the RESOLVE-B large
group halo mass regime does have a steeply rising low-mass slope. This steeply rising slope is not
as apparent in ECO, but it is shallower. To examine this discrepancy further, we show a version
of RESOLVE-B limited to Mr,tot < −17.33 to be consistent with ECO in panels c and d of Figure
3.15, and we find that the low-mass slope in the large group halo mass regime appears less steep
but is still elevated above the intermediate halo mass regime mass functions. We posit that the
difference is due to the overabundance of such large group mass halos in ECO and investigate fur-
ther in §3.5.3. Finally the low group halo regime mass functions show a steeply rising slope toward
low galaxy masses. This breakdown shows that the low-mass slope of the BMF across different
group halo mass regimes is not invariant. This result argues against the conjecture from Bell et al.
(2003a) that the cluster and field BMFs might have similar low-mass slopes.
Finally, Figure 3.15 reflects the fact that low-mass galaxies in RESOLVE-B and ECO live in
low-mass, mainly isolated group halos more often than in larger group mass halos. The crossover
mass scales (Mstar < 109.5 M and Mbary < 109.8 M) are roughly corresponding with the gas-
richness threshold mass from K13. Thus in the “high mass dwarf” regime we probe, most dwarfs
below the threshold mass live in low mass halos rather than as members of clusters and large
groups.
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Central Galaxy Mass Functions in Each Group Halo Mass Bin
Next we examine how the central galaxy population in each group halo mass regime affects the
shape of the SMF and BMF by breaking up the conditional mass functions according to central
and satellite designation for RESOLVE-B and ECO in Figures 3.16 and 3.17 respectively.
The central galaxy SMFs and BMFs (center panels of Figures 3.16 and 3.17) appear in discrete,
narrow “humps” whose peak mass value increases with increasing group halo mass. The centers of
these humps correspond with the peaks seen in the conditional mass functions. This trend is not
surprising in the context of the central galaxy mass to halo mass relationship shown in Figure 3.7,
which follows a monotonic trend. The large drop-off in numbers of centrals in cluster environments
(red, ECO only) underscores the rarity of such large objects.
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Figure 3.16: RESOLVE-B SMF and BMF broken down by group halo mass regime and central vs.
satellite designation. (a) RESOLVE-B BMF with conditional mass functions in cross-hatch and
central mass functions shown in solid. (b) RESOLVE-B central galaxy SMF (darker cross-hatch)
and central galaxy BMF (solid). For the central galaxy mass functions, we have applied a halo
mass floor in the low-mass halo regime at Mhalo = 1011.1 M. (c) RESOLVE-B satellite galaxy
SMF (darker cross-hatch) and satellite galaxy BMF (lighter cross-hatch). The low-mass slope in
the intermediate group halo mass regime and the dip in the large group halo mass regime are seen
in the satellite population. Incomplete regions are shaded in dark gray for baryonic mass and light
gray for stellar mass. In the large group regime we show the central (solid black line) and satellite
(dashed black line) conditional SMFs for mock catalogs from Reddick et al. (2013), which are in
rough agreement with our observed mass functions.
Next we examine the difference between the central galaxy SMF and BMF. It is apparent that
in the low group halo mass regime, there is a significant shift (∼0.5 dex) in the location of the peak
of the central SMFs and BMFs. We have deliberately set the low group halo mass regime to select
groups with central galaxies that are below the gas-richness threshold mass, which typically have
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as much or more neutral gas mass as their stellar mass (K13). The large shift in the peak of the
central galaxy SMF and BMF in the low halo mass regime simply underscores the importance of
including cold gas mass when considering the masses of low-mass central galaxies.
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Figure 3.17: Same as Figure 3.16 but for ECO. For the central galaxy mass functions, we have ap-
plied a halo mass floor in the low-mass halo regime at Mhalo = 1011.1 M. In the large group/cluster
regime we show the central (solid black/gray lines) and satellite (dashed black/gray lines) SMFs
for mock catalogs from Reddick et al. (2013). While the Reddick et al. (2013) large group regime
central and satellite SMFs are similar to our data, the cluster central galaxy SMF is significantly
narrower and the satellite galaxy SMF is offset significantly lower than the observed ECO cluster
SMF.
For larger halo mass regimes, the shift in the location of the peak for the central galaxy SMF
and BMF is much smaller. In the intermediate halo mass regime, the central stellar and baryonic
mass peaks are ∼1010.2 M, although we note that the central BMF hump becomes noticeably
narrower, and thus the lower mass centrals within this regime still have a significant amount of gas.
In the large group halo mass regime, the central stellar and baryonic mass peaks are located at
∼1010.7 M, and in the cluster halo mass regime the central mass peaks are located at ∼1011.3 M
(the shutdown galaxy mass scale of K13). The lack of a shift in the peak values of the SMF and
BMF reflects that central galaxies in these larger groups and clusters do not have any significant
cold gas mass, which is expected since they are above the bimodality mass and they are in dense
environments (see e.g., Haynes et al. 1984; Davies & Lewis 1973; M15).
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Satellite Galaxy Mass Functions in Each Group Halo Mass Bin
While the central mass functions follow a pattern of discrete humps, the satellite mass functions
exhibit much more complex structure. In the right panels of Figures 3.16 and 3.17, we show these
complex satellite galaxy mass functions that define the low-mass slopes of the conditional mass
functions. For the low-mass halo regime, we do not show the satellite galaxy mass functions since
there are so few satellites in this regime with masses greater than the mass completeness limits.
We note that since group finding is not perfect (as discussed in §3.3.5), the satellite mass functions
are subject to issues of purity and completeness of the group halo catalog. As described previously,
however, performing this analysis with alternate linking lengths yields similar results and we do
not think these issues significantly affect our results.
In the intermediate group halo mass regime (green), we see that the observed flat low-mass slope
described in §3.5.3 is due to the satellite population. We also observe that the satellites still have
a gas component, as the BMF is shifted toward higher mass than the SMF. The shift, however, is
not as extreme as for the central galaxy mass function in low group mass halos (blue), which have
similar stellar masses as the satellites of the intermediate group halo mass regime but are more
gas-rich.
In the large group halo mass regime (orange), the satellite galaxy mass function has a dip (or
possibly flat segment) just below 1010 M, even in baryonic mass. For RESOLVE-B, we then find
that the satellite galaxy mass function starts to rise again below, 109.7 msun, although this rise
is not evident for ECO. We also note that for more massive satellite galaxies in large group halos,
there is relatively little cold gas as the SMF and BMF are very similar. For galaxies with mass
<1010 M, the baryonic mass function is shifted toward slightly higher masses, indicating that
some lower mass galaxies do retain a cold gas reservoir.
In contrast, the ECO cluster satellite mass function rises more smoothly, although it flattens
below galaxy masses of ∼1010 M. The SMF and BMF are essentially the same at all masses,
indicating that the satellites of such large clusters have very little to no cold gas. Although the
satellite galaxy mass function in the cluster appears to have a smoother shape than in the lower
halo mass regimes, the cluster should be made up of what were originally smaller groups that have
fallen into the larger potential well over time. Thus all the more intricate shapes of the smaller
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group halos have combined to form the cluster regime’s smoother shape.
The substructure seen in these satellite galaxy mass functions, particularly for intermediate
and large group halo masses, may arise from the formation of groups. While there is a ∼0.3–0.4
dex shift between the SMF and BMF of galaxies in the low group halo mass regime indicating
large amounts of cold gas in such galaxies, we find a much smaller shift between the satellite
SMF and BMF at similar galaxy stellar masses in the intermediate and large group halo mass
regimes. This result suggests that gas-removal processes such as ram-pressure/viscous stripping
(Gunn & Gott 1972; Nulsen 1982) or starvation/strangulation (Larson et al. 1980) may already
begin even in the intermediate group halo mass regime. This lends support for pre-processing, the
idea that galaxies begin to be quenched in smaller groups before falling into the cluster (Zabludoff
& Mulchaey 1998). Perhaps even more intriguing are the dips and varying low-mass slopes seen in
the satellite galaxy mass functions. Conditions within early group formation, such as low velocity
dispersion among group members, may promote merging at preferred mass scales (Pipino et al.
2014), completely removing satellite galaxies from the overall galaxy population. As these groups
fall into larger clusters, where the velocity dispersion increases, the satellite galaxies are less likely
to merge, resulting in the smoother appearance of the cluster satellite galaxy mass function.
Comparison to Previous Work
Previous studies of conditional mass functions in both data and models have found similar
results, fitting the central contribution of the conditional mass function as a log-normal distribution
and the satellite mass function as a Schechter or truncated Schechter function (Zheng et al. 2005;
Yang et al. 2009; Moster et al. 2010; Reddick et al. 2013). These works, however, cover only
the higher halo mass regimes >1012 M. In the comparisons below, we have corrected all other
conditional mass functions to be in units of H0=70 km s−1.
We directly compare with the central SMFs of Reddick et al. (2013), who used the halo abun-
dance matching technique to assign stellar masses to their simulated halos. To compare with
the observed large group and cluster mass regimes, we multiply each of their conditional SMFs,
which are subdivided more finely than our own, by the appropriate number of halos in either the
RESOLVE-B or ECO data set, coadding the resulting functions in each of our halo mass regimes,
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and then dividing by the volume of the appropriate data set. The results of this process are shown
for the large group halo mass (black) and cluster (gray) regimes in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. The
overplotted central SMFs are in good agreement with our observed central SMFs, although for the
cluster regime, the observed SMF has a wider spread and higher peak mass value than that from
Reddick et al. (2013). Within Reddick et al. (2013) there is a comparison with the results of Yang
et al. (2009), finding that while qualitatively similar, the central SMFs of Yang et al. (2009) are
offset toward higher masses, most likely due to the difference in stellar mass estimation. While
Reddick et al. (2013) use kcorrect from Blanton & Roweis (2007), Yang et al. (2009) use the stellar
mass prescription from Bell et al. (2003b). Given that we are in good agreement with Reddick
et al. (2013) and also the stellar mass discussion in §3.3.2, we expect a similar offset with Yang
et al. (2009).
We also compare our mass functions with the theoretical central SMFs of Moster et al. (2010),
who used a stellar mass to galaxy halo mass relationship and stellar mass dependent clustering
of galaxies to assign stellar masses to halos in simulations, constraining the parameters of these
functions by comparing their assigned SMF with the SMF from Panter et al. (2007). The central
galaxy SMFs in Moster et al. (2010) are binned more finely than in this work, so we examine the
range of peak masses for each halo mass regime. The Moster et al. (2010) intermediate halo mass
regime has a stellar mass peak ranging between ∼109.6 M to 1010.6 M, encompassing our central
mass peak of ∼1010.2 M. In the large group and cluster mass regimes, Moster et al. (2010) measure
stellar mass peak ranges that are offset toward slightly larger stellar masses than we observe: a
range from 1010.6 M to 1011.3 M for the large groups and a peak of 1011.5 M for clusters, while
we observe a peak at 1010.7 M for large groups and 1011.3 M for clusters.
We can also compare the RESOLVE-B and ECO central BMFs with the theoretical central
BMFs predicted in Zheng et al. (2005), which used an SPH simulation together with the GALFORM
semi-analytic model of galaxy formation (Cole et al. 2000) to measure the conditional BMF (here
baryonic mass includes both the cold atomic and molecular gas components in addition to the
stars). Comparing the central mass peaks from the Zheng et al. (2005) BMFs, we find a range from
1010.5 to 1011.3 M for large groups and a range from 1011.4 to 1011.6 M for clusters. While the
baryonic central mass peak that we measure for large group mass halos ∼1010.7 M is within the
range from Zheng et al. (2005), in the cluster regime, their peak masses are slightly (∼0.2 dex)
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higher than ours (∼1011.3 M) for clusters. Similar discrepancies have been noted in the analysis
of Liu et al. (2010), which compares the galaxy stellar mass to halo mass relationship predicted by
SAMs with observations, but as we have few massive clusters, we cannot rule out cosmic variance
(see §3.5.2).
For the satellite mass functions, we can directly compare with those from Reddick et al. (2013).
Our satellite mass functions typically drop off in numbers around the center of the peak value of
the central galaxy mass function, except in the cluster regime where the most massive satellites
start to outnumber the few centrals associated with these rare halos. In Figures 3.16 and 3.17 we
show the Reddick et al. (2013) satellite galaxy mass functions in the large group halo mass regime
as a black dashed line and in the cluster regime as a gray dashed line. The large group halo mass
satellite mass functions generally agree with the results in RESOLVE-B and ECO, although this
work could not probe the interesting substructure that occurs below galaxy mass of ∼1010 M. In
the cluster regime, the satellite mass functions do not agree with our results, which may be related
to the discrepancy in the central mass function.
Overall we find qualitative agreement with previous work in examining the central and satellite
mass functions in different bins. Differences in stellar mass estimation and prescriptions for pop-
ulating mock catalogs may yield offsets in the peak mass values, but the general pattern for the
central conditional mass functions is evident. With RESOLVE-B we are able to extend our analysis
to lower halo masses than most previous work, finding intriguing patterns in the intermediate and
low group halo mass regimes.
Mass Function Reconstruction
Returning to the problem of the high-mass discrepancy between the RESOLVE-B and ECO
mass functions, we can now examine whether the overall mass function of a data set simply reflects
the survey’s group halo mass distribution. We have seen that it is possible to scale the mock catalog
conditional mass functions from Reddick et al. (2013) by the appropriate number of halos to match
the observed conditional mass functions we observe (§3.5.3). If the particular halo mass regime
sets the shape of the mass function, then given a basis set of “per group halo” mass functions and
a group halo mass distribution for a survey, we should be able to reconstruct the observed galaxy
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mass function of the survey.
To determine whether such a reconstruction would reconcile RESOLVE-B and ECO, we first
derive a basis set of BMFs from ECO. We start with the completeness-corrected BMFs from the
four halo mass regimes defined in the previous section, then normalize these four conditional mass
functions by the number of group halos in each halo mass regime. Since the ECO mass functions
have been completeness corrected, we use the weighted total of centrals in each halo mass regime
as the total number of halos in each halo mass regime. We next determine the number of group
halos in each group halo mass regime for the data set that we want to reconstruct: RESOLVE-B
in this case. For this analysis, we limit RESOLVE-B to galaxies brighter than −17.33 in order to
match the selection for ECO. Since RESOLVE-B has no halos with mass >1013.5 M, we consider
only the low, intermediate, and large group halo mass regimes from ECO, then multiply the ECO
basis functions by the number of RESOLVE-B halos in each group halo mass regime.
The resulting RESOLVE-B and scaled ECO basis BMFs for each halo mass regime are shown
in panels a-c of Figure 3.18, where the RESOLVE-B conditional mass functions are shown in
green and the scaled ECO basis mass functions are shown in blue. The raw ECO mass functions
are shown in pink for comparison. To create the total BMF, we simply add the mass functions
in each halo mass regime to compare with the actual data. We find good agreement between
the observed and reconstructed RESOLVE-B BMFs, including the bump near ∼1011 M and the
overall normalization.
The ability to reconstruct the RESOLVE-B BMF from the ECO basis BMFs suggests that
the shape of the mass function for a given survey is dependent on the particular group halo mass
distribution sampled. This conclusion is not to say that large scale structure does not play a role,
since the group halo mass distribution depends on the large scale structure. We infer that the
group halo mass distribution contributes to differences between the mass functions observed in
different studies, particularly for small surveys. For larger data sets where the halo distribution
closely resembles the true halo mass distribution, the mass functions should all tend toward the
same shape. For smaller data sets, like RESOLVE-B, we expect to find interesting differences in the
mass function, such as the prominent high mass bump in Figure 3.18c. This result also supports
the claim in Faltenbacher (2010) that the high-mass bump seen in other galaxy mass functions is
primarily due to the central galaxy populations, and in particular centrals from the large group
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halo mass regime. The apparent contribution of a bump from red galaxies (Bolzonella et al. 2010),
then, is due to the fact that centrals in high mass halos are more likely to be red.
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Figure 3.18: Reconstruction of the RESOLVE-B BMF using the ECO conditional mass functions.
Panels a-c show the conditional BMFs in progressively higher mass halo regimes. The RESOLVE-B
BMFs are constructed from an Lr,tot-limited data set (Mr,tot < −17.33) to be consistent with ECO
and are shown in cross-hatched green. The original ECO BMFs are shown in solid light-pink. The
reconstructed RESOLVE-B BMFs based on scaling the ECO BMFs catalog are shown in cross-
hatched blue. The difference in abundance of large group halos in RESOLVE-B and ECO is very
apparent in panel c, but the overall shape of the large group mass functions is similar. In panel d,
we add the three conditional BMFs based on ECO (blue) to compare with the overall RESOLVE-B
BMF (green). The reconstructed BMF matches that of RESOLVE-B very well. The observed ECO
BMF is offset lower near the large group bump in RESOLVE-B and extends to higher masses since
it includes the cluster regime not represented in RESOLVE-B.
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3.6 Discussion
In this section, we discuss implications of our results for the physics of group formation. We
also revisit the discrepancy in low-mass slope between the observed galaxy and theoretical halo
mass function in light of our analysis.
3.6.1: How Group Halo Mass Environment Shapes the Galaxy Mass Function
In §3.5.3, we showed that underneath the relatively simple shape of the overall galaxy mass
function, the conditional galaxy mass functions have much more complex structure. These include
regular humps from central galaxies and both dips and varying low-mass slopes from satellite
galaxies (e.g., a flat slope in intermediate-mass halos and a steeply rising slope in large group
halos). Furthermore, we showed that differences in the overall mass function of different surveys,
such as the prominent bump around ∼1011 M in RESOLVE-B, can be explained by scaling a basis
set of conditional mass functions by the appropriate group halo mass distribution (see §3.5.3 and
Figure 3.18). Together, these observations suggest that groups have a profound effect on shaping
the galaxy population. In particular, group formation processes, such as merging and stripping,
appear to occur from the onset of nascent group formation in intermediate-mass halos and create
the complex structure seen in the conditional mass functions.
In the intermediate and large group halo mass regimes groups still have relatively few members.
In the low group halo mass regime, with Mhalo < 1011.4 M, >90% of our groups are N = 1 galaxy
systems consisting only of a central galaxy without any satellites brighter than the luminosity
completeness limit used for group finding. Transitioning into the intermediate and large group
halo mass regimes (Mhalo between 1011.4 M and 1013.5 M), we find a population of small groups
consisting of 2 to 7 members. In the cluster regime (Mhalo > 1013.5 M), groups consist of tens to
hundreds of members.
Intermediate-mass groups are nascent groups, the site of galaxies’ first coming together before
entering larger groups and clusters. The flat low-mass slope seen in this first group halo mass
regime suggests that within nascent groups, satellite stripping and destruction is already occurring
and shaping the galaxy mass functions. Mergers and stripping remove galaxies from the galaxy
population or shift them to lower masses, depressing the mass function in the low-mass range. Only
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relatively rare major mergers substantially increase galaxy masses, while minor mergers repeatedly
eliminate counts from the low-mass end of the mass function. Nascent groups may be preferred
environments for merging, as the relative speeds of the galaxies in these groups are much smaller
than in larger groups and clusters (as found in Pipino et al. 2014). These first groups (and more
solitary field galaxies) eventually combine into larger groups, so that clusters are essentially made up
of a range of smaller group masses. Thus the cluster mass function represents a linear combination of
all of the smaller group mass functions, potentially smoothing the dips and varying low-mass slopes
into one broadly rising composite that hides the complexity of its past. This scenario is supported
by prior work suggesting the existence of pre-processing, in which galaxies begin quenching in
smaller groups before falling into larger clusters (e.g., Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998; McGee et al.
2009; Wetzel et al. 2013; Haines et al. 2015). In follow-up work, we will show that the group
integrated baryonic to halo mass ratio is relatively flat over this intermediate halo mass range, as
these groups are efficiently converting gas to stars (Eckert et al. in prep.).
3.6.2: Comparison Between Galaxy and Halo Mass Functions
We now revisit the discrepancy between the low-mass slopes of the overall galaxy SMF and
BMF and the theoretical HMF, focusing on the combined subhalo and group halo mass function,
which should map to satellites and centrals. Based on the studies of the baryonic Tully-Fisher
relation, which reveal a tight correlation between galaxy cold baryonic mass and rotation velocity
even for low-mass galaxies (e.g., McGaugh et al. 2000), we might expect that the BMF should trace
the theoretical HMF scaled by the universal baryon fraction. Examining Figure 3.14, we do in fact
find that the low-mass slope of the BMF is steeper than that of the SMF over the mass range below
the knee of the mass functions (αBMF ∼ −1.3 vs. αSMF−plateau ∼ −1.2). However, the BMF is still
significantly shallower than the universal baryon fraction scaled galaxy HMF including subhalos
(see §3.5.2 and Figure 3.14), which has a low-mass slope of αHMF ∼ −1.84 (Shankar et al. 2006).
To alleviate this tension, we consider first that the baryonic rotation velocity Vdisk may not be
directly related to halo circular velocity Vhalo, since the halo extends much farther than the optical
galaxy. Using a combination of lensing to determine halo velocities and Tully-Fisher derived disk
velocities, Reyes et al. (2012) find that for galaxies ranging in mass from 109 M to 1011 M the
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ratio of Vdisk to Vhalo ranges from 1.27-1.39. An abundance matching analysis, however, finds the
ratio of the Vdisk to Vhalo to be ∼1.5, but only over a narrow velocity range from 110 km s−1 to
170 km s−1, significantly underestimating Vhalo at lower masses (Papastergis et al. 2011). Thus
lensing and abundance matching disagree, again returning us to the discrepancy in counts of low-
mass galaxies.
Assuming that the Vdisk-Vhalo correspondence does hold, the next consideration might be that
the theoretical HMF coming from N-body simulations is incorrect. This second possibility runs
counter to the body of evidence supporting the ΛCDM cosmological framework including measure-
ment of the fluctuations in the CMB (Spergel et al. 2003; Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) and
successful production of large scale structure by ΛCDM dark matter simulations (Springel et al.
2005). Despite these successes, however, the low-mass slope mismatch and other discrepancies
between observations and simulations (e.g., the core vs. cusp problem reviewed in de Blok 2010)
have prompted widespread investigation of different forms of dark matter, e.g., warm dark matter,
scalar field dark matter, etc. (Lovell et al. 2014; Magan˜a & Matos 2012; Velten et al. 2014).
An alternative to considering other forms of dark matter may be that the HMF from N-body
simulations is incorrect because the simulations lack baryonic physics. Including baryonic physics
of feedback may re-distribute dark matter within halos, flattening the inner cuspy profiles of dark
matter halos. Very high resolution simulations of low-mass galaxies reveal that even the smallest
dwarf galaxies can transform their dark matter cusps to cores as long as star formation can proceed
(Read et al. 2016). The authors argue that these dark matter halo transformations may allow
for halos to be tidally destroyed more easily. Interpreting this idea in the context of galaxies
being destroyed in nascent groups (§3.6.1), we might consider that current N-body simulations
without baryonic physics are not destroying enough subhalos, leading to an artificially steep low-
mass slope and also throwing off abundance matching. However, this answer may be only partial
as Papastergis et al. (2015) argue that there is a missing dwarfs problem in the field, outside the
group environment.
A third consideration thus arises that cold atomic gas mass may significantly underestimate
the collapsed gas mass in dwarfs. Low-mass galaxies often show notably smaller baryon fractions
than expected even when including atomic gas (McGaugh et al. 2010; Papastergis et al. 2012).
These extremely low baryon fractions imply deviations from the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation and
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indeed some studies find that multiplying the neutral gas content by a factor of 3-11 can tighten
the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation further (Pfenniger & Revaz 2005; Begum et al. 2008; Revaz et al.
2009). These results point toward the potential existence of large undetected gas reservoirs of
either ionized or ultra-cold molecular gas in low-mass galaxies. If our observed baryonic masses
significantly underestimate true baryonic masses, the true BMF might be steeper more like the
theoretical HMF. We plan to examine this possibility in more detail in a follow-up paper.
For completeness, we note the orthogonal possibility that gas loss driven by feedback explains
the slope discrepancy as lower mass galaxies are less efficient at forming stars. This scenario relies
on supernova feedback expelling gas from low-mass halos (Dekel & Silk 1986), but based on realistic
feedback energies, even dwarf galaxies with masses as low as 107 M are able to retain their gas
(Mac Low & Ferrara 1999). A more likely candidate to suppress star formation and reduce cold
gas in low mass galaxies is the strong ionizing UV background from the epoch of reionization,
leaving only early-forming halos able to form stars (Bullock et al. 2000). In this context Bell et al.
(2003a) conjecture a later re-cooling that could produce an environment independent BMF, but
our conditional mass function results argue against this picture.
One final consideration is the issue of fly-by interactions or ejected satellite galaxies (Sinha &
Holley-Bockelmann 2012), which have interacted with a group or cluster but are no longer within
that group or cluster’s halo. In Wetzel et al. (2014), the authors find that the stellar-to-halo mass
relationship for fly-bys/ejected satellites is much higher than usual, as the halo is stripped during
its encounter with the cluster halo. This halo stripping could increase the numbers of low-mass
dark matter halos (in simulations as well as the real universe) relative to low-mass galaxies, further
increasing the mismatch in low-mass slope.
It is possible that there is an element of all of these considerations play in explaining the
differences between observed galaxy and theoretical halo mass functions. In this work we have
stressed the role of nascent groups in shaping the galaxy population through satellite stripping
and/or merging. In future work we will more closely examine the possibility that unobservable gas
can help to reconcile the galaxy and integrated group BMFs with theoretical HMFs.
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3.7 Conclusions
We have constructed two volume-limited data sets, RESOLVE-B and ECO, for studying the
galaxy SMF and BMF. The RESOLVE-B data set has unprecedented completeness (see Figures 3.2
and 3.8), which allows us to study the entire galaxy population and produce empirical completeness
corrections for the ECO catalog. Using volume-limited surveys allows us to study mass functions
without the statistical completeness corrections necessary for magnitude-limited surveys and to
define groups of galaxies and assign group halo masses via Friends-of-Friends group finding and
halo abundance matching. In §3.4 we present a novel cross-bin sampling method for constructing
galaxy mass functions using the full stellar and gas mass likelihood distributions. Our findings are:
• The SMF and BMF start to diverge for masses <1010.5 M and become significantly different
below ∼109.9 M (near the gas-richness threshold scale of K13). The BMF rises as a straight power
law, following the traditional Schechter function form, while the SMF plateaus before appearing to
rise more steeply below ∼109.5 M (see §3.5.2 and Figure 3.14).
•While steeper than the SMF’s low-mass slope, the BMF’s low-mass slope is still much shallower
(αBMF ∼ −1.3) than the predicted slope from theoretical HMFs, alleviating some tension but not
fully explaining the discrepancy (Figure 3.14).
• The conditional SMF and BMF broken down into four halo mass regimes have more complex
structure than the overall galaxy mass functions and reveal that the majority of low-mass galaxies
are centrals in low-mass halos without satellites above our survey limits (see §3.5.3 and Figure
3.15).
• The conditional mass functions for central galaxies are divided into narrow humps at discrete
mass intervals as expected from the monotonic relationship between galaxy mass and halo mass
(see §3.5.3 and Figures 3.16 and 3.17).
• The low-mass slopes of the conditional satellite mass functions vary significantly in different
halo mass regimes. In larger group halos the low-mass slope in RESOLVE-B rises quite steeply
below an initial dip, but the same feature is not clear at ECO’s shallower depth. In the intermediate
group halo masses of nascent multiple-galaxy groups, we find a flat low-mass slope (Figures 3.15
and 3.16).
• These features seen in galaxy mass functions of intermediate and large group halos suggest
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the possibility that even in nascent groups, satellite merging and/or stripping are already shaping
the galaxy population. Recent work suggesting that the theoretical HMF may be much shallower
in hydrodynamic simulations that include baryonic physics driving dark matter core formation and
facilitating tidal stripping (Read et al. 2016) raises the possibility that group formation and satellite
destruction may help to explain the discrepancy between the observed galaxy BMF and theoretical
HMF (see §3.6).
• As evidence of the primacy of group-scale physics in determining the galaxy mass function,
we show that scaling a basis set of conditional mass functions from the ECO data set by the group
halo mass distribution in RESOLVE-B recovers the shape of the RESOLVE-B data set, including
a bump due to centrals in large groups (Figure 3.18).
In future work, we plan to compare the RESOLVE-B and ECO BMFs with semi-analytic models
and hydrodynamic simulations to explore the role of group formation in shaping galaxy mass
functions. We will also study the integrated group SMF and BMF to examine the role of unobserved
gas in reconciling observed and theoretical mass functions.
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CHAPTER 4: The Baryonic Collapse Efficiency in Galaxy Groups in the
RESOLVE and ECO surveys
4.1 Introduction
Galaxies form and evolve within the context of their local environment, which can be charac-
terized by group halos. In low-mass halos, galaxies tend to be star forming with abundant cold gas,
while in large groups and clusters, the galaxy population is quenched of star formation with little
cold gas (e.g., Davies & Lewis 1973; Kennicutt 1983a; Haynes et al. 1984). In the largest clusters,
the dominant baryonic component is the hot X-ray emitting gas (e.g., Mitchell et al. 1977; Giodini
et al. 2009), while in lower-mass halos, the halo gas temperatures are too low to emit X-rays, leaving
the majority of the gas in an unobservable warm-hot state (i.e., the warm-hot intergalactic medium
WHIM, Cen & Ostriker 2006). The collapsed baryons (in the form of stars and cold gas) dominate
the observable baryonic component of such low-mass groups.
Previous work examining the baryonic content of clusters has used X-ray data to study the
hot gas finding that the halo gas dominates the baryonic content for group halos with masses
>1013−13.5 M and even in the highest mass clusters probed (∼1015 M), the universal baryon
fraction is not reached (e.g., Ramella et al. 2004; Gonzalez et al. 2007; Giodini et al. 2009; Balogh
et al. 2011). These works use the galaxy dynamics or X-ray luminosity calibrations to measure
halo masses. At lower group masses, for which X-rays are difficult to detect and galaxy dynamics
harder to measure (due to few members), studies have used halo abundance matching (HAM) or
the halo occupation distribution (HOD) method to study the stellar content of groups (Moster
et al. 2010; Leauthaud et al. 2012b; Behroozi et al. 2013a). These studies find that the peak group
stellar fraction (group stellar mass divided by group halo mass) occurs at halo masses ∼1012 M,
and decreases towards higher and lower halo masses.
These previous studies have focused on the stellar content of groups, leaving out the contribution
from cold gas (the reservoir for future star formation), which can dominate the galaxy mass for
galaxies with cold baryonic mass Mcoldbary < 109.9 M, the gas richness threshold mass defined in
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Kannappan et al. (2013), hereafter K13. Even at higher galaxy masses, star-forming galaxies have
HI-to-stellar gas fractions >10%, a non negligible amount (e.g., Catinella et al. 2013; Kannappan
et al. 2013; Brown et al. 2015). In this work, we define the term “cold baryonic mass” to mean
the mass in stars and cold atomic gas, neglecting other mass components (see §4.2.3). In previous
work, we showed that the low-mass slope of the galaxy cold baryonic mass function rises more
steeply than the stellar mass function (Eckert et al. 2016, hereafter E16). We also found complex
structure after breaking the baryonic mass function into different group halo mass regimes. In the
intermediate group halo mass regime (∼1011.4−12 M), we found a flat low-mass slope, potentially
a signature of group formation processes such as stripping and merging. We refer to these groups
as “nascent groups,” where galaxies first start to come together to form larger structures.
These results motivate our desire to study group-integrated mass and the baryonic collapse
efficiency (the cold baryonic group mass divided by the group halo mass) of groups. To perform
this study we use two volume-limited surveys with groups ranging in halo mass from 1011 M to
1014 M. The smaller, RESOLVE-B, is complete to cold baryonic mass Mcoldbary ∼ 109.1 M. The
larger, ECO, encompasses the RESOLVE-A subvolume and is complete to Mcoldbary ∼ 109.4 M. We
also construct a mock catalog from the galform semi-analytic model (SAM) of Gonzalez-Perez
et al. (2014) to compare with the data.
In §4.2 we describe the data and methods used in this work to measure the mass of groups in
terms of stellar, cold baryonic, and group halo mass. In §4.3 we analyze the group-integrated stellar
and cold baryonic mass functions (SMF and CBMF) and examine the stellar and cold baryonic
fractions, finding a peak baryonic collapse efficiency around Mhalo ∼ 1011.8 M. In §4.4 we discuss
the implications of our results on nascent group formation and estimating halo masses via HAM.
Finally, in §4.5 we summarize our conclusions.
4.2 Data And Methods
We present a brief overview of the two data sets used in this work, including their relative
merits. We also present a short description of the data used to construct the group-integrated
properties for the two data sets. Finally, we describe the mock catalog created from the galform
SAM of Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014).
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4.2.1: Data Sets
In this work we use two data sets, the REsolved Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE survey (RE-
SOLVE, Kannappan et al. in prep.) and the Environmental COntext catalog (ECO, Moffett et al.
2015, hereafter M15). Both data sets are volume-limited and have been constructed using the
SDSS main redshift survey (Strauss et al. 2002), filling in incompleteness due to fiber-collisions
and pipeline photometry issues (see Blanton et al. 2005a) with data from several other redshift
surveys as described in E16. For both surveys we define membership based on group redshift (see
§4.2.3) using a buffer region to recover galaxies whose peculiar velocities place them outside the
survey limits. While the RESOLVE survey has greater completeness and deeper photometric and
HI data, the ECO catalog covers a much larger volume, providing better statistics and covering a
wider range of group halo masses.
The RESOLVE survey covers a >50,000 Mpc3 volume over two equatorial strips ranging in red-
shift from 4500–7000 km s−1 (see E15 for more detail). The ∼13,700 Mpc3 RESOLVE-B footprint
coincides with SDSS Stripe 82, while the larger RESOLVE-A is surrounded by the ECO catalog.
RESOLVE-B has extra redshift completeness due to repeated observations by the SDSS (see E16).
Due to the extra redshift completeness, we have dropped the RESOLVE-B luminosity completeness
limit to Mr,tot = −17.0, below the nominal luminosity completeness limit of Mr,tot = −17.33, which
corresponds to the SDSS apparent magnitude survey limit of 17.77 at the outer redshift boundary.
The RESOLVE-B volume contains 487 galaxies brighter than this limit and 336 groups, 269 of
which have N = 1 member.
RESOLVE-B is covered by deep ugriz coadds in the SDSS (Aihara et al. 2011), as well as
shallow JHK 2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006) and deeper Y HK UKIDSS data (Hambly et al.
2008). In addition it has nearly complete coverage by the GALEX MIS depth survey (∼ 1500s) in
the NUV (Morrissey et al. 2007), plus Swift uvm2 imaging for 19 galaxies (E15). The RESOLVE HI
survey (Stark et al. submitted) provides unconfused (or deconfused) HI detections or strong upper
limits (1.4MHI < 0.05Mstar) for 78% galaxies brighter than Mr,tot = −17.0 or having estimated
Mcoldbary > 109.0 M, based on calibrations of the relationship between gas-to-stellar mass ratio and
galaxy color (the photometric gas fractions technique described in Eckert et al. 2015, hereafter
E15).
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The ECO catalog covers a volume of ∼442,700 Mpc3, which is ∼32 times larger than the
RESOLVE-B subvolume and encompasses RESOLVE-A. While less complete in terms of redshift
coverage, the ECO volume provides statistical power that the smaller RESOLVE-B subvolume
cannot, having 9456 galaxies brighter than the luminosity limit of −17.33 and 6534 groups of which
5285 are groups of N = 1.
While ECO has uniform shallow coverage over ugrizJHK from SDSS and 2MASS, deeper
data from UKIDSS is limited to the RESOLVE-A region and MIS depth NUV from GALEX
covers ∼45% (including most of RESOLVE-A). Fractional-mass limited HI data is available for
the RESOLVE-A subvolume within ECO, providing a similar quality of data in RESOLVE-B.
Additional coverage is provided by the flux-limited 21cm ALFALFA survey’s α40 catalog (Haynes
et al. 2011), which yields HI detections for galaxies with MHI & 109.05 M at ECO redshifts. We
have computed upper limits for galaxies with ALFALFA non-detections, but ∼84% of those are
weak (i.e., MHI > 0.05Mstar). For the remaining galaxies we rely on gas mass estimates using the
photometric gas fractions technique described in E15.
In E16, we computed galaxy stellar and baryonic mass completeness limits for the RESOLVE-B
and ECO volumes by examining the stellar and baryonic mass-to-light ratio distributions near each
survey’s respective luminosity completeness limit. For RESOLVE-B, we find that the stellar and
baryonic mass completeness limits are Mstar = 108.7 M and Mcoldbary = 109.1 M. For ECO, we find
that they are Mstar = 108.9 M and Mcoldbary = 109.4 M.
To determine our group mass completeness limits, we note that at low group mass, we are dom-
inated by N = 1 groups, so these galaxy mass completeness limits should also apply for our group
mass limits. There may, however, be groups consisting entirely of galaxies below our luminosity
completeness limit (i.e., dwarf associations Tully et al. 2006). To quantify how many of such groups
we may be missing, we examine the number of groups in RESOLVE-B with stellar or cold baryonic
mass greater than the ECO mass completeness limits, but having no galaxy brighter than the ECO
luminosity limit (−17.33). We find <1% of RESOLVE-B groups fit this criteria, implying that our
galaxy completeness limits are sufficient.
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4.2.2: Photometry & Galaxy Stellar and Cold Baryonic Masses
In this work we use the reprocessed NUVugrizY JHK photometry from GALEX, SDSS, 2MASS,
and UKIDSS described in E15 and M15 for the RESOLVE and ECO data sets respectively. The
reprocessing addresses several issues in the catalog photometry. For the SDSS data, we use the
improved sky background subtraction of Blanton et al. (2011), and for the IR data we perform ad-
ditional custom background subtraction. By enforcing the same elliptical apertures (based on the
high S/N gri coadded image) across all bands, we are able to measure total galaxy magnitudes in
all bands using three non-parametric methods. These methods allow for color gradients in galaxies
as opposed to suppressing them as done in the SDSS catalog photometry.
These improvements yield brighter magnitudes, larger radii, overall bluer colors, and more real
scatter in color (see Figures 3 and 4 of E15). These last two imply that galaxy star formation
rates are higher and star formation histories are more varied than previously reported. In K13,
which used similarly processed photometry for the Nearby Field Galaxy Survey (NFGS, Jansen
& Kannappan 2001), low-mass gas-rich galaxies, traditionally regarded as inefficient star formers,
were found to be doubling their mass over the last Gyr.
Stellar masses are computed using the same Bayesian spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting
approach as in E15 and E16. The code produces a likelihood weighted mass distribution for each
galaxy based on the full model grid set considered. To assign a single value for the galaxy’s stellar
mass, we take the median of the likelihood weighted stellar mass distribution.
As mentioned, cold baryonic mass in this work is defined as the stars plus cold atomic gas
mass. Generally the atomic gas dominates the cold gas mass of galaxies, although large spirals may
have significantly more molecular gas. The total gas mass in large spirals, however, is is typically
half the stellar mass (Casoli et al. 1998; Kannappan et al. 2013; Boselli et al. 2014). RESOLVE-
B and ECO both have HI data available with varying depth and coverage. While RESOLVE’s
coverage is fractional mass limited and nearly complete, ECO has fractional mass limited data only
in the RESOLVE-A subvolume and data from the flux-limited ALFALFA survey elsewhere, which
provides mostly weak upper limits.
To supplement the HI data, we use the photometric gas fraction (PGF) technique to estimate
gas-to-stellar mass (G/S) ratios as described in E15. The estimators are based on a model fit to
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the 2D distribution of log(G/S) vs. color (or “modified color,” a linear combination of color and
axial ratio) to produce log(G/S) distributions for each galaxy. These estimates of log(G/S) are
created using the RESOLVE-A data set and are therefore ideal for use on volume-limited surveys,
validated by testing on the RESOLVE-B HI data set in E15. In E16, we determined the best PGF
estimator for each galaxy based on comparing the galaxy’s measured color with its SED modeled
color. We prefer longer baseline estimators (such as u− J or u−K) when the measured and SED
modeled colors are in agreement.
To compute cold baryonic mass, we perform a “pseudo-convolution” of the stellar mass likelihood
distribution for a given galaxy with the HI mass likelihood distribution implied by its HI data (for
good detections) or inferred from its PGF-estimated log(G/S) distribution (for missing, low S/N,
or badly confused detections). The details are provided in E16. This algorithm results in a cold
baryonic mass likelihood distribution, from which we can take the median if a single value for the
galaxy’s baryonic is necessary. (We use the full distribution by default.)
4.2.3: Group Stellar, Cold Baryonic, and Halo Masses
RESOLVE and ECO are volume limited enabling optimal group finding, for which we use the
Friends-of-Friends (FOF) algorithm from Berlind et al. (2006). This algorithm links galaxies that
are within a specified projected and redshift space distance into groups. The linking lengths are
based on a multiplicative factor of the mean distance between objects in a given sample. The on-
sky and line-of-sight linking lengths determined in Berlind et al. (2006), 0.14 and 0.75 respectively,
were designed to reproduce the multiplicity function and projected sizes of groups for groups with
N > 10 members. Based on our own work as well as that of Duarte & Mamon (2014) and Robotham
et al. (2011), we use on-sky and line-of-sight linking lengths better geared toward recovery of low-N
groups: 0.07 and 1.1 respectively (for more detail see §3.5.1 of E16). Since RESOLVE-B is a small
volume (and overdense due to cosmic variance, E16), we fix the mean distance multiplied by the
linking lengths based on running the FOF code on a version of ECO that extends to Mr,tot = −17.0
to have depth analogous to RESOLVE-B without its overdensity (see M15). After running the FOF
code, each galaxy is assigned to a group. We consider galaxies that are identified as being alone in
their halo as N = 1 groups with isolated “central” galaxies.
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To describe the mass content of groups in this work, we use three different types of metrics:
the group-integrated stellar and cold baryonic mass, the group halo mass determined through halo
abundance matching, and the group total mass determined from dynamics.
Group-Integrated Stellar and Cold Baryonic Mass
The group-integrated stellar and cold baryonic masses are the respective sums of the stellar and
cold baryonic masses of all galaxies within the group. To compute the likelihood distributions of
these integrated masses for each group, we use a pseudo-convolution method similar to the method
used to compute galaxy baryonic mass in E16. We do this so that we can use the mass likelihood
distributions for each group with the cross-bin sampling technique of E16 to determine smooth
group-integrated mass functions and uncertainty bands (see §4.3.1).
Briefly, for groups with N = 1 member, the group mass likelihood distribution is the mass
likelihood distribution of that galaxy. For groups with N > 1 members, we start with the two least
massive galaxies. First, we compute the mass likelihood distributions of both galaxies divided into
bins of linear spacing ∆M, which can range from 1/100 to 1/2 of the smallest mass with likelihood
> 1e-4. The range accounts for the potentially large difference in mass between the two galaxies
(possibly a factor of 10-100) to keep the calculation from taking too long. We then compute the new
mass and likelihood for each possible mass combination of the two galaxies. This pseudo-convolution
is repeated with each resulting mass likelihood distribution and successively more massive galaxy
in the group (updating ∆M for each round) to produce the group mass likelihood distribution. To
assign a specific stellar or baryonic mass value to a group, we use the median of its mass likelihood
distribution.
We also consider the stellar and cold baryonic mass contribution from satellites below the
survey limit floor by using the satellite mass functions from E16. First we normalize the satellite
mass functions in the different group halo mass regimes presented in E16 (divisions at 1011.4 M,
1012 M, and 1013.5 M). Then we fit a line to the low-mass slope to extrapolate the satellite mass
function below our survey mass limits, and we integrate the extrapolated total mass in satellites
from our survey limit down to Mstar or Mcoldbary = 106 M. In the intermediate group halo mass
regime (Mhalo = 1011.4−12 M), we find that the satellites below our mass limits contribute an
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additional ∼2–4% of the group stellar mass and ∼7–8% of the group cold baryonic mass. In the
large group halo mass and cluster mass regimes (Mhalo = 1012.0−13.5 M and Mhalo > 1013.5 M)
the contribution falls to ∼1.5% for stellar mass and ∼3-4% for cold baryonic mass. To estimate
the contribution from satellites below our luminosity limit for our lowest group halo mass regime
(for which the satellite mass function is mostly incomplete), we scale the extrapolated slopes for
the intermediate and large-group halo satellite mass functions to estimate a range. In this halo
mass regime, the satellite contribution for stellar mass ranges from 3-8% and for cold baryonic mass
ranges from 8-14%, depending on the slope used.
Group Halo Abundance Matching
Group halo abundance matching (HAM) uses the cumulative number density of groups based on
some group quantity (such as group luminosity) and matches the groups to halos of corresponding
cumulative number density in simulations. In this work we perform abundance matching to the
halo mass function (HMF) from Warren et al. (2006) using both the total group r-band luminosity
and the group-integrated stellar mass. Warren et al. (2006) use the standard simulation linking
length parameter b=0.2, finding that these FOF halos are roughly equivalent to halos defined at
M280b or at an average overdensity of 280 times the background density of matter. This method
assumes that group halo mass can be determined based on the group properties corresponding
to the stellar or cold-baryonic content of groups and that every halo is populated by a galaxy.
The first assumption implies a monotonic relationship between the HAM group halo mass and the
group-integrated stellar or baryonic mass as seen in Figure 4.1a. This assumption will fail in the
presence of significant variations in hot baryon fraction.
Group Dynamical Masses
For groups with multiple members, we compute dynamical masses using the relative velocities







where σgrp is the velocity dispersion of the group, Rproj is the projected radius of the group, and
A is a multiplicative scale factor.
To measure σgrp, we use the Gapper method (Beers et al. 1990), which is more robust than a
simple rms for low-N groups. The Gapper method weights the radial velocities of the galaxies in








where N is the number of galaxies in the group, ∆vi is vi+1 − vi (the velocities have been ordered
from smallest to largest), and wi = i(N − i).
The group’s projected radius is measured relative to the group center computed by taking the
median of the member galaxies’ RA and Dec coordinates. Using the technique from Robotham
et al. (2011), we order the galaxies’ projected radii from the center from smallest to largest and
assign to each ordered radius the percentage of galaxies within that radius (0–100%). We then find
the radius corresponding to the 75th percentile to be the projected radius. We use a larger radius
than the preferred 50th percentile used in Robotham et al. 2011, which best recovered group radii
for N > 20 groups, but also developed artifacts for low-N systems due to group finding errors.
The underlying assumption of these masses is that the group halo is virialized, which may or may
not be a safe assumption. To assess the validity of this assumption, we use the Anderson–Darling
test (A–D test) following the methods of Hou et al. (2009), to look for whether the distribution
of radial velocities is consistent with a Gaussian. The Anderson–Darling test is considered robust
for N ≥ 5 systems (D’Agostino & Stephens 1986), and we find that ∼90% of our groups can be
classified as virialized.
In Figure 4.1 we show group-integrated cold baryonic mass vs. group halo mass measured by
HAM (using Lr) and dynamical mass estimates for RESOLVE-B and ECO. The built in relationship
between the group-integrated baryonic mass and HAM group halo mass is apparent and caused by
matching on r-band group-integrated luminosity, which correlates better with cold baryonic mass
than stellar mass (K13). The relationship between the group-integrated baryonic mass and dy-
namical group halo mass shows more scatter, especially towards lower mass groups that have fewer
galaxies with which to compute the dynamics. We have scaled Mˆdynhalo by A = 12.6, which minimizes
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the offset between HAM and dynamical group mass estimates for groups with MHAMhalo > 1012 M.
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Figure 4.1: Group-integrated cold baryonic mass vs. group halo mass measured by (a) HAM and
(b) dynamical estimates. ECO is shown in blue and RESOLVE is shown in orange. The black
line shows a one-to-one relationship shifted down by 2 dex. Groups with N > 4 are shown as
open circles. The abundance matched group mass estimates are closely correlated with the group-
integrated baryonic content since we have used group r-band luminosity to perform the abundance
matching and r-band luminosity correlates closely with baryonic mass (K13). Dynamical estimates
are shown only for groups with N > 4 members and show larger scatter with baryonic content at
lower halo masses due to having fewer members for the dynamical mass calculation.
Group Dynamical Masses Through Stacking
For low-N groups, dynamical masses are less reliable or impossible to calculate for single groups.
Therefore, we attempt to increase the numbers by stacking groups of similar properties and com-
puting the velocity dispersion and projected radius from a larger number of galaxies.
To compute the stacked dynamical masses, we first need to determine what group properties
to stack on. For the first parameter we use the group-integrated luminosity, which to first order
should track the mass of the group. For the second parameter, we have tested different photometric
quantities that may relate to the dynamical state of the group by examining whether they correlate
with residuals from the relation between MHAMhalo and Mˆ
dyn
halo in N > 7 member groups (Figure 4.2).
The parameters are: total NUV−r color of the group, u − r color of the central galaxy, r-band
magnitude gap, and u− r color gap. The last two are computed between the central (the brightest
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galaxy in Mr,tot) and the brightest satellite (the second brightest galaxy in Mr,tot).
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Figure 4.2: Residual correlations between ∆logMhalo and (a) NUV−r color of the entire group, (b)
u − r color of the central, (c) r-band magnitude gap, and (d) u − r color gap. Only groups with
N > 7 members are shown, and ∆logMhalo is computed as the difference between the log of the
HAM group halo mass and the log of the dynamical group halo mass (scaled by A = 12.6). Groups
that fail the A–D test (i.e., that are not virialized) are shown in red. Neither the total NUV−r
color of the group nor the color of the central show significant correlation. The r-band magnitude
gap and u − r color gap do show significant correlations with halo mass residuals, with the color
gap having both a more significant correlation and higher correlation coefficient.
The magnitude gap between the central and brightest satellite has been used as a tool to detect
groups and clusters that assembled early and hence are more dynamically relaxed (e.g., Ponman
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et al. 1994; Jones et al. 2003). The recent merger history of halos, however, may enhance or diminish
magnitude gaps within groups, making them less reliable as an indicator of early assembly (von
Benda-Beckmann et al. 2008; Dariush et al. 2010). More recent work has examined the use of
galaxy color to perform age distribution matching (along with HAM, e.g., Hearin & Watson 2013),
suggesting that the color of the central or of the entire group may be useful. Studies of galactic
conformity, an empirical result showing that satellites tend to have similar colors and star formation
histories as their halo central (Weinmann et al. 2006), also suggest that the colors of galaxies in the
halo may be related to its formation history/dynamical state. Based on these studies, we define a
quantity that we call the color gap, which is the difference in color between the central and brightest
satellite.
We find that the r-band magnitude gap and u − r color gap produce the most significant
correlations with halo mass residuals (albeit with low correlation coefficients and large scatter).
As noted before, the magnitude gap may be misleading due to any recent mergers, so we rely on
the color gap, which has a more significant correlation and a higher correlation coefficient with
residuals.
We use the u− r color gap along with the group r-band luminosity to stack our groups in bins
of 0.25 mag in both quantities. We then compute the stacked group dynamical mass for each bin.
Final Dynamical Group Mass Estimates
To determine final dynamical mass estimates we rely on a combination of measured and stacked
estimates at high N and the stacked estimates and HAM masses (with increased scatter) at low-N .
We also calibrate the dynamical masses to match the cumulative HMF.
For groups with N > 15, we use the measured dynamical mass. For groups with N = 7–14,
we use a linear combination of the stacked dynamical mass estimate and the directly measured
dynamical estimate, weighting towards measured dynamical estimates as a linear function of group
N . For groups with N = 4–7, we use the stacked dynamical mass estimates.
Before comparing with the HAM masses and addressing the lower-N systems, we must calibrate
our halo masses. Scaling by a constant A (as done in §4.2.3) results in over production of groups
with mass ∼1012 M compared to the theoretical halo mass function from Warren et al. (2006) as
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shown by the blue cross-hatched histogram in Figure 4.3a. Since we do not necessarily think that
the characteristic group radius should stay the same as a function of group mass, we determine
a scale factor A(σ) that reproduces the theoretical cumulative HMF from Warren et al. (2006)
(Figure 4.3b). The green cross-hatched histogram shows the HMF of the dynamical mass estimates
scaled by A(σ), which better reproduces the theoretical halo mass function than using the constant
value of A.
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Figure 4.3: Method to determine the scale factor A(σ) for the dynamical mass estimates (using
both the direct and stack estimates). (a) The HMF from Warren et al. (2006) is shown as the
grey thick line and the ECO HMF for the HAM group mass estimates is shown as the purple filled
histogram (by definition constructed to match the theoretical HMF). The dynamical HMF scaled
by a constant factor of A is shown as the dark blue crosshatched histogram, which over produces
groups of mass ∼1012 M. The dynamical HMF scaled by A(σ) (see panel b) is shown as the
green cross-hatched histogram, and is calibrated to reproduce the theoretical cumulative halo mass
function. (b) To determine the scale factor A(σ) we plot the ratio of the theoretical and dynamical
cumulative mass functions as a function of log(σ) and fit a line over the range in log(σ) = 1.9–2.7
(solid green). This fit is applied to the dynamical mass estimates.
To incorporate the HAM masses at low-N , we inflate the scatter in the halo masses at fixed
group stellar or baryonic mass to ∼0.15 as suggested by Behroozi et al. (2010). This scatter is
measured for the central-to-halo mass relationship, however for these low N groups, N = 1 groups
(i.e., centrals only) dominate. For the HAM masses matched on stellar mass, we add 0.15 dex
scatter. For the HAM masses matched on luminosity, we add 0.12 dex scatter, taking into account
that there is already some scatter due to using the group luminosity.
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For groups with N = 2–4, we then perform another linear combination of the HAM mass with
scatter and the stacked dynamical mass estimate, weighting linearly as a function of group N . For
groups with N = 1 we use the HAM mass with scatter.
In Figure 4.4 we show group Mcoldbary vs. group M
dyn
halo and group MHAMhalo vs. group M
dyn
halo for all
groups. Mdynhalo combines the direct and stacked dynamical mass estimates and HAM mass estimates
with scatter into one group mass variable. We note that the curvature between halo mass and
group-integrated cold baryonic mass seen in Figure 4.4a is still apparent when using our dynamical
masses, albeit with greater scatter.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Group-integrated baryonic mass and (b) HAM group halo mass vs. group halo mass
measured by dynamical estimates (direct and stacking) at large N and by HAM with scatter at
low-N . ECO is shown in blue and RESOLVE is shown in orange. The black line shows a one-to-one
relationship shifted down by 2 dex. Groups with N > 7 are shown as open circles, while groups
with N = 2–7 are shown as medium sized dots and groups with N = 1–2 are shown as small dots.
Groups are assigned mass according to group N as described in §4.2.3.
4.2.4: The Semi-analytic Model Mock Catalog
To compare our results with models of galaxy evolution, we create a mock catalog based on
the SAM described in Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014), which builds on the Lagos et al. (2012) model.
This SAM is a variant of the galform model (Cole et al. 2000) and is particularly relevant to
this work because it separates out the cold atomic and molecular gas components for implementing
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more realistic star formation prescriptions (Lagos et al. 2011b,a).
The galform model starts with the dark matter only Millennium simulation halo merger trees
(Springel et al. 2005). This particular SAM uses the Millennium run with the WMAP 7 cosmology
(Ωm = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.728, H0 = 70.4 km s−1; Komatsu et al. 2011). The formation and evolution of
galaxies are built on top of the dark matter only foundation by adding gas to halos and following
prescriptions for gas heating (in the form of shocks and feedback from stars and active galactic
nuclei, AGN), gas cooling, star formation, metal enrichment, and black hole formation. We refer
the reader to Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014) for an in depth description of these processes. We note,
however, that the SAM used in this work differs from that of Gonzalez-Perez et al. (2014) in its
treatment of a galaxy’s hot gas once it becomes a satellite within a larger halo. In Gonzalez-Perez
et al. (2014), the satellite’s hot gas is immediately stripped upon entering the halo. In the SAM
used in this work, a partial ram pressure stripping algorithm gradually removes the satellite’s hot
gas, resulting in higher early type gas fractions in agreement with observations (Lagos et al. 2014;
see also Guo et al. 2015). It should be noted that the ram pressure stripping here removes the hot
gas and not the cold gas as originally described in Gunn & Gott (1972).
For direct comparison to the RESOLVE-B and ECO data sets we produce a mock catalog from
the z = 0 output of the SAM, by converting the positions and velocities of galaxies to RA, Dec, and
redshift. To compute RA and Dec, we convert from Cartesian to spherical coordinates with the
origin placed at the center of the box. To compute redshift, we measure the distance to each galaxy
from the origin and obtain the cosmological redshift using a Hubble constant of 70 km s−1 Mpc−1.
The redshift velocity is added to the velocity of the galaxy within the simulation, which corresponds
to its peculiar velocity.
The SAM mock catalog extends to cz = 15,000 km s−1, although we cut down the volume
to a spherical shell extending between cz=2530–7470 km s−1 and select galaxies brighter than
Mr = −17.33 (similar to ECO). To ensure that the SAM absolute magnitudes are roughly consistent
with the reprocessed magnitudes for ECO, we examine the r-band luminosity function for ECO and
for the entire z = 0 SAM box (for greater statistics than the smaller mock catalog). We determine
that the SAM magnitudes should be shifted brighter by ∼0.2 mag to be consistent with the ECO
luminosity function near Mr,tot = −23.0, where the ECO luminosity function reaches 10 galaxies
per Mpc3. The final mock volume is ∼1649480 Mpc3 and has an overall number density of galaxies
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brighter than −17.33 ∼0.0209 Mpc−3 (similar to the ECO number density of ∼0.0211 Mpc−3).
We perform group finding and halo abundance matching for the SAM using the same codes
and linking lengths as described in §4.2.3 so that we can examine both the “true” groups and
those identified as an observer would including group finding errors “FOF.” To reduce errors in
group finding due to galaxies with large peculiar velocities, we further cut down the mock to
galaxies with group redshifts within a spherical shell 3000-7000 km s−1 (similar to ECO). Within
this smaller volume, there are 65,784 true groups (57,109 are N = 1) and there are 67,387 FOF
groups (55039 are N = 1).
For both the true and FOF groups we have measured the group-integrated stellar and cold
baryonic mass. We note that the IMF used in the model is that of Kennicutt (1983b), different
from the Chabrier (2003) IMF used to compute stellar masses for RESOLVE-B and ECO. The two
IMFs yield similar mass-to-light ratios, and so we do not expect this difference to cause significant
systematics in comparing the model and the data. For cold baryonic mass, we sum the stellar and
cold atomic gas (1.4MHI) mass in each galaxy. Since the SAM does not have upper limits on the
HI data, we impose an artificial lower limit 1.4MHI = 0.05Mstar to be consistent with our data.
To ensure that the SAM true and FOF group halo masses are consistent with the ECO data,
we compare the halo mass functions. We find no significant offset and thus we apply no correction
to the group halo masses.
4.3 Group Mass Functions and Baryon Fractions
We now examine the group-integrated stellar and cold baryonic mass functions (or group SMF
and CBMF) and group-integrated stellar and cold baryon fractions for the RESOLVE-B and ECO
data sets as well as for the SAM mock catalog.
4.3.1: Group Mass Functions
To measure the group SMF and CBMF for RESOLVE-B and ECO, we adapt the cross-bin
sampling technique described in E16. For the galaxy MFs in E16, this method first combined all
individual mass likelihood distributions into one combined survey mass likelihood distribution by
summing the likelihoods in each bin. Then the overall stellar or baryonic mass functions were
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constructed by sampling from the combined survey mass likelihood distribution 1000 times in a
Monte Carlo fashion. From these 1000 samples, we determine the median and the uncertainty
bands (16th-84th percentiles of the mass functions). In this work, rather than constructing the
mass likelihood distribution of all the galaxies in our data set, we construct the mass likelihood
distribution of all the groups in our data set, using the individual group mass likelihood distributions
computed in §4.2.3.
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Figure 4.5: Group (a) SMF and (b) CBMF for ECO (blue) and RESOLVE-B (orange) determined
using the cross-bin sampling method of E16. The cross-hatched regions show the 16th-84th per-
centile uncertainty bands. The theoretical dark matter HMF of Warren et al. (2006) scaled by
a universal baryon fraction of 0.15 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) is shown in black. In both
panels the group MFs fall short of the theoretical HMF at both high and low masses. The green
dashed line in panel a shows the double power law fit to the group SMF given in Yang et al. (2009).
The dark blue and orange lines in both panels show our fits using the same model for the ECO and
RESOLVE group MFs respectively. The group CBMF shows similar behavior to the group SMF
at high masses and a steeper low-mass slope, as also seen in the galaxy mass function due to the
abundance of gas-dominated galaxies at low halo masses (K13, M15).
The group SMFs for RESOLVE-B and ECO are shown in Figure 4.5a. The fact that RESOLVE-
B is elevated over ECO is due to cosmic variance, as RESOLVE-B was found to be overdense
compared to ECO in E16. We compare the group SMF with the dark matter HMF from Warren
et al. (2006), which does not include the contribution from subhalos and is scaled by the universal
baryon fraction of 0.15 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014) for direct comparison with the data. This
is the same HMF that we use to assign HAM halo masses to the data and SAM mock catalog.
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Table 4.1: Fitting Parameters for Group-Integrated Mass Function
data φ∗ logM∗ α β x∗
– dlogM−1Mpc−3 log(M) – – –
RESOLVE-B GISMF 0.004 ± 1.14 11.18 ± 21.8 -0.1 ± 0.05 1.21 ± 5.96 1.08 ± 211.
ECO GISMF 0.001 ± 0.62 10.95 ± 20.2 -0.2 ± 0.08 0.38 ± 3.87 0.35 ± 142.
RESOLVE-B GIBMF 0.003 ± 0.03 11.24 ± 4.27 -0.3 ± 0.01 1.03 ± 0.04 0.78 ± 13.9
ECO GIBMF 0.002 ± 0.06 10.92 ± 6.32 -0.3 ± 0.02 0.32 ± 0.03 0.30 ± 17.6
At high masses, the group SMF drops off more steeply than the universal baryon fraction scaled
group HMF. Around ∼1010.9 M the group SMF reaches a maximum compared to the HMF, which
we determine by finding the maximum of the ratio between the group SMF and the scaled HMF.
Below 1010.9 M, the group SMF exhibits a shallow rise, even shallower than the galaxy SMF (not
shown, see E16). This slow rise reflects the fact that low-mass satellites from the galaxy SMF are
removed from the low-mass end and placed into high-mass groups in the group SMF. This result
clearly illustrates the large gap between the group mass function and dark matter HMF at low
group-integrated stellar masses.
To compare with previous work, we overplot the double power-law fit to the group SMF from
Yang et al. (2009) in Figure 4.5a. They used the Yang et al. (2007) group catalog constructed from
the NYU-VAGC SDSS galaxy catalog (Blanton et al. 2005b). Their group finding algorithm used
FOF to define potential groups and then an iterative process to assign galaxies to each potential




(1 + ( mM∗ )
4)β (4.3)
Our own fits using the same model are shown as solid orange and blue lines for RESOLVE-B
and ECO respectively and the model parameters are given in Table 4.1. The Yang et al. (2009)
group-integrated stellar masses are shifted towards higher mass, likely due to their use of stellar
masses based on the Bell et al. (2003b) color-Mstar/L relations, which have been shown to yield
masses biased high relative to stellar masses based on full SED modeling (factors of 2-3, Kannappan
& Gawiser 2007). We find a similar low-mass slope of α = −0.2 to that found in Yang et al. (2009).
The group CBMFs for RESOLVE-B and ECO are shown in Figure 4.5b. At high mass, they are
very similar to the group SMFs, since high mass groups generally have little cold gas (Haynes et al.
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1984). Indeed we find that the power-law slopes of the high-mass ends are very similar between the
group SMF and CBMF (β ∼ 0.3 for ECO). The RESOLVE-B β values are much steeper than ECO
due to the steeper fall-off at large group masses, similar to the RESOLVE-B galaxy BMF shown in
E16. Near ∼1010.9 M the group CBMF also reaches its maximum to the group HMF, although
the maximum is much broader than that of the SMF (measured again by finding the maximum of
the ratio of the group CBMF to the scaled HMF). Below 1011 M, the group CBMF rises more
steeply than the SMF (αSMF = −0.3 vs. αCBMF = −0.2), similar to the galaxy BMF vs. SMF
shown in E16. However, the group CBMF is still not as steep as the HMF.
At all masses, the group SMF and CBMF fall below the scaled group HMF, though perhaps
for different reasons. In large groups, we expect that hot gas dominates the baryon content, and
we will examine its effect on the group BMF in §4.3.3. At lower masses, the separation from the
HMF may also be indicative of unaccounted for gas (see §4.4.2) or due to other processes related
to galaxy and group formation.
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Figure 4.6: Group SMF (dark green) and CBMF (light green) for the FOF groups in the GALFORM
semi-analytic model. (Results are not shown for the mock catalog true groups but are similar.)
Since the stellar and baryonic mass are known quantities, we plot the mass functions with Poisson
error bars only. The theoretical dark matter HMF scaled by the universal baryon fraction is shown
in black and the ECO group SMF and CBMF are plotted in dark and light blue respectively. The
SAM and ECO group MFs exhibit similar overall behavior, with a break in power-law slope near
∼1011 M. The SAM, however, shows a dip in numbers relative to ECO data set just below this
mass scale, resulting in a more steeply rising slope at the lowest masses to recover the overall group
number density, which is similar for ECO and the SAM.
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In Figure 4.6, we show the group SMF (dark green) and CBMF (light green) for the FOF groups
in the SAM mock catalog. We note that the results do not change significantly if we use the true
groups rather than the FOF groups. Since the galaxy masses are known to precision (albeit with
systematic errors due to the assumptions of the model such as the IMF, star formation prescription,
and gas definition), we bin the values and assume Poisson error bars for each bin.
At high mass (>1011 M), the group SMF and CBMF for the SAM are very similar and
closely match the ECO group SMF and CBMF (overplotted in dark and light blue respectively).
Below ∼1011 M, however, the SAM group SMF and CBMF deviate significantly from the data,
revealing many fewer groups with group-integrated cold baryonic mass ∼1011 M. We explore
the underprediction of groups near the knee of the group SMF and CBMF and its relation to the
feedback implementation in the model in more detail in §4.4.1. The SAM group SMF and CBMF
then rise more steeply and catch up with the ECO SMF and CBMF at the lowest group halo masses.
We note that the catching up is due to the fact that the mock catalog has a similar overall number
density of galaxies (and groups) as the ECO data set. The number density of groups is dominated
by the low-mass groups, although we do not strictly enforce that the SAM number densities at low
group mass be the same as ECO.
4.3.2: Group Stellar & Cold Baryon Fractions
We now examine group-integrated stellar and cold baryon fractions as a function of halo mass
for ECO and RESOLVE-B. These fractions are defined as the group-integrated stellar or cold
baryonic mass divided by the group halo mass. We can interpret these fractions as the stellar or
baryonic collapse efficiency of groups, i.e., how many of the group baryons have collapsed into the
observable stars and cold gas. To increase our statistics we combine the ECO and RESOLVE-B
data sets. Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9 show results using HAM and dynamical group mass estimates
respectively. The group-integrated stellar and cold baryonic mass completeness limits are shown
as a dashed black line.
Using HAM (Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show results for group luminosity and stellar mass HAM respec-
tively), we find that the stellar and cold baryon fractions peak around a halo mass of ∼1011.8 M
and fall off at higher and lower group halo mass. This behavior has been seen in previous work using
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Figure 4.7: Conditional density plot of group-integrated (a) stellar and (b) cold baryon fraction
as a function of group halo mass as determined by HAM using group luminosity for all ECO and
RESOLVE-B groups. The universal baryon fraction (0.15) is shown as a line at the top and the
group stellar mass completeness limit is shown by the dashed black line. The group-integrated
stellar mass fraction falls swiftly above and below group halo mass ∼1011.8 M. The group-
integrated cold baryon fraction reaches a maximum over the nascent group regime (1011.4−12 M)
with little scatter. At high group halo mass, the stellar and cold baryon fractions are similar.
HAM or HOD methods for assigning halo mass (e.g., Leauthaud et al. 2012b). The falloff towards
higher group halo masses is assumed to show that high-mass groups are increasing their hot gas
and dark matter content faster than their collapsed cold baryonic mass content. The falloff toward
low group halo masses would then correspondingly show that low-mass galaxies (generally single
galaxies in their own halo down to our survey limits) are growing rapidly in cold baryonic mass,
while their halo mass is not increasing at the same rate. We note that galaxies below the survey
limit could contribute up to ∼14% of the cold baryonic mass in low mass groups (Mhalo < 1011.4,
see §4.2.3), increasing the cold baryon fractions by roughly ∼0.05 dex.
These results suggest that groups of mass ∼1011.4−12 M have the highest baryonic collapse
efficiency, which then falls toward higher mass groups as the growth in dark-matter and hot X-
ray gas starts to dominate. Groups below 1011.4 M have the highest rate of baryonic collapse
efficiency and are forming rapidly, echoing the results of K13, who showed that low-mass isolated
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Figure 4.8: Same as Figure 4.7, except using group masses determined using group-integrated
stellar mass HAM with scatter of 0.15 dex added. The group-integrated stellar fractions are similar
to those using the group masses matched on Lr. The group-integrated cold baryon fractions behave
differently as low-masses, with increased scatter. The increased scatter is likely due to the fact that
Lr correlates more closely with cold baryonic mass than with stellar mass.
galaxies have doubled their stellar mass over the past Gyr, and Moster et al. (2013), who showed
that galaxies in low-mass halos are growing faster than their dark matter halos. We also note that
the peak of the stellar mass fraction is sharper than the cold baryonic mass fraction, with a steeper
falloff towards lower mass groups. Adding the cold gas results in a much flatter peak over the
nascent group regime, that has little scatter in cold baryon fraction. Using the stellar mass based
HAM group masses, however, we find that the group baryon fractions become much more scattered
at low-masses, likely due to the fact that stellar mass does not track the baryonic mass as well as
group r-band luminosity in the low group halo mass regime.
In Figure 4.9, we show the group stellar and cold baryon fractions as a function of dynamical
mass as described in §4.2.3. At high group halo masses, the stellar and cold baryon fractions are
similar to HAM, decreasing with increasing halo mass. Below ∼1012.5 M, however, we find a
much greater diversity in stellar and cold baryon fractions than with HAM (with width ∼1 dex
vs. ∼0.5 dex near Mhalo = 1012 M). Thus HAM may build in a perceived tight maximum in
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Figure 4.9: Conditional density plot of group-integrated (a) stellar and (b) cold baryon fraction as a
function of group halo mass as determined by the combination of (group luminosity) HAM+scatter,
and dynamical estimates based on stacking and direct measurements for both ECO and RESOLVE-
B groups combined. The universal baryon fraction is shown as a line at the top and the group cold
baryonic mass completeness limit is shown by the dashed black line. Using dynamical mass results
in a wider range of galaxy stellar and cold baryon fractions, particularly over the nascent group
halo mass range, although the peak baryonic collapse efficiency still occurs ∼1011.8 M.
baryonic collapse efficiency over the nascent group regime, whereas the dynamical masses suggest
there should be more scatter, potentially due to variations in the hot gas fractions within groups.
In Figure 4.10 we show stellar and cold baryon fractions as a function of HAM group halo mass
for the FOF SAM mock catalog. Using HAM results in the familiar shape seen in the ECO and
RESOLVE-B data in Figure 4.7. The baryon fractions peak at a similar group halo mass, although
the behavior at low group halo mass appears somewhat flatter and more scattered than observed
in the data. The spur seen at high group halo mass and low stellar or cold baryon fraction is due
to a population of galaxies in the SAM with low mass given their brightness. Examination of this
galaxy population reveals that they are massive, blue, and star-forming galaxies. We suspect that
their intrinsic magnitudes are not sufficiently extincted by the dust model and internal extinction
prescription to produce realistic observed magnitudes. Performing HAM with stellar mass causes
the spur to go away (Figure 4.11).
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Figure 4.10: Conditional density plot of group-integrated (a) stellar and (b) cold baryon fraction for
the SAM using the FOF groups with HAM based on group luminosity. We find that applying FOF
and HAM to the SAM mock catalog results in the upside down U shape as seen in the ECO data,
although the cold baryon fraction does not decrease as sharply towards lower masses. The spur of
low cold baryon fraction groups for their halo mass is due to a population of galaxies with much
lower masses than their luminosities would suggest. These are blue, star-forming galaxies, and we
suspect that the model’s dust correction does not sufficiently extinct their intrinsic magnitudes.
Using the true group halo masses for the SAM yields completely different results as shown in
Figure 4.12. The SAM cold baryon fractions vary strongly below a halo mass of ∼1013.5 M and
reach a peak dispersion at Mhalo ∼ 1012 M. The SAM suggests that there should be a population
of extremely low cold baryon fraction groups over precisely the same regime where our data suggests
groups are reaching a maximum efficiency.
Using the SAM true masses points out a serious issue with studying cold baryon fractions of
groups using HAM, since the built-in relationship between group luminosity (or stellar mass) and
group halo mass produces the tight relation between group baryon fraction and group halo mass.
There is evidence that groups can have a widely varying ratios of their hot X-ray gas to collapsed
baryons (Roberts et al. 2016), and the HAM algorithm does not account for this diversity, treating
all groups of similar luminosity (i.e., similar collapsed baryon content) to be the same.
To highlight this issue, we show the ratio of hot halo gas to collapsed (cold) gas in galaxies from
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Figure 4.11: Same as Figure 4.10 but using HAM based on group-integrated stellar mass, which
removes the low cold baryon fraction spur.
the SAM mock true groups in Figure 4.13. The plot shows that low-mass groups and high-mass
groups have ratios of hot-to-collapsed gas around ∼10 and ∼100 respectively, but in the nascent
group regime (∼1011.4−12 M) the ratio of hot-to-collapsed gas becomes widely varying, as groups
start to form. It may be that dynamical mass estimates better recover this scatter in hot-to-cold
baryon fractions in lower-mass groups. We further discuss the wide variations in hot-to-collapsed
gas in the SAM and its relation to the implementation of feedback in the SAM, in §4.4.1.
Figure 4.13 also shows that low-mass groups in the SAM all have similar ratios of hot-to-
collapsed gas mass that are much lower than in high mass halos. These low-mass groups also have
low observed cold baryon fractions (Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9), which decrease toward lower halo
masses. Taken together, these two facts seem contradictory to account for the total baryonic mass
within low-mass group halos. For low-mass groups, however, the ratio of hot-to-collapsed gas mass
is about a factor of 10, which added to the cold baryonic mass (dominated by cold gas at low
halo masses), roughly accounts for the universal baryon fraction. The SAM defines cold gas by
computing the cooling gas that has had enough time to reach the center of the halo (and thus is
governed by the cooling and free-fall times). We note that the SAM does not include the effect of
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ionization by internal radiation from star formation within the galaxy, and thus a small amount of
the cold gas in the SAM could actually be ionized gas within the galaxy disk that would not be
observable in HI.
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Figure 4.12: Conditional density plot of group-integrated (a) stellar and (b) cold baryon fractions
for the SAM using the true group halo mass. We find that below ∼1013.5 M, the stellar and
cold baryon fractions become extremely varied, even more so than seen with the dynamical mass
estimates for ECO and RESOLVE-B.
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Figure 4.13: Conditional density plot of the ratio of hot halo gas to cold (collapsed) baryonic mass
in galaxies for the SAM true groups. Over the nascent group halo mass regime, the scatter in
ratio between these two baryonic components of groups increases as galaxies transition from single
objects within their halo to larger groups.
4.3.3: Adding The Hot Gas
In large groups, the dominant baryonic component is the hot X-ray emitting gas (e.g., Mitchell
et al. 1977; White et al. 1993; Giodini et al. 2009), thus the large offset between the group CBMF
and group HMF at large group halo masses is not unexpected.
To produce a group CBMF that includes the hot gas mass, we use the hot gas fraction scaling
relation given by Giodini et al. (2009), which is calibrated on groups and clusters from the COSMOS
survey. To use their calibration, we first convert our group halo masses (both HAM and the hybrid
masses) from M280b to M500c, the halo mass definition used by Giodini et al. (2009), using the
prescription from Hu & Kravtsov (2003). We then make the assumption that the fraction of hot
gas is the same for the larger M280b halo to obtain the total hot gas mass for each group. To test
the effect of adding the hot gas, we compute both the group CBMF and the group BMF using
just the median group cold baryonic mass measurement for simplicity (using Poisson statistics to
compute error bars).
In Figure 4.14, we show the group CBMF (blue) and BMF including hot gas (red) for ECO
using the HAM mass estimates to determine the hot gas component. (Results are similar using the
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dynamical mass estimates.) Including the hot gas significantly changes the shape of the group BMF
at high halo masses, causing it to track the group HMF down to group baryonic masses ∼1011 M.
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Figure 4.14: Group CBMF for ECO (blue) and BMF including the hot gas (red), where we used a
hot gas prescription based on dark matter halo mass from Giodini et al. (2009). The completeness
limits are shown as vertical lines corresponding to the colors of the histograms. The BMF complete-
ness limit is determined by finding the maximum correction to the group-integrated cold baryonic
mass at 109.4 M, which we find to be ∼0.3 dex. Including the hot gas causes the mass function
to run parallel to the dark matter HMF, although it does not entirely close the gap in terms of
baryons. In this analysis for simplicity we do not use full group mass likelihood distributions but
instead median values. Error bars represent the Poisson statistics.
The fact that the group BMF does not line up exactly with the group HMF (by a factor of
∼2) at high masses suggests that there is still some missing baryonic component that we have not
included. Possibilities include: 1) intracluster light that contributes ∼10% (Feldmeier et al. 2004;
Krick et al. 2006), 2) low-mass satellite galaxies below our mass limits (contributing at most 14%,
see §4.2.3), and 3) warm-hot gas, WHIM, too cool to emit in X-rays, which potentially contributes
40–50% of baryons based on simulations (Dave´ et al. 2001; Cen & Ostriker 2006). We also note
that most studies of the hot X-ray gas in clusters find that accounting for the hot X-ray gas and
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stars does not completely account for all the baryons (Gonzalez et al. 2007; Giodini et al. 2009;
Main et al. 2015).
Another consideration is that much of the WHIM may lie outside the viral radius of the halo due
to supernova-driven outflows. From simulations of Milky Way galaxies, Soko lowska et al. (2016)
find that 20-30% of the WHIM is pushed out between 1-3 virial radii, and that 90% of the universal
baryon fraction is recovered only when considering the halo gas out to 3 virial radii (much further
than the considerations used in our analysis). Such feedback may also cause groups groups to begin
forming with a depleted baryon fraction (Liang et al. 2016). Thus the expectation that we should
be able to account for all the baryons in groups and clusters to the virial radius may be false, and
the shortfall, while interesting, may not necessarily be problematic.
4.4 Discussion
In this section, we present further discussion of the results of this work and in particular we
examine the nascent group regime, consider possible undetected baryons in the galaxy disk, and
discuss how group mass measurements change our results.
4.4.1: Baryonic Collapse Efficiency and Galaxy Formation Efficiency: From Isolated Dwarfs to
Nascent Groups
At the lowest group halo masses, we find that groups, which are mostly isolated dwarf galaxies in
N = 1 halos, are increasing their mass at the maximum rate of baryon collapse efficiency (Figures 4.7
to 4.9). While isolated dwarfs are often thought of as inefficient star formers (due to their large HI
reservoirs, which lead to long gas depletion times), using long-term measures of star formation, K13
showed that they are extremely efficient, doubling their stellar mass over the past Gyr. Additionally,
Moster et al. (2013) show that isolated dwarf galaxies in low-mass halos are growing much more
rapidly than their halos at current times using multi-epoch abundance matching.
Over the halo mass regime of 1011.4−12 M, groups of N = 2–7 start to form, which we call
“nascent groups.” We expect that these groups are just beginning to form. From examination of
the galaxy mass functions, we find that nascent groups may already experience merging and/or
stripping of satellites, as the satellite mass function is depressed relative to the central mass function
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and has a flat low-mass slope (at least to our completeness limits).
Examining Figure 4.1a, we find that nascent groups have group-integrated cold baryon masses
ranging from 1010.2−10.8 M. This range lies below the knee of the group CBMF, where the low-
mass slope diverges from the HMF (see Figure 4.5). This change in slope may represent some
fundamental change between high- and low-mass group halos.
Examining the group stellar and cold baryon fractions, we find that groups reach their maximum
baryonic collapse efficiency over the nascent group regime. While HAM suggest that there should
be a tight maximum, dynamical estimates suggest more scatter, although not as much scatter as
seen in the cold baryon fractions of the SAM true groups. This scatter may be related to growing
diversity in the ratio of hot halo gas to cold collapsed baryons as seen in the SAM over the nascent
group regime.
Once groups reach the nascent group scale, group processes such as merging and stripping must
act to stop the efficient growth of the collapsed baryonic content of groups. The group collapsed
baryon efficiency (cold baryon fraction) drops towards higher group halo masses, as the dark matter
and hot halo gas dominate the group mass.
In the SAM, the transition from isolated dwarfs to larger groups, over the nascent group regime,
is strongly governed by the model’s implementation of feedback. The nascent group regime is where
the dominant mode of feedback transitions from stellar feedback (at lower halo masses) to AGN
feedback (at higher halo masses). The underprediction of groups in the SAM near the knee of the
group SMF and CBMF (Figure 4.6) reveals that the model’s implementation of feedback is overly
efficient at these scales. Recently, Mitchell et al. (2016) compared the stellar mass function of
galform with observed mass functions, finding that the location and amplitude of the knee of the
galaxy mass function are very sensitive to the feedback prescription in the SAM and that reducing
the stellar feedback efficiency improves agreement in the knee with observed mass functions.
Additionally, the SAM true groups exhibit extremely varied cold baryon fractions and hot-to-
collapsed gas ratios over the nascent group regime (see Figures 4.12 and 4.13). This scatter could be
partially driven by the transition from stellar to AGN feedback, which occurs over the nascent group
regime and galaxies transition to the group environment. Some of the variation may also be a result
of the stellar feedback implementation in galform, which ties the fraction of cold gas ejected from
the disk (the mass loading factor) to the circular velocity of the galaxy disk or bulge for quiescent
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or starburst star-formation episodes respectively. Comparing the central galaxy stellar to halo mass
(SHM) relationship from galform and l-galaxies, a different SAM described in Henriques et al.
(2015) that ties the mass loading factor to the halo circular velocity, Guo et al. (2015) find larger
scatter in the SHM relationship of galform than that of l-galaxies. Additionally, Mitchell
et al. (2016) find that implementing the l-galaxies mass loading factor prescription in galform
reduces the scatter in the SHM relationship.
4.4.2: Undetected Gas
So far we have only considered the effect of hot X-ray gas which dominates the mass of large
groups and clusters. There are other gas components, however, that may especially affect galaxy
and group mass, such as opaque HI gas, CO-traced molecular gas, CO-dark molecular gas, and
warm-hot ionized gas (WHIM). We have not taken into account HI self-absorption (opaque HI),
which could contribute up to 30% of the HI gas in the most edge-on galaxies (Giovanelli et al.
1994). We have also neglected the CO-traced molecular gas in this work, under the assumption
that it rarely dominates the cold atomic gas in galaxies. This is not true for some large spiral
galaxies, but those are generally dominated by their stellar mass (K13; Boselli et al. 2014).
In low-mass, low-metallicity, gas-rich galaxies CO-traced molecular gas is difficult to detect
(Taylor et al. 1998; Leroy et al. 2005; Schruba et al. 2012; Bolatto et al. 2013), due to the low dust
content, which allows the CO to be photo-dissociated more easily. The molecular hydrogen on the
other hand, is self-shielded, making it traceable by the [CI] and [CII] lines (Ro¨llig et al. 2006; Glover
et al. 2015). Ongoing work using the Herschel Dwarf Galaxy Survey seeks to uncover this CO-dark
gas through examination of these far IR lines, potentially finding between ten and several hundred
times the amount of CO-traced molecular hydrogen through these alternate lines (Madden et al.
2016). While the CO-dark molecular gas is mainly thought to contribute significantly to the gas
mass of low-metallicity dwarfs, Pineda et al. (2013) find that ∼30% of the molecular gas mass in the
Milky Way could be CO-dark molecular gas. In fact, the theoretical model of Wolfire et al. (2010)
predicts a CO-dark gas fraction of 0.3 for Milky Way like extinction, and an increasing CO-dark
gas fraction for decreasing extinction values, which may be more applicable to low-metallicity dwarf
galaxies.
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Another contribution to the undetected gas component is the WHIM. Based on simulations,
warm-hot ionized gas in the galaxy halo contributes significantly to the baryon census (∼40-50%,
Cen & Ostriker 2006; Smith et al. 2011), although a significant amount of WHIM may be pushed
outside the virial radius in Milky Way size halos (Soko lowska et al. 2016). Observations of X-ray
absorption lines have yielded large variations in the mass and distribution of the WHIM in the
Milky Way: from ∼4×108 Mwithin 20 kpc (Bregman & Lloyd-Davies 2007) to ∼1010 Mwithin
100 kpc (Gupta et al. 2012).
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Figure 4.15: Group CBMF for ECO (blue), BMF including hot gas (red, based on HAM), and
BMF including both hot gas and missing gas (green). At large group masses, the additional missing
component does not greatly affect the group mass function, as it is scaled by the cold gas mass.
Below a group baryonic mass of 1011 M, however, the additional component significantly alters
the group baryonic mass function, which continues to rise parallel to the dark matter HMF, albeit
with a gap. We do not show, but have also tested scaling only galaxies with Mstar < 109.5 M and
log(G/S) > 0 (equal gas and stars), which are likely low-metallicity dwarfs that may have CO dark
molecular gas. The results are similar to those shown scaling in green.
Studies of the baryonic Tully-Fisher relation suggest that there could be missing gas in the
galaxy disk that scales with the cold gas component (Pfenniger & Revaz 2005; Begum et al. 2008;
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Revaz et al. 2009). These studies find that a multiplicative factor of 3-11 produces a tighter Tully-
Fisher relation from small to large galaxies. Additional indirect evidence for such undetected gas
is also seen in rotation curve decomposition analyses (Hoekstra et al. 2001; Swaters et al. 2012),
which find a direct scaling of the HI gas or baryonic distribution can explain the galaxy rotation
curve. While the previous descriptions of potential forms for the undetected gas may not reach
such large scale factors of the HI mass, they do all point to a missing reservoir that could contribute
significantly to the galaxy mass.
To examine the effect of including such undetected gas in galaxies in our mass functions, we
scale the cold gas mass of each group by a factor of 3 as suggested by the baryonic Tully-Fisher
studies. We also test scaling the cold gas mass of only the low-metallicity, gas-rich galaxies that are
most likely to host significant reservoirs of CO-dark molecular gas. In these analyses, as for our hot
gas analysis, we have also used the median stellar and gas mass (baryonic-stellar) measurements
rather than the full likelihood distribution for simplicity. We include this scaled cold component
in addition to the hot gas component described in §4.3.3 in the group BMF in Figure 4.15.
Above 1011 M, there is not much change in the total group BMF, since there is little cold
neutral in the galaxies at high halo mass. Below 1011 M, the group BMF including undetected
gas does continue to track the universal baryon fraction scaled HMF better, lending support to the
idea that undetected gas may contribute significantly to the galaxy component of the group mass,
particularly at nascent group scales and below.
4.4.3: HAM vs. Dynamical Group Mass
In this work we have used two different estimates for the group halo mass: HAM and dynamical
masses. HAM estimates are assigned based on the total group r-band luminosity by a monotonic
matching to the group HMF from dark matter only simulations. Dynamical estimates, in contrast,
rely on measurements of projected galaxy positions and velocity relative to the group center and
are based on the assumption that the group is virialized.
In Figures 4.7 and 4.9, which examine the cold baryon fractions of groups as a function of group
halo mass, we find that the choice of mass estimator changes our results. Using HAM, we find that
groups of Mhalo ∼ 1011.4−12 M host groups with the highest cold baryon fractions (i.e., maximum
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baryonic collapse efficiency) with little scatter. Using dynamical mass estimates, we find that, while
the overall trend is preserved, there is much more scatter in the baryonic collapse efficiency. This
scatter is suggestive of varied hot halo gas to collapsed baryon ratios in such groups.
4.5 Conclusions
In this work, we have examined the group-integrated stellar and baryonic content of groups
for the RESOLVE and ECO surveys. We have further compared with results from a SAM mock
catalog and discussed implications on group formation particularly in the nascent group regime.
• The group SMF and CBMF exhibit steep slopes at high masses, and a more shallow rising
slope at low masses. They reach a maximum relative to the universal baryon fraction scaled dark
matter HMF at ∼1010.9 M. The low-mass slope of the group CBMF is steeper than that of the
group SMF, but still deviates from the steep dark matter HMF slope (see §4.3.1 and Figure 4.5).
• The group SMF and CBMF of the SAM are similar to ECO at high masses. However, the
SAM has fewer groups of group-integrated baryonic mass ∼1011 M, and they rise more steeply at
low-masses, likely due to the sensitivity to the transition between stellar and AGN feedback in the
models (Figure 4.6).
• Inclusion of the hot halo gas in the group BMF produces a slope that runs parallel to the
dark matter HMF (although still different by a factor of 2, Figure 4.14). The hot halo gas does not
contribute significantly to the group baryonic mass below ∼1011 M (see §4.3.3).
• If we assume that there is additional undetectable gas in galaxies that scales with the HI mass
as has been suggested by baryonic Tully-Fisher studies, we can produce a more steeply rising slope
below 1011 M that continues to run parallel to the dark matter HMF (§4.4.1 and Figure 4.15).
• Examination of the stellar and cold-baryon fractions as a function of HAM and dynamical
group halo mass reveals the familiar upside-down U shape seen in previous work with peak baryonic
collapse efficiency ∼1011.4−12 M. Dynamical estimates suggest more scatter than with the HAM
results, potentially related to variations in the hot-to-collapsed baryon fraction in groups.
• The SAM true groups suggest that there should be a population of very low cold baryon
fraction groups. Once halo abundance matching is performed on the SAM, we obtain the same
upside down U shape as seen in the data. This argues for some caution in interpreting results from
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HAM, as the built in assumption of mass following light may break down in lower group halo mass
regimes.
The results from this paper suggest that the nascent group halo mass regime is a transition
point between low-mass, isolated galaxies growing efficiently and larger groups dominated by their
dark matter and hot gas. Continued work to examine these groups and their mass content will
uncover their nature and role within galaxy and group evolution.
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CHAPTER 5: A Preliminary Velocity Function for the RESOLVE survey and its
Dependence on Environment
5.1 Introduction
Studies of the galaxy mass function typically rely on stellar mass due to the abundance of multi-
wavelength photometry (e.g., Panter et al. 2007; Baldry et al. 2008; Li & White 2009; Baldry et al.
2012). Some studies have extended to studying the baryonic mass function (stars + cold atomic
and/or molecular gas) finding steeper low-mass slopes as gas dominates the mass of galaxies at
low masses (Bell et al. 2003a; Read & Trentham 2005; Baldry et al. 2008; Papastergis et al. 2012;
Eckert et al. 2016, hereafter E16). In nearly all studies, the low-mass slope of the galaxy mass
function is significantly shallower than that of the theoretical dark matter halo mass function. This
result suggests that either we have not accounted for the total mass of the galaxy or that we are
missing galaxies, which have become baryon-depressed or destroyed by gas heating or environment.
Examination of the baryonic mass function in different group halo mass regimes reveals varying
low-mass slopes and dips in the galaxy mass function, suggesting that group processes such as
merging and stripping of gas may play a role in the discrepancy by destroying or depressing the
baryon-fraction in satellites (E16).
The total galaxy mass is best characterized by the internal motions of the galaxy, rather than the
stellar or baryonic mass. The total mass traced by these internal motions reveals that galaxies can
be significantly more massive than the stars and gas would indicate (e.g., Bosma 1978; Rubin 1983),
especially in dwarf galaxies and spirals, which are typically characterized by ordered rotation. In
ellipticals, which are typically dominated by random motions, the stellar mass frequently dominates
the total mass of the galaxy within the half light radius (e.g., Cappellari et al. 2013).
To determine whether the discrepancy between observations and theory is due to undetected
galaxy mass or undetected galaxies (caused by gas heating or group processes), it is crucial to
measure the velocity function (VF), which is the number density of galaxies as a function of their
velocity, which traces the total mass of galaxies including any undetected matter. The VF also
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provides the best comparison to simulations, as it free from assumptions related to inferring the
stellar mass in galaxies, which complicates comparison to the halo mass function. Furthermore,
examining the environmental dependence of the VF will provide another constraint on the scenario
that the group environment shapes the mass function (as seen for the baryonic mass function in
E16).
The galaxy VF, however, presents a number of observational challenges. First, time-intensive
spectroscopy is required to obtain accurate measurements of galaxy internal kinematics. Sec-
ond, galaxies of different types require different observations, e.g., measurement of rotation curves
through emission line kinematics and velocity dispersions through stellar absorption line broad-
ening. Third, galaxies are oriented at all inclinations, requiring knowledge of their inclination
to correct for the true velocity. Inclination measurements are difficult at low inclinations (where
the correction has the largest effect) and recovery of kinematic inclinations requires velocity fields
providing data off the major axis.
Previous work on the VF has been limited by the type of data. Before large data sets of velocity
dispersions and HI velocity widths existed, most VFs (Gonzalez et al. 2000; Kochanek & White 2001;
Pahre et al. 2003) relied on reprocessing the luminosity function using relationships between galaxy
luminosity and internal velocity, e.g., the Tully-Fisher, Faber-Jackson, and Fundamental Plane
relations (Faber & Jackson 1976; Tully & Fisher 1977; Djorgovski & Davis 1987; Dressler et al.
1987). Using the SDSS central fiber spectra, other works have investigated the velocity dispersion
function, either neglecting galaxies with rotation velocities or adding their contribution through
reprocessing the luminosity function (Sheth et al. 2003; Choi et al. 2007; Chae 2010; Bernardi
et al. 2010). Alternatively, large blind surveys of HI velocity widths such as the HIPASS (Meyer
et al. 2004; Zwaan et al. 2004) and ALFALFA (Haynes et al. 2011) surveys enable measurement
of the VF for gas-rich galaxies dominated by rotation (Zwaan et al. 2010; Papastergis et al. 2011).
Examining central velocity dispersions or HI velocity widths enables examination of particular
subsets of the galaxy population, but does not allow us to study the entire galaxy population at once.
Furthermore, these previous studies are based on flux-limited samples requiring large statistical
corrections at low velocities and preventing analysis of the VF as a function of environment.
Generally these works have found disagreement with the theoretical VF from dark matter
simulations at low masses. One exception is Obreschkow et al. (2013), who found that applying
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observational limitations to the simulations yielded consistent observational and theoretical VFs.
Obreschkow et al. (2013) also present an inclination free measurement of the VF, which is useful
provided the galaxy inclination distribution of the data set is known.
There is a clear need to study the VF for a complete sample of galaxies with few observa-
tional biases. The REsolved Spectroscopy of a Local VolumE (RESOLVE) survey addresses this
need as a volume-limited survey, complete to baryonic mass (defined as stars + cold atomic gas)
Mbary ∼ 109.1 M, well below the gas-richness threshold mass at Mbary = 109.9 M (Kannappan
et al. 2013, hereafter K13). Below this threshold mass the galaxy population becomes increasingly
gas dominated. Because our data set consists of all different types of galaxies, we use a variety
of telescope+instrument setups to measure galaxy kinematics depending on the size, inclination,
and dominant mode (rotation or dispersion) of internal motion of each galaxy. In particular we
focus on 3D spectroscopy using integral field units (IFUs) to provide partial and full velocity fields
for recovery of kinematic inclinations, especially at low-inclinations (Andersen & Bershady 2003).
While this approach yields a heterogeneous data set of internal velocities, it enables measurement
of the VF for a complete, baryonic mass-limited data set and of its dependence on environment.
In this work we present the VF of galaxies for the B-semester subvolume of RESOLVE (RESOLVE-
B). In §5.2 we describe this data set and describe some of the derived photometric quantities im-
portant for the kinematics analysis. In §5.3 we describe the observing strategy and kinematic data
for galaxies in RESOLVE-B. In §5.4 we present the RESOLVE-B VF and compare it to previous
work and the theoretical halo circular VF. We also examine the VF in different group halo mass
regimes. Finally in §5.5 we provide a short summary of this work and our conclusions.
5.2 RESOLVE-B
The RESOLVE survey consists of two equatorial strips ranging in redshift from 4500 km s−1
< cz < 7000 km s−1 and comprising a volume >52,000 Mpc3. The smaller of the two subvolumes,
RESOLVE-B has been designated as the Early Science region and prioritized for kinematic obser-
vations. RESOLVE-B overlaps the SDSS Stripe 82 footprint and has unusual redshift completeness
beyond the SDSS main redshift survey (Strauss et al. 2002) due to extra redshift coverage from var-
ious other redshift surveys (see E16 for more detail). Within the RESOLVE-B subvolume, there are
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679 spectroscopically confirmed galaxies. We have set the RESOLVE-B luminosity completeness
limit at Mr,tot = −17.0, where Mr,tot are magnitudes measured from our reprocessed photometry
(Eckert et al. 2015, hereafter E15). This luminosity limit, however, excludes high baryonic mass-
to-light galaxies, so our final selection for RESOLVE-B includes galaxies with Mr,tot < −17.0 or
Mbary > 109 M (where the gas mass for the latter selection is estimated if no 21cm measurement
is available; see E15). The final data set for constructing the VF consists of 502 galaxies.































Figure 5.1: Characteristics of the RESOLVE-B data set. a) Color-stellar mass plot of galaxies
meeting our luminosity (Mr,tot < −17.0) or baryonic mass (Mbary > 109 M) limits. b) Baryonic
mass distribution of RESOLVE-B galaxies in our data set (light blue) that have been observed
(dark blue) and for which velocities have been extracted (orange cross-hatch). Since RESOLVE-B
is a volume-limited data set it contains both red and blue sequence galaxies and is dominated by
dwarf galaxies.
In E15, we describe the photometric reprocessing of near UV, optical, and near IR data from
GALEX, SDSS, 2MASS, and UKIDSS. From the multi-band photometry, we have estimated stellar
masses through stellar population modeling using the methods of K13. In addition to measuring
total magnitudes, we have also tabulated galaxy half-light radii re, axial ratios b/a, and position
angles PA. These measurements of b/a and PA are geared toward recovery of the faint outer disk for
total magnitude calculations. We have also obtained measurements of PA and b/a more applicable
to the galaxy kinematics, which are related to the higher surface brightness inner disk. In an initial
run of the photometry pipeline, we allowed the PA and b/a to vary for the gri coadded image (see
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E15). Rather than taking the median of PA and b/a over the outer disk as done in E15, we apply
the free fit to r band and measure the PA and b/a at µr = 24.5 mag arcsec−2, similar to the typical
optical radius of galaxies defined at a B-band surface brightness of 25.0 mag arcsec−2.
In Figure 5.1, we plot u− r color vs. stellar mass as well as the baryonic mass distribution for
our RESOLVE-B data set, which is complete to Mbary = 109.1 M. The observation and extraction
status of RESOLVE-B galaxies as explained in §5.3 are also shown as a function of baryonic mass.
Since RESOLVE-B is a volume-limited data set, it includes both red and blue sequence galaxies
and is dominated by low-mass galaxies as seen in Figure 5.1. Furthermore, RESOLVE-B covers
the full range of galaxy sizes, inclinations, and morphological types. To highlight these features
of the data set, in Figure 5.2 we show the distributions of re, b/a (both outer and inner), and
morphological type characterized by its proxy µ∆, a surface brightness contrast parameter defined
in K13.






































Figure 5.2: Frequency distributions of RESOLVE-B galaxies for three different properties: (a)
half light radius re, (b) axial ratio b/a, and (c) morphology proxy µ∆. In panel (b) we show
the distribution of axial ratio for both the outer (black) and inner (red) disk measurements. The
outer disk b/a measurements tend to be rounder an the inner disk b/a measurements are more
appropriate for the kinematics. The µ∆ parameter is defined in K13 as a surface density contrast
that can serve as a proxy for morphological type. We show the divisions between quasi-bulgeless
galaxies (dwarfs), bulged disk galaxies (classical spirals), and spheroids (ellipticals) as dashed lines.
The RESOLVE galaxies span all sizes, axial ratios, and morphological types, requiring us to gather
data from several different telescope+instrument setups.
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5.3 Kinematic Data
Since the RESOLVE-B data set covers the full range of galaxy sizes and inclinations as well
as morphological types as shown in Figure 5.2, deciding the best observational setup to measure
galaxy kinematics is a complex function of galaxy parameters. To aid in deciding, we use a low-
resolution 3600-7000 A˚ spectroscopic setup to determine whether the galaxy has emission lines for
measuring rotation curves or if measuring the velocity dispersion from stellar absorption lines is
feasible. We use quick data reduction software to aid in these decisions during observations.
In general, we prefer to measure the rotation curve using Hα emission line kinematics. If the
galaxy does not have extended emission, however, we observe the galaxy in a stellar absorption line
setup. In cases where either a rotation curve or a velocity dispersion could be measured, we also
factor in the observing time for a robust measurement, choosing the observation that requires the
least observing time.
For measuring rotation curves, we must also take into account the galaxy inclination. For
galaxies with low-inclinations (face-on), we prefer to obtain fully sampled velocity field data for
recovery of kinematic inclinations. Based on the galaxy size, we further assign the galaxy to
instruments with different fields of view. At moderate inclinations we use an image slicer that
enables us to take data across three slices of a galaxy at once. We may perform additional steps
across the galaxy to produce more sampled velocity fields. At the highest inclinations (edge-on),
long slit data are adequate as photometric inclination measurements are reliable and inclination
corrections are small.
For absorption line galaxies, we are mostly concerned with obtaining adequate signal-to-noise
(S/N) in a feasible amount of time. We observe the smallest, lowest-surface brightness galaxies
with fiber-fed IFUs to obtain as much light as possible from the galaxy. Otherwise a single slit
across the galaxy is used to obtain the velocity dispersion.
5.3.1: Kinematic Setups
In the following sections, we provide more details on the observational goals of the emission
and absorption line setups and we describe the observations taken with each telescope+instrument
setup. We also provide a summary of the different setups in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: RESOLVE Emission Line and Stellar Absorption Line Kinematic Setups
setup λ coverage FWHM FWHM % galaxies
– A˚ A˚ km s−1 –
SOAR+image slicer/long slit emission 5530–6815 1.9 87 40
SALT+long slit emission 6216–7016 1.9 87 7
Gemini+IFU emission 5500–6900 2.73 124 3
AAT+KOALA emission 6213–7373 1.2 55 3
SOAR+image slicer/long slit absorption 4858–5503 1.1 64 16
SALT+long slit absorption 4450–5010 2.5 145 3
Gemini+IFU absorption 4200–5600 0.9 52 3
AAT+KOALA absorption 4824–5481 1.1 64 1
HI velocity width — — — 4
Emission Line Setup
To obtain gas emission line kinematics, we focus on the Hα (6563 A˚) plus the surrounding [NII]
(6548 A˚ and 6584 A˚) lines as Hα is generally the strongest and most extended optical emission line
for rotation curve analysis. We aim for adequate S/N to obtain centroiding accuracy of≤5 km s−1 in
the emission lines out to re (using the rule of thumb that centroiding accuracy goes as FWHM/(S/N)
given 3-4 pixel sampling of the line). By enforcing a common radius threshold, we aim to measure
roughly consistent velocities between dwarfs that have slow rising rotation curves and disks that
have fast rising rotation curves (e.g., Swaters et al. 2009). Below we detail the specifics of our
observing programs for each telescope+instrument setup as well as the percentage of galaxies from
RESOLVE-B that have been observed in each setup.
•SOAR+Goodman+image slicer/long slit: SOAR emission-line data were taken over 2011-2015
with UNC guaranteed time and time from NOAO survey program 2013B-0512 and NOAO pro-
grams 2010B-0411, 2011A-0520, and 2012A-0550. We used the Goodman Spectrograph with a
combination of a 1” slit width image slicer or other slit widths long slit and a 1200 l/mm grating.
Our typical setup covered a wavelength range of 5530–6815 A˚ and had FWHM resolution of ∼1.9 A˚
or ∼87 km s−1 at Hα. We have observed ∼40% of RESOLVE-B galaxies in this setup.
•SALT+RSS+long slit: SALT long slit emission-line data were taken over 2012-2015 with a com-
bination of UNC guaranteed time and multi-partner proposals (2011-3-UNC RSA RU-001, 2012-1-
UNC RSA RU-001, 2013-1-UNC RSA RU-001, 2012-2-UNC RSA RU-001, and 2013-2-UNC RSA RU-
001). We used the Robert Stobie Spectrograph (RSS) with a combination of a 2” long slit and
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a 2300 l/mm grating. The setup had FWHM resolution of ∼1.9 A˚ (∼87 skm s−1) and covered a
wavelength range from 6216–7016 A˚. We targeted the largest or lowest surface brightness edge-on
galaxies in this setup, in which we have observed ∼8% of RESOLVE-B galaxies.1
•Gemini+GMOS IFU: Gemini emission-line data were taken in the B-semester observing season
over 2013-2015 during time awarded through NOAO survey program 2013B-0512. We used the
fiber-fed GMOS IFU in 2-slit mode with the B600 grating resulting in a 5” by 7” field of view. This
setup had FWHM resolution of 2.73 A˚ or 124 km s−1 at Hα and covered a wavelength range of
5500–6900 A˚. In this setup we targeted the smallest emission line galaxies and have obtained data
for ∼3% of RESOLVE-B galaxies.
•AAT+KOALA IFU: AAT emission-line data were taken in the B-semester observing season
of 2014 with time awarded from NOAO program 2014B-0154 . We used the 1000 fiber KOALA
IFU in the 1.25” lenslet setting with the 1000R grating to obtain FWHM resolution of 1.2 A˚ or
55 km s−1 and wavelength coverage of 6213–7373 A˚. In this setup we targeted face-on emission line
galaxies fitting within the 27” by 50” field of view, observing ∼3% of RESOLVE-B galaxies.
Absorption Line Setup
To obtain kinematics for galaxies without significant rotation or gas emission lines, we measure
the broadening in the stellar absorption lines, particularly focusing on the region around Mgb,
Fe5270, and Fe5335. We aim for S/N & 25 within re to obtain stellar dispersions and when
possible measure dispersion profiles and stellar rotation curves.
•SOAR+Goodman+image slicer/long slit: Soar absorption-line data were taken in the B-
semester observing season over 2009-2015 using a combination of UNC guaranteed time and time
from NOAO programs 2009A-0297, 2009B-0282, 2010A-0110, 2010B-0594, 2011A-0164, and 2013B-
0512. We typically used the Goodman spectrograph with a 1” slit and 2100 l/mm grating, obtaining
FWHM resolution of 1.1 A˚ or 64 km s−1 (instrumental σ ∼ 27 km s−1, measured at 5180 A˚) and
wavelength coverage from 4858–5503 A˚. Some older data are taken with different slit widths and
1SALT Fabry-Perot (FP) data have also been taken with multi-partner proposals 2012-1-RU UNC-001, 2012-1-
UNC RSA RU-002, and 2012-2-UNC RSA RU-002. We used the FP in medium resolution (MR) mode, which had
FWHM resolution ∼4 A˚. In the spring of 2013, we discovered that the MR mode wavelength encoder was improperly
calibrated. Furthermore, the MR mode’s resolution became unstable and increased over time, so vetting of data
taken so far is on going and we do not use the limited FP data available in this preliminary analysis. We targeted
large and extremely face-on galaxies in this mode and obtained data for ∼1.5% of RESOLVE-B galaxies.
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gratings (Moffett 2014). We have obtained stellar absorption kinematics for ∼16% of RESOLVE
galaxies with this setup.
•SALT+RSS+long slit: We took long slit absorption-line data with the SALT telescope in
2015 with UNC guaranteed time. We used the RSS spectrograph with a 2” slit and the 2300
l/mm grating to obtain FWHM resolution of ∼2.5 A˚ or 145 km s−1 (instrumental σ ∼ 62 km s−1,
measured at 5180 A˚) and wavelength coverage from 4450–5510 A˚. We have obtained data for ∼3%
of RESOLVE-B galaxies (generally massive).
•Gemini+GMOS IFU: We took Gemini GMOS IFU data over the 2013-2015 B-semester ob-
serving seasons with time allocated by NOAO survey program 2015B-0512. Our setup used the
1-slit mode with the B1200 grating yielding a field of view of 3.5” by 5”. The setup had a FWHM
resolution of 0.9 A˚ or 52 km s−1 (instrumental σ ∼ 22 km s−1, measured at 5180 A˚) and covered a
wavelength range from 4200–5600 A˚. We used this setup for the smallest galaxies, generally having
the lowest velocity dispersions, and have observed ∼3% of RESOLVE-B galaxies.
•AAT+KOALA IFU: Data were taken in the 2014B observing season with time allocated by
AAO program 14B/05. We used the 1700B grating to obtain wavelength coverage from 4824–
5481 A˚ and FWHM resolution ∼1.1 A˚ or 64 km s−1 (instrumental σ ∼ 27 km s−1). We targeted
blue E/S0s in this setup and observed ∼1% of galaxies in RESOLVE-B.
HI Data
In addition to spatially resolved optical spectroscopy, the RESOLVE survey has also obtained
HI data for >90% of RESOLVE galaxies (Stark et al. submitted). These data come from the
ALFALFA survey as well as from single-dish GBT or Arecibo telescope follow-up observations of
galaxies with weak detections, upper limits, or no data from ALFALFA. The HI survey goals are
to obtain a S/N ∼ 10 detection or obtain a strong upper limit with 1.4MHI < 0.05Mstar (where
1.4 accounts for the contribution of helium to the cold neutral gas).
In addition to HI flux and mass measurements, we have also performed measurements of the
velocity widths, which are measured between the velocities at 50% of the peak intensity on either
side of the profile, i.e., W50 (Stark et al. in prep., see also Bottinelli et al. 1990). In more detail, we
examine the profile from the outside in to find where three consecutive channels have flux values
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exceeding 50% of the peak value. We then interpolate across these channels to find the fractional
channel where the profile reaches 50% of the profile. This is done independently for the two sides
of two-horned HI profiles and using the same peak flux value for Gaussian shaped HI profiles.
To bolster our velocity measurement statistics, we include HI velocity widths in our VF analysis
when possible without compromising the quality of the velocity data. Since the single-dish HI data
provide an unresolved measurement of rotation velocity, we must rely on photometric inclinations.
Thus we only use W50 measurements for galaxies with i > 60◦ (or b/a < 0.52). In addition we
reject galaxies that are likely confused with a nearby source or have uncertainties on W50 in excess
of 10%. Within RESOLVE-B there are 100 galaxies meeting these requirements. Of these 100
galaxies, 86 already have optical velocity measurements, which we use to calibrate the conversion
of W50 measurements to optical equivalents (and vice-versa) in §5.3.3.
5.3.2: Data Reduction
We briefly describe the steps involved for the spectroscopic data reduction, focusing on the
data taken with the SOAR image slicer, which constitutes the majority of our data. We use a
combination of standard IRAF tasks as well as custom IDL and Python scripts. We also discuss
differences with the data reduction for the other observational setups.
We start by applying the gain correction and subtracting the overscan region and combined bias
image from each frame, and then we divide each frame by the combined flat field. Next we perform
cosmic ray rejection using the L.A. Cosmic package (van Dokkum 2001). For the image slicer, we
split our spectra into three sections to treat each slice separately. We then perform identification of
spectral lines for comparison lamp spectra taken throughout the night. The wavelength calibration
solutions are then applied to each data frame. For SOAR and SALT, it is important that we take
comparison spectra at the beginning and end of each galaxy observation (at minimum) due to
flexure in the rotating instruments.
We then rectify, align, and combine data for each galaxy. Finally, we perform sky subtraction
using a custom program to optimize the regions over which the sky is measured. These regions are
chosen adaptively based on the extent of the galaxy continuum and emission.
The SALT long slit data reduction proceeds similarly, starting with the “product” data provided
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by the PySALT pipeline (Crawford et al. 2010) after each observing night. These data have been
bias, gain, and cross-talk corrected. Since the RSS data have two chip gaps in the spectral direction,
we separate the three detector regions and proceed with the steps outlined for the SOAR image
slicer data in each separate detector region.
The Gemini GMOS and AAT KOALA fiber IFU data are processed through the Gemini IRAF
package2 and the 2dfdr3 software respectively. The full Gemini reduction pipeline is described
in Snyder et al. (in prep.). Flat fields are used to define each fiber’s aperture, and wavelength
identification is performed for each fiber separately. To subtract sky, we use the dedicated sky
fibers for Gemini. The 2dfdr package performs these same steps, using an optimized extraction
algorithm for defining the closely packed fiber apertures (Sharp & Birchall 2010). For KOALA, we
designate sky fibers near the edge of the IFU (away from the galaxy) using custom python code
written by Andy Green (private communication).
The HI data reduction follows the methods described in Haynes et al. (2011) for ALFALFA
and Stark et al. (submitted) for the follow-up single dish observations with the GBT and Arecibo
telescopes. First the baseline was fit with a polynomial of order 3–5 over emission-line free regions
of the spectrum and subtracted from the spectrum. Then the data were boxcar smoothed to a final
velocity resolution of ∼5.25 km s−1.
5.3.3: Velocity Extraction
Next we describe the extraction of velocity measurements for the two kinematic setups and
calibration of W50 measurements.
Rotation Velocities
Rotation velocities are measured from the gas emission line kinematics. Generally we use either
a single Gaussian fit to the Hα line or a triple Gaussian fit to the Hα + [NII] lines, assuming a
fixed ratio between [NII] line heights and fixed rest-frame spacing between the lines, to extract the




For image slicer and long slit data, we use the extracted velocities along the central (or only)
slit to minimize the asymmetry of the rotation curve by comparing the absolute deviations between
the two sides of the rotation curve (Kannappan et al. 2002). From the asymmetry minimization we
measure the galaxy kinematic redshift, 1-D spatial center, and a rotation velocity. We use the non-
parametric probable min-max method Vpmm described in Raychaudhury et al. (1997) to measure
the 1D rotation velocity of the galaxy. This method assumes that each velocity data point can
be modeled as a Gaussian centered on the velocity with σ equal to the measurement uncertainty.
The probable maximum velocity is defined such that it has a 10% likelihood of exceeding all of
the rotation curve velocities. The probable minimum is defined analogously and Vpmm is half their
difference.
For galaxies with long slit data or data along only the central slit of the image slicer, we rely
on the 1D Vpmm measurement as well as the photometric inclination. These galaxies are typically
edge-on (i > 60◦), so inclination measurements are more reliable and a small uncertainty in the
true inclination yields a small change in the true velocity.
For galaxies with data over multiple slits of the image slicer (or full velocity fields from Gemini
and KOALA), we take advantage of the off-axis data to fit the full velocity field using a combina-
tion of two codes: the rotcurshape package implemented in NEMO (Teuben 1995) and kinemetry
(Krajnovic´ et al. 2006). We outline their advantages and disadvantages below.
•The rotcurshape package makes use of all of the data to fit the entire velocity field at once,
but it relies on an input model for the rotation curve shape. To simplify the input and output, we
use the flat function, for which the only input is the flat terminal velocity of the rotation curve.
However, we must mask data in the inner regions where the rotation curve is rising. The program
can fit for the systematic velocity, spatial center, PA, and inclination, and any number of those
parameters can be kept fixed.
•The kinemetry package fits the velocity field in a series of tilted rings and does not assume a
rotation curve shape. Instead it breaks the velocity field into a series of harmonics and minimizes
the first harmonic coefficients, that correspond to the velocity moment. The code does not fit for
the center, but fits for the systemic velocity, PA, and axial ratio b/a assuming b/a=cos i.
We work in the image slicer coordinate system, defining PˆA = 0 to be along the slit direction
(major axis of galaxy). To get the best fit for the velocity field we use a two step process, fitting
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first for PˆA and the spatial center with rotcurshape and fitting second for the systemic velocity,
PˆA, and the inclination with kinemetry. We detail the steps below.
1. Our starting guesses for the spatial center are the center along the y-axis determined by the
1D Vpmm measurement and the central slit position of the image-slicer in the x-direction
(assuming the observer successfully aligned on the center of rotation). For galaxy inclination
we assume the photometric inner disk b/a value (§5.2). We assume PˆA is at 0◦ or 180◦
depending on which side of the rotation curve is receding. The input velocity for the flat
rotation curve is the 1D Vpmm measurement. We deredshift the velocity field using the 1D
estimate of the kinematic redshift, thus forcing the systemic velocity to zero. We also mask
out data points within re/4 since we use the “flat” function, which does not fill well to the
rising part of the rotation curve in the inner parts of the galaxy.
2. We supply these starting parameters to rotcurshape, keeping the systemic velocity, spatial
center, and inclination fixed and fitting for PˆA. We also run a version where PˆA has been
offset by ±30◦, since if the starting guess is far from the true value, rotcurshape will not fit
the velocity field. We save PˆA from the fit that has the lowest residuals.
3. Next we fit for the spatial center, keeping the systemic velocity, PˆA, and inclination fixed.
We allow the x center to shift, but since the data are less constrained in the x-direction, we
must be careful that the fit does not wander too far away. (In a few cases, we fix the x-center
since it completely wanders off the image slicer coordinates.)
4. After these two iterations, we decide whether the fit is acceptable by checking the rotation
curve by eye and examining the fit residuals (looking for residuals <15 km s−1). If it is not
acceptable, we attempt to improve the fit by fixing and unfixing other variables.
5. Based on this first round of fitting, we supply the kinemetry code with the best guess for the
spatial center and PˆA from rotcurshape. We set kinemetry to allow a range of PˆA and b/a
around the best fit quantities. The range is based on the absolute difference between outer
and inner disk measurements of PA and q from photometry (see §5.2 with a minimum of 0.06
in axial ratio and 8.0 deg in PA. The axial ratio is further restricted to range between 0.18-1,
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where 0.18 is the minimum value assumed for a galaxy of some finite disk thickness (e.g.,
Courteau 1997).
6. We then run our deredshifted velocity field through kinemetry. Since kinemetry fits over a
series of rings, we take a median of the PˆA and q values over a range of radii between 0.5re
and 1.5re. We further require that the radii be larger than the minimum spacing between
slit positions in the velocity field, since for radii smaller than this minimum, there will be no
two-dimensional data to constrain the velocity field.
With our best values for the center, systemic velocity, PˆA and inclination, we deredshift and
deproject the velocity fields assuming Vdeproj=Vobs/cos θ and θ=arctan
1−∆x∆y tanPA
q( ∆x∆y+tanPA)
, where ∆x and
∆y are the data coordinates’ distance from the spatial center in the image slicer plane (Teuben
2002). We then use the same probable min max method to obtain a 2D version of Vpmm from the
deprojected velocities in the galaxy plane. Since the deprojection near the center of the galaxy is
very sensitive to the exact center and PA measurements, and since bar-driven inflows can strongly
affect inner galaxy velocity fields, we compute Vpmm four times, rejecting data points within disk
projected radii of 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and 1.25 times re. We also reject those deprojected velocities
having absolute deviations > 3σ from the median of the absolute values of the deprojected galaxy
plane rotation velocities. The final 2D Vpmm measurement is the median of these four Vpmm
measurements. In Figure 5.3, we show an example of an image slicer velocity field and the 1D and
2D Vpmm extraction for RESOLVE-B galaxy rf0294. The Vpmm measurements and are very similar.
The kinematic recovered inclinations is also similar to the inner disk photometric inclination.
To assess the quality of our data, we can use two metrics: 1) the rotation curve extent and 2)
the rotation curve asymmetry. The rotation curve extent is measured as the ratio of maximum
extent of the rotation curve (from either side) divided by re. Of the successful 1D and 2D fits,
∼90% of our rotation curves extend to at least re (∼96% extend past 0.75re). The rotation curve
asymmetry is measured by comparing the two sides of the rotation curve. We use the 10% threshold
defined in Kannappan & Barton (2004) to designate rotation curves with large asymmetries. Of
our successful fits, only 15% have asymmetries >10%.
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Figure 5.3: Velocity field and Vpmm determination for RESOLVE-B galaxy rf0294 for which we
have measured a photometric inclination of 45.3◦. a) Velocity field resulting from image slicer. For
this galaxy, we have taken only one pointing with the image slicer. b) The deredshifted velocities
from all slices of data. The red solid lines show the original 1D Vpmm measurement (117.2 km s−1)
for the central slit only. c) The deredshifted and deprojected velocities from each slice. The vertical
black dotted lines show 0.5re. We mask data with disk projected radii within 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, and 1.25
time re (those within 0.5re are indicated by the grey x’s) to measure the 2D Vpmm measurement,
taking the median of these four measurements as our final 2D Vpmm value. The final 2D Vpmm
measurement for rf0294 is 122 km s−1 and the kinematic inclination is determined to be 49.1◦.
In Figure 5.4, we compare photometric and kinematic inclination measurements and 1D vs. 2D
Vpmm measurements for 87 SOAR measurements with successful fits. We have excluded SOAR and
SALT velocities for which we only have data in the central slit or the galaxy is clearly edge-on. An
additional 29 galaxies are excluded from the comparison due to bad 2D fits. Nearly 40% of these 29
are affected by high asymmetries, and ∼40% have rotation curve extents < re (∼10% are affected
by both), which are much higher rates than in the successfully fit sample.
The inclinations are generally in agreement, offset by 1.1◦ with rms scatter of 4◦. The 2D
Vpmm measurement finds larger rotation velocities than the 1D measurement (offset by 13 km s−1
with scatter of 15 km s−1, although the scatter at low V is apparently higher). The result is not
unexpected, since data taken slightly off the true major axis of the galaxy will yield a smaller 1D
Vpmm velocity value.
The true galaxy rotation velocity is linked to the galaxy inclination by Vtrue = Vdeproj/sin i.
For the rotation curves, we prefer to use the 2D Vpmm and kinematic inclination when available.
For galaxies with long slit data (or data within only the central slit of the image slicer) and for 29
cases where the 2D measurement failed, we use the 1D Vpmm measurement and the photometric
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inclination to correct the rotation velocity measurement. For an additional 14 galaxies, we use the
calibrated W50 measurements described in §5.3.3.





























Figure 5.4: Comparison between kinematic and photometric inclinations and between 2D and 1D
Vpmm measurements. We show only data points for which the 2D fit was successful and for which
there are data from more than the central slit of the slicer (87 data points). a) The photometric
and kinematic inclinations are generally in agreement with an offset of 1.1◦ (such that kinematic
inclinations are higher) and scatter of 4◦. We have marked galaxy rf0294 with a red open circle for
comparison to Figure 5.3. b) The 2D Vpmm measurements are offset ∼13 km s−1 higher than the
1D Vpmm and we find 15 km s−1 scatter between the two measurements.
HI Velocity Width Calibration
To use the W50 measurements (described in §5.3.1) in the VF analysis, we must calibrate
them to our Vpmm measurements. We plot the two rotation velocity measurements for the 86
galaxies with acceptable W50 (see §5.3.1) and Vpmm measurements in Figure 5.5. The two marked
outliers were inspected by eye, and one should probably be labeled confused while the other appears
to have a trustworthy optical measurements. We fit two lines (leaving out the marked outliers)
minimizing residuals in Vpmm (red dashed) and W50 (red dotted-dashed), and we obtain best fit lines
of 2Vpmm = 1.1W50 − 43.6 and W50 = 0.73(2Vpmm) + 66.7. We also show the fit from Kannappan
et al. (2002), which minimized residuals in W50. The fits are similar, although with different slopes
and offsets.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between optical rotation curve and radio velocity width measurements for
RESOLVE data. We limit the data to unconfused galaxies with inclination > 60◦ (as we will not
use HI linewidths for galaxies with i < 60◦) and uncertainties on the W50 measurement <10%.
We have marked two outliers with green and orange open circles. The orange galaxy appears to
have a nearby low-mass companion so it should be labeled confused. The green marked galaxies
appears to have a trustworthy optical rotation curves, but no indication for why its HI data may be
underestimating the rotation velocity. The red dashed line shows a fit minimizing residuals in the
y-direction for calibrating the W50 measurements to the optical velocities. The red dotted-dashed
line shows a fit minimizing residuals in the x-direction for calibrating the Vpmm measurements to
the radio data. The blue dotted-dashed line shows the fit from Kannappan et al. (2002), who
performed the fit minimizing residuals in W50 for comparison to HI based Tully-Fisher studies.
Velocity Dispersions
To obtain velocity dispersion measurements from our data (long slit and IFU), we sum the
stellar absorption spectra within re. We note that we have not taken out the stellar rotation, and
thus our measurements will not be true velocity dispersions, but will be broadened due to any
stellar rotation (similar to the techniques of Cappellari et al. 2006). We then use the pPXF code
(Cappellari & Emsellem 2004) to fit for the stellar velocity dispersion. We use the synthetic stellar
population synthesis models from Maraston & Stro¨mba¨ck (2011) based on the ELODIE spectral
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library (Prugniel & Soubiran 2001; Prugniel et al. 2007). These models have FWHM resolution of
0.55 A˚, and we convolve them with an appropriate Gaussian σ to match the FWHM resolution for
each instrument setup. The pPXF code fits for the velocity dispersion and redshift of each galaxy
by shifting and broadening the stellar population template spectra to match the data.
To place inclination corrected rotation curve velocities and velocity dispersion measurements on
the same scale, we assume that all galaxies for which we have measured dispersions are dynamically
hot systems for which we can use the approximation that Vrot =
√
2σ (as for an isotropic isothermal
sphere, Binney & Tremaine 2008; Bottinelli et al. 1990). Of course many galaxies, particularly low-
mass E/S0s, are not pure dynamically hot systems and are supported by a significant stellar rotation
component (e.g., Davies et al. 1983; Emsellem et al. 2011) so the dynamically hot assumption could
lead us to underestimate their total velocities. Preliminary work suggests that the quadrature sum
of the velocity dispersion and the stellar rotation curve amplitude can be scaled by 0.9 to provide an
equivalent for the gas Vrot in such galaxies (Norris et al. in prep.). However, we have only extracted
stellar rotation curves for a subsample of our data. In fact our stellar dispersions are artificially
amplified by rotation within re. To first order, we assume these two effects cancel, which is the
assumption made by the ATLAS3D team (Cappellari et al. 2013). Thus we rely on the absorption
line broadening within re for all stellar kinematic measurements. We note that Serra et al. (2016)
found that Vrot = 1.33σ for a sample of elliptical galaxies, yielding a coefficient only slightly smaller
than the theoretical
√
2. While they used spatially resolve HI observations to determine Vrot, they
determined σ similar to how it is measured in this work (within re and leaving in the effects of
stellar rotation).
5.4 Results
In this section we present the galaxy mass-velocity relation, which we use to predict velocities
for galaxies without extracted velocity measurements. We then present the RESOLVE-B velocity
function, comparing with previous VFs from the literature and the theoretical halo circular VF
from simulations, as well as examine the VF’s dependence on group halo mass.
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Figure 5.6: Log galaxy velocity plotted vs. log baryonic mass with rotation velocities converted to
(a) optical measurements and (b) HI linewidths. The symbols mark which telescope the measure-
ments come from (dots for SOAR, open squares for SALT, stars for Gemini, and open triangles for
HI). Blue color denotes a rotation curve measurement and red color marks a velocity dispersion
measurement. Open circles denote outliers as explained in §5.4.1. The rotation curves are cor-
rected for inclination and the velocity dispersions are multiplied by
√
2. The black line is the best
fit for each panel (minimizing residuals in the y-direction). The black dotted-dashed line in panel
b is the best fit between logV and baryonic mass from K13, which converted their optical velocity
measurements to W50 using the fit from Kannappan et al. (2002).
5.4.1: Mass-Velocity Relation
To produce the VF, we must combine the rotation velocities and velocity dispersions described
in §5.3.3 as well as predict velocities for galaxies without observations or extracted measurements.
In Figure 5.6, we show the mass-velocity relationship for extracted velocity measurements in
RESOLVE-B converting all rotation velocities to (a) optical measurements and (b) HI velocity
widths using the fits shown in Figure 5.5. The mass-velocity relation combines the Tully-Fisher
relation for spiral and dwarf galaxies and Faber-Jackson relation for elliptical and S0 galaxies,
replacing luminosity with baryonic mass and scaling σ by
√
2 (see also K13). The data from
different telescope+instrument setups are shown as different symbols, and color marks whether a
data point is from a rotation curve (blue) or velocity dispersion (red) measurement.
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We have highlighted some of the visual outliers in Figure 5.6a with different colored open circles.
To assess whether any of these outliers are caused by high asymmetries or truncated rotation curves
we show the mass-velocity relationship marking galaxies with those features in Figure 5.7 (pink x’s
show high asymmetries and blue open squares show truncated rotation curves).
The outliers in Figure 5.6a marked in green both have truncated rotation curves and one
additionally has high asymmetry and visual inspection finds their rotation curves to be complicated.
The outliers marked in purple are both blue starbursting galaxies with complicated velocity fields,
one of which is marked as having high asymmetry (25%). Finally the outliers marked in black
are all low-mass, very low surface brightness dwarf galaxies. Only a few are marked as having
high asymmetry or truncated rotation curves, but these are the most difficult galaxies for which to
obtain high quality optical rotation curves.
To estimate velocities for galaxies without extracted measurements, we rely on the mass-
velocity relationship to predict velocity measurements. First we fit a line, rejecting the outliers
that we discussed above, to the overall relationship, minimizing residuals in the y-direction (the
quantity that we want to predict). We have also applied vertical cuts at Mbary = 109.1 M and
Mbary = 1010.7 M. The best fit line for the optical based measurements is logV = 0.41log(Mbary)−2.0
and for the HI based measurements is logV = 0.3log(Mbary)−0.91. The optical based fit is much
steeper than the HI based fit, which is similar to the K13 fit (shown as dotted-dashed line), which
is also based on optical Vpmm measurements converted to W50 using the fit from Kannappan et al.
(2002). We also compute the scatter in the mass-velocity relation dividing our sample above and
below 1010 M, roughly the gas-richness threshold mass below which gas-dominated galaxies start
to predominate in the galaxy population (K13). For the optical calibration, we measure biweight
scatter values of 0.1 dex and 0.15 dex above and below 1010 M, and for the HI calibration we
measure biweight scatter of 0.09 dex and 0.12 dex above and below 1010 M. To predict velocities
for galaxies without extracted measurements, we use the best fit line and add random scatter based
on the galaxy’s baryonic mass.
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Figure 5.7: Log galaxy velocity plotted vs. log baryonic mass with truncated rotation curves and
high asymmetries highlighted as blue open boxes and pink x’s respectively. We note that many of
the outliers marked in Figure 5.6a have truncated rotation curves or high asymmetries.
5.4.2: The Velocity Function
In Figure 5.8, we plot the RESOLVE-B VF using both the optical and HI based velocities
along with several previous measurements of the VF in the literature. Our data are complete to
Mbary = 109.1 (defined such that we are missing fewer than 2% of known galaxies, see E16). We
can assess a conservative velocity completeness limit by examining the mass-velocity relationship
shown in Figure 5.6, which shows that at Mbary = 109.1 M the top of the scatter extends to
V = 80 km s−1. We do not expect, however, that we are missing a significant fraction of galaxies
(which nevertheless would be impossible to measure), thus our results are significant even below
this conservative completeness limit. Similar to the mass function, the VF drops off toward large
velocities and rises as a power law towards lower velocities. The VF knee (the transition between the
two behaviors) occurs around V ∼ 251 km s−1. The rising slope towards low velocities continues






















Figure 5.8: The RESOLVE-B VF based on calibration to optical (black) and HI (red) measure-
ments. The data are binned by 0.1 dex in logV and the error bars are based on Poisson statistics.
A conservative completeness limit is determined to be at V = 80 km s−1. Overplotted in solid blue
is the VF inferred from the ALFALFA velocity widths (Papastergis et al. 2011). The dashed blue
line is a composite of the ALFALFA VF and the velocity dispersion function (VDF) from Chae
(2010) as performed in Papastergis et al. (2011). Also shown are the VDF (corrected by a factor of√
2 from Sheth et al. (2003) (purple dotted-dashed) and the HIPASS VF from Zwaan et al. (2010)
(green triple dotted-dashed line).
We compare the RESOLVE-B VF with previous VFs from the literature. Due to the observa-
tional constraints of these prior studies, they examined either the velocity dispersion function VDF
(Sheth et al. 2003; Chae 2010) or the VF of gas-rich galaxies from HI data (Zwaan et al. 2010;
Papastergis et al. 2011), neither of which examine the full range of galaxies.
The Sheth et al. (2003) VDF (purple dotted-dashed line, corrected by
√
2) matches our data
near the knee of the VF. At lower velocities, the Sheth et al. (2003) velocity dispersion function
turns over and falls off below V = 250 km s−1, as dispersion dominated galaxies no longer dominate
the galaxy population.
The HIPASS and ALFALFA VFs are both based onW50 measurements. To measure the HIPASS
VF, Zwaan et al. (2010) correct for inclinations based on photometric estimates, pruning out early-
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type galaxies and galaxies with inclination <45◦ (which are accounted for by a correction factor).
To infer the ALFALFA VF Papastergis et al. (2011) use a statistical approach assuming a Schechter
function form of the VF and finding the VF that best reproduces the HI velocity width function
(assuming all galaxy inclinations are sampled). The HIPASS and ALFALFA VFs are shown as a
green dotted-dashed line and blue solid line respectively. The ALFALFA VF is shifted towards
higher velocity compared to the HIPASS VF, perhaps due to ALFALFA’s higher sensitivity to low
HI masses. The HI based VF picks up where the velocity dispersion function falls off, illustrated by
the hybrid ALFALFA VF that includes the Choi et al. (2007) VDF (blue dashed line, Papastergis
et al. 2011).
We find that the RESOLVE-B HI based VF (red) has a rising low-mass slope similar to the
ALFALFA VF and is elevated over the ALFALFA VF at all velocities above our completeness
limit. The elevation is likely due to RESOLVE-B being overdense (as described in E16). Indeed we
find that the RESOLVE-B baryonic mass function is elevated over the ALFALFA baryonic mass
function from Papastergis et al. (2012) in E16.
At low velocities, it is evident that the optical and HI based velocity functions become sig-
nificantly different, as might be expected due to the different mass-velocity relationships seen in
Figure 5.6. The optical based VF has a flatter low-mass slope than the HI based VF. The optical
rotation velocities of dwarf galaxies may underestimate their true velocity (and total mass) since
they generally rise more slowly than larger spirals rotation curves and continue rising to the last
measurable point with no evident turnover (e.g., Tully et al. 1978; Rubin et al. 1985; Broeils 1992;
de Blok et al. 1996; Stil & Israel 2002).
Another question is whether the HI velocity width is a better probe of the low-mass galaxy
velocity. Using simulations, Brook & Shankar (2016) find that W50 measurements probe farther
into the disk than optical rotation curves, providing a better recovery of the maximum velocity
of dwarf galaxies. In a direct comparison of HI linewidths and optical rotation curve data for
measuring the Tully-Fisher relation, Courteau (1997) find that they yield similar results, even for
dwarf galaxies. They suggested that the similarity arises since the HI linewidth mostly traces the
higher HI surface density gas within the optical radius (Cayatte et al. 1994; Broeils & Rhee 1997).
Another consideration is that the W50 measurement crudely accounts for the pressure support term
that becomes more significant in dwarf galaxies, thus yielding the larger velocities (although Swaters
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between the optical and HI based RESOLVE-B VFs and the halo circular
VF from simulations. The RESOLVE-B data (black and red) are binned by 0.1 dex in logV and
the error bars are based on Poisson statistics. Overplotted in solid blue is the halo circular VF from
dark matter simulations as described in Weinmann et al. (2013). The dashed green and dotted
purple line show variants of the simulation VF including the effects of baryons and the effects of
both baryons and adiabatic contraction respectively. Below V ∼ 150 km s−1 the simulation VF
rises much more steeply than the data.
In Figure 5.9 we compare the RESOLVE-B VF with the halo circular VFs from dark matter
simulations as computed in Weinmann et al. (2013). To construct the circular halo VF, they use
the Millennium-II simulation, which has sufficient resolution to resolve the circular halo velocity
to 20 kpc for halos >1010 M. We show the VF computed at 20 kpc based on dark matter alone,
including the effects of baryons, and including the effects of baryons and adiabatic contraction. For
satellites the velocity is computed at the time of infall under the assumption that the halo circular
velocity does not change after infall.
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We find that the simulation VF rises much more steeply than the RESOLVE-B VF for V <
150 km s−1, echoing previous results that found the low-mass slopes of the stellar and baryonic
mass function, to be much shallower than the low-mass slopes of the halo mass function (Baldry
et al. 2008; E16). At high masses, the inclusion of baryons and adiabatic contraction improve
the agreement with the data. On the simulation side we note that the assumption that the halo
circular velocity does not change significantly in subhalos could contribute to the discrepancy at
the low-mass end. On the observation side, we note that the rising rotation curves of dwarf galaxies
may also contribute. Additionally, Obreschkow et al. (2013) showed that applying observational
constraints to the simulation yields VFs that agree with the data.
The VF as a function of Group Halo Mass
We have performed group finding and halo abundance matching on the RESOLVE-B subvolume
to assign galaxies to groups and estimate their group halo masses using the algorithms from Berlind
et al. (2006). Since RESOLVE-B is small, we use a larger data set (the Environmental COntext
Catalog, Moffett et al. 2015) to determine the linking lengths and abundance matching relationship
as described in E16.
To investigate the VF in different group halo mass regimes (the conditional VF), we break up
our sample at the key group halo mass scales described in E16. The first halo mass division, at
1011.4 M roughly corresponds to the gas-richness threshold mass for central galaxies. We note
that down to RESOLVE’s mass/luminosity selection limits, most such galaxies are alone in their
halos. The second division at 1012 M, roughly corresponds to the bimodality mass scale for the
central galaxy mass (Kauffmann et al. 2003b). RESOLVE-B has no groups more massive than
the third division at 1013.5 M, which separates large groups from clusters. We have labeled the
second group halo mass regime between 1011.4 M and 1012 M the “nascent group” regime, in
which galaxies are first coming together to form small groups that may eventually merge into larger
structures.
In Figure 5.10, we show the optical and HI based VFs of these three regimes in black and
red respectively (with the overall optical based VF in grey). The conditional VF follows patterns
similar to those seen for the conditional baryonic mass function from E16.
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In low-mass halos (<1011.4 M), the VF drops off steeply towards higher velocities and comprises
most of the objects in the region below our completeness limit. In the nascent group regime
(between 1011.4 M and 1012 M), the VF peaks at V ∼ 141 km s−1 with a steep fall off towards
both higher and lower velocities. Although below the conservative completeness limit, the flat slope
at low velocities mirrors the flat low-mass slope of the baryonic mass function at these intermediate
group halo masses (E16). For large groups (between 1012.0 M and 1013.5 M), the VF includes
most of the highest mass galaxies in RESOLVE-B, peaking at V = 251 km s−1. The large group































Figure 5.10: The optical (black) and HI (red) based RESOLVE-B VFs in different group halo mass
regimes. The grey shows the optical based overall VF. The data are binned in 0.1 dex bins with
Poisson error bars. We find that the conditional VF behaves similarly to the conditional baryonic
mass function from E16 with a steeply rising low-mass slope in low-mass halos (left), a flat low-mass
slope in nascent groups (middle), and a dip and rise in large groups (right).
There have been a few previous attempts to examine the VF in groups and clusters. Desai
et al. (2004) examine the VF in high-mass, nearby groups with N > 20 members and find a
steep low-mass slope that extends to low velocities. This study probes larger mass groups than we
sample in RESOLVE-B and uses scaling relations to determines velocities. In Pisano et al. (2011),
the authors study the VF of “loose-groups” in the local volume, which have halo masses between
1011–1013.5 M. They use HI velocity widths, tracing the gas rich galaxies and find that their
loose-group VF has a shallower slope at low velocities compared to the VF from Desai et al. (2004).
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In a third study, Abramson et al. (2014) use the SDSS group catalog along with scaling relations to
study the VF in groups with halo mass between 1012.5 M and 1014 M. They also find shallower
slopes compared to the Desai et al. (2004) VF.























Figure 5.11: Breakdown of parent halo and subhalo mass functions into different group halo mass
regimes. To construct the parent halo and subhalo mass functions (corresponding to central and
satellite galaxy mass functions respectively), we use the Bolshoi dark matter simulation (Klypin
et al. 2011), with halos determined by the ROCKSTAR algorithm (Behroozi et al. 2013b,c). Color
denotes the different group halo mass regimes: blue (low-mass halos), green (intermediate-mass
halos), orange (large group halos), and red (clusters). The parent halo mass functions are shown
as solid lines and the subhalo mass functions are shown as dashed lines. The parent halo mass
functions follow the same continuous power-law relationship. The subhalo mass functions are all
depressed below the parent halo mass functions with steeply rising low-mass slopes.
Finally in Figure 5.11, we show the conditional parent halo and subhalo mass functions from
the Bolshoi simulation (Klypin et al. 2011), broken down into the group halo mass regimes that
we have defined in this work. The parent halo mass functions (corresponding to the central galaxy
mass functions) form a continuous power law, rising steeply toward low masses. The subhalo mass
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functions (corresponding to satellite galaxy mass functions) are depressed below the parent halo
mass function and rise steeply toward lower masses (albeit with slightly differing slopes).
The depression in the subhalo mass functions relative to the parent halo mass functions is
also observed in the nascent and large group regimes of the conditional baryonic mass functions
in Eckert et al. (2016), although we observe no depression at cluster scales, for which satellites
dominate the mass function at all baryonic masses. The lack of depression in the observed cluster
satellite mass function may be the consequence of galaxy quenching in dense environments, while
the parent halo continues to grow in dark matter. Examining in more detail, the subhalo mass
functions do not exhibit the wide dip or flat slope as seen in the observed large and nascent group
mass functions, and they instead rise steeply toward lower masses. This result potentially indicates
that subhalo merging in dark matter only simulation is not efficient enough to match observations.
Recent work on very low-mass galaxies and large clusters suggests that inclusion of baryons in dark
matter simulations enables more efficient destruction of substructure through tidal stripping and
merging (Read et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016).
5.5 Conclusions
In this work we have constructed the VF for a volume-limited data set complete to Mbary ∼
109.1 M, well into the dwarf galaxy regime. To accomplish this feat, we have taken data using
several instrument+telescope combinations and observational setups. In particular we have focused
on obtaining 3D spectroscopy from an image slicer, fiber fed IFUs, and Fabry-Perot imaging to
enable recovery of kinematic inclinations.
The RESOLVE-B VF (shown in Figure 5.8) is consistent with several previous VF measurements
using either velocity dispersions from the SDSS or HI measurements from blind 21cm surveys.
Whether or not we use optical-based or HI-based velocities results in very different low-mass slopes
and further examination of the rising optical rotation curves in dwarf galaxies will be required to
settle this discrepancy. Comparison to the halo circular VF reveals that the measured VF has a
much shallower low-velocity slope (using either optical- or HI-based measurements), similar to the
discrepancy between the baryonic mass function and the halo mass function shown in E16.
We have also been able to analyze the VF as a function of group halo mass as shown in Figure
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5.10. We find that the VF follows trends similar to those seen for the baryonic mass function from
E16, with a steeply rising low-velocity slope for galaxies in low-mass halos, a flat low-velocity slope
in the nascent group regime, and a dip and rise in the low-velocity slope in the large group halo
mass regimes. The fact that these trends persist with environment, suggests that group processes,
such as merging and stripping, do contribute to the discrepancy with simulations.
This analysis lays the ground work for future studies of the VF with the RESOLVE survey as we
complete the RESOLVE-B early science region in the coming months and the larger RESOLVE-A
region in the next years.
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CHAPTER 6: Conclusions and Future Work
In the preceding chapters, we have examined the stellar, cold baryonic, and dynamical mass
content of galaxies and galaxy groups in RESOLVE and ECO, and we have compared them with
expectations from theoretical simulations of dark matter. We have particularly focused on exam-
ining galaxy total mass through 1) inclusion of the cold HI gas mass, which can be dominant for
low-mass galaxies and 2) inclusion of both baryonic and non-baryonic dark matter via measure-
ment of galaxy and group velocities. To achieve the first, we have used RESOLVE’s HI survey
and the newly calibrated gas mass estimators described in Chapter 2. To achieve the second, we
have obtained optical spectroscopy to measure the internal motions of galaxies, and we have used
stacking to compute group dynamical mass estimates down to low-N groups. We have also taken
advantage of the volume-limited design of our surveys to examine the dependence of the galaxy
mass and velocity functions on group halo mass and to study the integrated mass content of galaxy
groups. We synthesize the main conclusions below:
1. Taking into account the cold gas mass is important when examining galaxy and group mass
functions. In Chapters 3 and 4 we showed that the low-mass slope of the cold baryonic mass
function rises more steeply than that of the stellar mass function, as gas becomes an important
and even dominant component of low-mass galaxies. The low-mass slope of the cold baryonic
mass function, however, is still much shallower than that of the halo mass function.
2. Including the hot gas in clusters and potentially unobservable ultra-cold or ionized gas in
galaxies yields a group baryonic mass function that traces the halo mass function from clusters
to low-mass groups (Chapter 4). This result is suggestive that undetected dark baryons may
play a role in contributing to the discrepancy between observations and simulations.
3. The velocity function, which should trace all baryons in galaxies, also shows a discrepant low-
mass slope compared with the halo circular velocity function from simulations (Chapter 5),
suggesting that the discrepancy is not solely due to mass accounting within the radii probed
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by kinematic observations. Low-mass galaxies, however, tend to have rising rotation curves,
and we may not probe their full extent even with efforts to measure the galaxy velocity out
to re. It is unlikely, however, that the discrepancy is entirely due to this issue.
4. The baryonic mass and velocity functions behave similarly once broken down into different
group halo mass regimes physically corresponding to (mostly) isolated dwarfs, nascent groups,
large groups, and clusters (Chapters 3 and 5). In the isolated dwarf halo mass regime, the
velocity and baryonic mass function have steeply rising low-mass slopes. In the nascent group
regime, they both have flat-to-falling low-mass slopes down to our completeness limits. In
the large group halo mass regime, the velocity and baryonic mass function both show a dip
and rise toward the low-mass end. These variations indicate that environment plays a major
role in shaping observed galaxy mass functions.
5. The nascent group regime, in which galaxies are first coming together to form groups, may
be a preferred environment for efficient galaxy merging and/or gas stripping as seen in the
galaxy velocity and mass functions. Additionally, nascent groups appear to be at the peak
of baryonic collapse efficiency, while isolated dwarfs are growing at the peak rate of baryon
collapse, and large groups are increasingly dominated by their hot halo gas. Our results point
to nascent groups as the regime in which cold HI-dominated galaxies transition to larger
groups and clusters dominated by hot gas.
To follow up on this work, I plan to analyze three additional variations on the velocity function
that will yield further insight. First, I plan to perform an inclination free analysis of the velocity
function (see Obreschkow et al. 2013). Under the assumption that our volume-limited data set
includes galaxies of all inclinations distributed randomly, this analysis will remove the uncertainties
due to galaxy inclinations. Second, I will integrate the galaxy velocity function of Chapter 5 with
the group dispersion measurements described in Chapter 4 to connect between galaxies and groups,
performing the first velocity function analysis to bridge continuously over the nascent group regime.
Third, I will examine the dynamical mass function, by converting galaxy velocities to dynamical
or total masses. As discussed for groups in Chapter 4, defining the characteristic radius of galaxies
and groups will require further examination, but this analysis may yield new insight into the
contribution from undetected baryons and the relation between galaxies and their group halos.
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Based on the results presented in this thesis, it appears that environment shapes the mass and
velocity functions by destroying or reducing the masses of satellites. The implication then, is that
simulations are overproducing dark matter halos. One possible explanation for the overproduction
of dark matter halos is that these simulations neglect the baryonic physics of galaxies, which may
have a significant effect on the dark matter. In hydrodynamical simulations of dwarf galaxies, Read
et al. (2016) find that even in low-mass dwarfs, feedback from star formation can redistribute the
dark matter making subhalos more easily destroyed. At larger scales, Zhang et al. (2016) find that
including baryons accelerates the mergers of clusters compared with dark matter only simulations,
suggesting that there should be less halo substructure. Thus including baryonic physics in dark
matter simulations will be an important advancement toward explaining the discrepancies between
the low-mass slopes of the observed and theoretical mass and velocity functions.
Stepping back from the detailed analysis, this thesis has demonstrated more broadly that the
nascent group regime is a key transition point in the evolution of galaxies and groups and the
internal gas physics of halos. To further understand the group processes occurring in nascent
groups, I plan to investigate both resolved gas structures and star formation properties within
nascent groups. Resolved gas data from the VLA and ALMA will uncover signs of tidal interactions
and gas stripping, and on larger scales ALFALFA data may reveal streams of gas due to mergers
and interactions. Connecting the gas data to the star formation properties (using UV, Hα, and
mid-IR data) will inform us about the diversity of group formation processes occurring in nascent
groups: stripping, quenching, merging, tidal interactions, and renewing star-formation reservoirs.
These data will enable us to understand the interplay of group formation processes occurring in
nascent groups and link them to the evolution of galaxies and dark matter structures.
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